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.Joseph E. Hall of Bangor, who is a
candidate for Congress to succeed Hon.
Charles A. Boutelle, got part of his
education in the schools of Portland.
His father was Secretary of State under Gov. Washburn and afterwards was
editor of the Portland Daily Press.
The

Sagadahoc grand jury

rose

THF MAINE PEDAGOGUES.'

GOVERNOR OF HAINE.

Hold Their Annual

Dec. 29

and reported 20 indictments, mostly in
liquor cases. The county-attorney is
much disappointed with the small number of indictments, and will endeavor
to secure additional ones.President
Alpheus B. Stickney of the ChicagoGreat Western railroad, is tobemarned

in January to Miss May Crosby of Dexter. The bride to be is the daughter of
Judge Josiah Crosby and she and Mr.
Stickney became acquainted when he
was a young lawyer in her father’s office.
Mr. Stickney is a widower. The
marriage will probably take place in
Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Stickney will
spend the winter in New York.judge
Strout, who is presiding over the Supreme Judicial court now in session at
Skowliegan, has already imposed fines

aggregating nearly $4800 against offenders of the law, nearly $4100 of which
PAGE 8.
was, or will be, paid by liquor sellers,
i.imty Correspondence..Ship with several offenders yet to be sen-
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This is the largest amount imfor several terms.Itev. S. F.
Pearson, sheriff-elect of Cumberland
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The State board

meeting at Augusta
report of the committee
a

was

heard and the board

hey would ask the legislac and equipa bacteriolog-

,i-

iy to assist it in its saniThey also propose to ask
10 empower the board to

,,

to a crowded audience

mission in Portland last
After the sermon and
closing prayer, and just before he pronounced the benediction, Daniel F.
Parker, a well-known temperance worker, rose and in behalf of very many of
his supporters and of the temperance
men of tiie county presented to him a
solid gold badge.The concerts to be
given by the Maine Symphony orchestra at City Hall, Portland, on Jan. 7,
have been postponed for two weeks for
various reasons. The date will be announced later.
at the

Gospel

Sunday*evening.

regulations governing
and transportation of
infectious or contagious
In Brief. The steamer Rio Jun
...the legislature will also be Maru, at Victoria, B. C., brings the
continue the epidemic fund news that the Japanese training ship
Tsukishima Maru was lost with all
cus
:;i
granted two years ago. hands numbering 121 near Namadra,
of
Portland
r Mattocks
Japan, during a typhoon. Not one of
appointed Judge of Pro- the w hole ship’s company escaped. The
umberland county to till a body of the captain was found, also
.|
some wreckage. The steamer Inushima
•i.i the remainder of last year,
Maru struck a rock in Alaska Bay and
(iov. appointed Judge was lost with all hands save one....Miserserve a full term of two
able rain, fog and dirt made Christmas
i; ! ,i,
January first.Kev. E. C. week of evil memory for England.
pastor of the Baptist Depressing gloom in thorough harmony
cterville, is suggested as with the weather, settled overthecounsclent of Colby. He was try. The coasts were strewn with
11
Colby in ’79.Frank wrecks, commerce was out of joint and
formerly of Bangor and the public bitterly digesting the criticii eastern Maine, is now at
cism of the British army......Former
company of English President Benjamin Harrison has re111* are engaged in booming ceived his fee of $100,000 for his services
.ml
n

lfl,

#
HON. JOHN F. HILL OF AUGUSTA.

Meeting

of the

The 70th Maine

Legislature.

SUPREME

Legislature opened

yesterday, Jan. 2nd. Tuesday night the
Republicans held their caususes for the
legislative officers. In the senate the
following officers were chosen: President, Hannibal E. Hamlin, Ellsworth;
secretary, Kendall M. Dunbar, Damariscotta; assistant secretary, Walter B.
Clark, Damariscotta Mills; messenger, Charles II. Lovejoy, Sidney; assistant messenger, James F. Ashford,
H. B. T. Chadbourne,
He has gone to in connection with the arbitration of Windsor; folder,
nutario.
i
opened an emigration the boundary dispute between British Dexter; assistant folder, W. (I. Fuller,
iiidon from which point he Guiana and this republic.After Jan. Unity; postmaster, S. A. Holden, Trecl live hundred emigrants 1, in making the calculation of the per
mont; door keeper, Stephen I). Lord.
the new Canadian Eden, capita wealth of the United States, the
The House caucus made the followin the Snow Block, Kock- Hawaiian Islands, Alaska and the In-,
-th was the most serious dian Territory will be included. The ing nominations: Speaker, Joseph II.
'hat city has suffered in a probable effect will be to reduce slight- Manley, Augusta; clerk, W. S. Cotton,
M ins.
The damage was ly the per capita wealth, which now is
Lisbon; assistant clerk, E. M. Thompbuilding was occupied by about $27.The American and Danish
II.
: Wiggin.
druggists, the governments are engaged in direct ne- son, Augusta; messenger, George
National Bank and Wright gotiations for- the sale of the Danish Fisher, Winterport; first assistant messociety. The Kimball West Indies,” says the Copenhagen cor- senger, W. J. Smith, Gardiner; second
111mg', containing the Y. M. respondent of the Daily Mail, “and the assistant messenger,William II.Holmes,
mi
damaged.The Maine Danish minister in Washington will
emb will hold its annual shortly submit a proposal for the con- Augusta; mailearrier, Henry P. Hawes,
assistant
i maston on Tuesday, Jan. sideration of the American .Senate,”
Vassalboro ;
mailearrier,
css meeting will beheld at
Isaac B. Clarey, Livermore Falls;
ight, beginning ii.30, the
"Washington
Whispeiungs.
In first folder, J. F. Frederick. Starks;
ii i'tainea
ny tne uacKson tlie long line of Xew Year’s receptions
second folder, Chapin Lydston; third
I ast-on with a reception ami
at the White House none were more
unnent speakers will de brilliant than the one today which folder, Louis J. Brann, Lewiston; door
limits of Gov. Powers, ushered in the 20th century. Perhaps keeper, R. C. Xoyes, Bradford; second
ex-Gov. Burleigh, ex- no feature of it was so universally
door keeper,Edward W. Delano, Abbott.
x-Gov. Daniel F. Davis gratifying to the great throng as the
The Democrats met at the Augusta
Nathan A. Farwell were fact that the mistress of the White
•

m

u

'1

I unda of the State capiThe annual report of
the Bath district during

ship building in tonnage

u
of any other year save
h'.niKi tons were built. The
is 41.532 gross, or 30,561
ted among 35 craft. The
ut were as follows: One
umage 3292, net tonnage
’earners, gross tonnage, 850,
M'liooners, gross tonnage
-4 :13 barges, gross, 13,614,
two sloops, gross 45, net 31;
3900 tons.So far Mr.
Hail of Caribou and Hon.
I "wers of Houlton, and Mr.
Heal of Bangor have announe"-.or caused themselves to
s for the succession to Mr.
i rumors say there are lots
A dispatch received at
11
Works Dec. 28tli from
W. Hyde,
who is in
states that Bath's chances
sittleship contract are as
st. nothing having come up
situation.The Stanton
: utilization of Maine Bates
i Imld its annual meeting
at the Falmouth hotel,
Duong those to attend are
ivies Sumner Cook, Rev.
Perkins and Scott Wilson
1

House was able to participate in the happy occasion. She received with the President the felicitations and good wishes
of all. She walked down the main staircase on the arm of the President.
The
day was also notable for the general observance of the time-honored custom of

calls.

Triumph

of

Washington, Dec. 31. Tlie State
Department has received a despatch
from Minister Couger, at Pekin, dated
Dec. 30, announcing that the Chinese
plenipotentiaries have notified the rep-

resentatives of the powers that the
tlie acceptance of their
demands as a whole, and Prince Ching,

Emperor decrees

ex-

cursions to the interior should cease.
It is well known that this last request
is in accordance with the views of the

President.
In diplomatic quarters the acceptance
given by the Chinese envoys is regarded
as a most ingenious stroke of diplomacy.
Among diplomatic officials it is said
that this is not an unconditional accepts
ance, although it is such a concurrence
in the general principle of the note

■

n°iler

eorge E.

Smith,

ex-pres-

full

a

list

of

officers, headed by Cyrus W.
speaker. Senator Staples of Knox, the lone Democrat of the Senate, did not hold a
caucus by himself, but was much in
Davis of Waterville as

the

Democrats were

Diplomacy.

requests further conference.
They also desire that military

nominated

House

evidence at
A

that the powers cannot well set it aside.
It appears to be directed toward reMassacliusetts senate, C. C. opening the word “irrevocable” and seW F. Garcelon of Boston; curing more definite and, if possible,
undo. B. Clason of Gardi- more moderate conditions in some of
Eittlefield of Rockland; the points involved. It is not clear
s ut
Auburn; Wilbur Jud- whether tlie envoys will sign the note
xiston; President Chase of first, then ask for negotiations, or eniTofessor Stanton, the guest- deavor to ameliorate the terms before
whom the club was named. the final signatures are affixed. In any
i ommercial Travelers’ As- event, it is felt that tlie graver features
id a banquet at Riverton, of the trouble are overcome by the subAit, and elected the follow- missive attitude of the Emperor, and
President, William F. but little remains now except to per’•'ice 11resident, Albert Ben- fect tlie details of the peace treaty on
•
tors, Charles C. Blake, .1. the general lines heretofore laid down.
Minister Wit lias returned to WashArthur E. Craig, A. P.
ecretary and treasurer, ington but is still without advices from
Pekin
as to what has been done.
Huberts.The two-masted
imie Earl, which sailed
The Year’s Benevolence.
uicetown, Dec. 11th, from
md concerning whose safety
The Chicago Tribune keeps tab on
anxiety lias been felt, has
d at sea. Mrs. Eugene P. the gifts that are made for educational
Triendsliip, Me., received a institutions, libraries, museums, art gal•
enouncing that her hus- leries, charities, churches, etc. It announces that the benefactions to such
"■■•1 picked up by a steamer
at flravesend, Eng. Capt. institutions in the United States for the
mmauded and was part owner, year 1900, by personal donations and
am contained no particulars
bequests, are more than $GO,000,000,
|Stci'.Commencing January which is less by about $20,000,000 than
Maine Central Railroad those of the previous year. Eighteen
"ill remove the restrictions hundred and ninety-nine was a record
1 be use of its
1,000-mile tick- breaker. Its total was a round $50,persons named thereon, and 000,000 greater than the average for
them to be used for the the preceding ten years. Almost ex1
bearer or of any person or actly half of the donations of the curThese rent year have been made to educationaccompanying him.
■'>11 be sold at 820.00 each; and al institutions, and half of the $30,000,form of 500-mile tickets, 000 has been received by thirty-six of
1
will be withdrawn from the larger colleges and universities. The
1 s
Methodist twentieth century thank ofseason is seeing a building
;
Nlhirrel Island. A. II. Daven- fering has enriched educational institu
Boston, who owns large in- tions by $3,142,532. Libraries have re"h
the island,
is
foremost ceived about $0,500,000, mostly for new
!
b e
,
builders, having erected a buildings. Of this sum, Andrew Carrestaurant not far from the negie has given $4,195,000 within the
,,
!">at wharf which will enable the the year. Charities have received $13,'h' of
another season as well as 390,176, which is a little more than in
iv"
'at the island to be
given first- 1899. Churches and church enterprises
"r'ice. Mr. Davenport is also have received $8,799,605, which is $6,<■’ a
So,ooo cottage built near the 000,000 more than the year before. All
,,,
..occupied
by him and has these figures include only gifts of $1,000
k ,V ^ for the building of a large or more. The prosperity that has come
which will be erected near by. to individuals has been generously
% W hi be cottages and other build- shared with the public. This is the
put up in the early spring. American way. [Boston Herald.
i

house and

House

caucus.

to meet

The

Wednesday

evening and nominate a candidate for
U. S. Senator and candidates for State
offices.

WM.

H.

JUDICIAL

COURT.

FOOLER, JUSTICE PRESIDING.

The January term of Supreme Judioial
Court opened Tuesday morning, Jan. 1st,
with the following named officials and jurors in attendance:
Judge, Wm. H. Fogler, Rockland.
Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.
County Attorney, Burton F. Foster, Montville.
Sheriff, Samuel G. Norton, Belfast.

Crier, Eugene Blanchard, Sandypoint.
Deputy Sheriffs, Geo. A. Jackson, Searsmont; W. C. Gray, Troy; W. A. Poland,
Montville.

Messenger, Charles W. Perkins, Belfast.
Stenographer, Fred L. Hayden, Portland.
Prayer was offered at the opening of
court by Rev. A. A. Smith.
There were some changes in the Grand
Jury since the September term. The foreman, A. J. Skidmore, is a member of the
A. II.
State Legislature and was excused.
Higgins of Thorndike was elected foreman.
W. II. Churchill of

Montville and C. H.

Partridge of Prospect .fit not appear.
The traverse juries were also short of
Thomas Atmen at the opening of court.
wood of Winterport and Chas. F. Ginn of
Belfast were excused. Another member of
the legislature was found on the traverse
jury list, X. D. Ross of Linoolnville, and he
The juries were finally imwas excused.
as follows:
Wm. II. Beal, foreman,
First Jury.
Morrill; J. R. Bailey, Brooks; S. E. Bowler,
Palermo; Henry J. Chaples, Belfast; Frank
L. Chase, Troy; Wilson A. Colson, Searsport; Watson W. Coombs, Islesboro; J. W.
Deane, Freedom; Isaac Flagg, Belmont;
Willis J. Greely, Liberty; C. H. Hadley,
Jackson: A. N. Jewett, Searsmont.
After calling the docket the court adjourned to Wednesday morning, and as
there were not- jurors enough present to till
the second panel the forming of the jury
The jury is as
was postponed until then.
follows:
A. E. Nickerson, foreSecond Jury.

paneled

Legislature met yesterday and
Daniel Donover, Prospect;
organized by choice of the officers nom- man, Swanville;
inated in the Republican caucuses. .1, F. Longfellow, Montville; George E.
Last evening the joint Republican cau- Marks, Searsport; William A. Mason, BelThe

held for the nomination of the
various State officers, and Hon. William
P. Frye of Lewiston, now in the shadow of a great bereavement, was unanimously nominated to succeed himself
for another term of six years in the
national Senate.
To-day, Thursday, the formal inauguration of Hon. John F. Hill of Augusta as Governor of Maine will take
place. His address will be published in
full in the next issue of The Journal,
Then will come the election of State
officers and the announcement of the
committees, after which the Legislature will take a recess until the first of

fast; George T. Murcli, Unity; Samuel N.
Rackliff, Belfast; Nelson W. Staples, Stockton Springs; Hollis Tibbetts, Monroe;
Charles True, Frankfort; Arlo Twitchell,
Burnham ; Osgood Woodbury, Northport.
The second trial of the Cottrell will case
is assigned for next Tuesday.

next week.

Verdict for defendant. Knowlton for plaintiff. McLellan for defendant.
The following attorneys from other counties were present: S. S. Brown, Waterville;
J. W. Manson, Pittsfield; Joseph Williamson, Jr., Augusta; Fred L. Banks, Boston

cus was

University

of Maine.

The library has recently received a gift
of about 35 volumes from Prof. A. B. Aubert, mainly on chemical subjects.
The members of the Beta Theta Pi chapter at the University of Maine will have a
steward and board in their house on the
campus after the holidays. Although the
Betas have occupied their house since 1830,
being the first fraternity chapter in ihe
State to have a house, they have never fitted
up the dining room and kitchen until this
winter.
The daughters of the late Hon. William
P. Wingate of Bangor have presented the
University of Maine with a portrait of their
father. .Mr. Wingate was a member of the
board of trustees of the university for many
years, retiring on account of the statutory
limitation as to age, and was its president
for a considerable period. He was among
the most earnest friends of the institution
and w-as largely instrumental in securing
the adoption of the Orono site; he superintended the erection of the early buildings.
Wingate hall was named in honor of Air.
Wingate, and it is upon the walls of this
building that the portrait will hang.
Yachts

and

Boats.

Capt. Hank Ilaff is to command
Lawson’s cup-defender.

Mr.

N. S. Lord & Co. are making a mainsail
for a sloop yacht for J. M. Vogel of Castine.
W. A. Kimball and Otis M. Whitmoie
engaged in boat building this winter in
the Passagassawaukeag Yacht Club house
and last week completed their second rowboat. Capt. A. A. Koix is foreman of the

are

The first jury trial was Almerin Dickey
Chas. W. Perry, action to recover $27
for wages as attendant at the Farmers’ Inn,
Belfast. The defense was that if any such
services were rendered and not paid for it
was an illegal business, liquor selling and
gambling, and hence not a legal bill.
vs.

River and

Harbor

Improvements.

The river and harbor bill, as stated last
week, contains appropriations for the Baga-

duce river and Carver’s Harbor. The U. S.
Engineer reports that improvements to the
Bagaduce river have not progressed very
satisfactorily. Removal of rocks and bowlders by Townsend & Olsen was begun last
June, but there has been a gradual washing
of soft mud from the adjacent flats into
the dredged channel. On account of the
rocks at Winslow’s Island small sailing vessels that land at South Penobscot can not
use the new channel.
The work at Carver’s Harbor, where a
place of refuge for shipping is designed, has
proceeded very satisfactorily. Under a contract with Augustus R. Wright 97,104 yards
of material were removed in the early summer, completing about 14 acres of the proposed area of 23 acres to be dredged. Ledge
has been discovered about three feet above
the required depth near the upper end of
the harbor and on both sides of it- A rock
with its top only 71 feet below mean low
tide was found near the upper corner of the
steamboat wharf. A careful examination
of the character of these rocks and the cost
of removing them is to be made.
Stain

ana
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Cromwell Pardoned.
--

Session In

Lewiston.

Vice President, W. C. Mallett, Farming-

Secretary

and Treasurer, C.

E.

Tilton,

The Maine Pedagogical Association’s an- Bangor.
Corresponding Secretary, Allen Quimby,
nual meeting opened in Lewiston, Dec. 26th,
with a large attendance.
Devotional exer- Augusta.
Department Superintendent,Payson Smith.
cises were conducted by Rev. G. M. Howe.
Secretary Schools, F. W. Johnson, WaterAddresses of welcome were given in behalf
of the city and social board by Mayor Fur- ville; grammar school, C. S. Pettingill,
bush and President L. G. Jordon of the Waterville; primary school, Nellie S. Cloudboard.
Miss Mary Snow, president of the man, Gardiner; rural school, A. T. Richardson, Castine.
association, responded.
Executive Committee, C. F. Cook, W. C.
Albert F. Richardson, principal of Castine Normal school, presented a practical Mallett, Allen Quimby, Augusta; D. T.
article on “What Consideration May the Harthorn, Wilton.
Councillors, Mary S. Snow, W. J. Corthell.
Normal School Expect at the Hands of Superintendents ?” A general discussion fol- W. H. Ilartshorn, W. C. Purington, D. J.
lowed the reading of Mr. Richardson’s paper. Callahan, A. W. Harris, G. A. Robertson,
The society voted to have Prof. L. G. O. M. Lord, F. C. Robinson.
Jordan prepare a history of the organizaAdvisory Board, Charles Fish, J.F.Moody,
G. C. Chase; W. W. Stetson, C. E. Tetlow,
tion.
In the evening President Hyde of Bow- secretary and treasurer._
doin delivered an address on “The End of
OBITUARY.
Education.”
He spoke first of the care
which a teacher should have over his physical welfare.
You cannot teach a good
Again has the Angel of Death visited our
school and make your own dresses, or spec- community and removed from a home the
children
ulate, or work vacations.
City
don’t have half a chance with country loving, guiding spirit of wife and mother.
children. They have no means of acquaint- After an exceedingly painful illness of about
ing the discipline of contact with seal ob- one week’s duration, the peaceful, quiet
stacles, or realities.
close of her earthly life came to Mrs.
The kindergarten begins to solve the
problem for city children of early age. Minerva Pierce, wife of Dr. Janies A.
Normal training goes farther toward it as Pierce of Stockton Springs, on Wednesday
the children get older. Steadiness, patience,
Dec. 26th.
The daughter of Air.
persistence, cheerfullness are developed by morning,
this work, as can never be attained by mere Horace and Airs. Alinena Wilson Coburn,
book learning. Girls should be taught sew- she was born in Winslow, Maine, Jan. 20,
ing and cooking if they are to grow up other 1848. Fond of books and
study, she devoted
than ineffcient competitors in life.
her time to them constantly, beginning to
tne curriculum tor cnnaren irom «to 14
years of age should contain English, mathe- teach when very young, and continuing to
matics, geography, history, natural history do so until her marriage in
Windsor, April
and art. English includes reading, writing
and spelling. Much reading is trying to get 7, 1875, to Dr. James A. Pierce, formerly
the words off the reader's mind rather than of that place, but lately removed to Stockthe thought into the hearer’s mind. One of
ton.
Coming to the latter place immediatethe most helpful ends of education is to
send to our working men’s homes children ly, she has since resided here, and her
who enjoy the best reading and can read familiar face will be greatly missed
by her
as others enjoy hearing them. Declamation
neighbors. Of very domestic tendencies,
is reading prepared more elaborately.
Arithmetic should be reduced to a few she was bound up in home and family, and
principal subjects. The mathematical con- was a most truly devoted wife and mother.
science is the knowledge that there is only
Thought of self was always secondary, and
one way to do right, and hard to find, but
many ways to do wrong which no fool can appreciation of favors shown her a promimiss. Rational examinations include a brief nent trait of her character.
Though a
written review of definite facts, the most semi-invalid for
many years, she did not alimportant of which have been committed to
memory. The greater part should be by low it to warp her naturally cheerful, charithe aid of all the books, maps and helps table disposition. As an intimate friend of
obtainable. The end of education is to be
many years expressed it: “I never heard
able to do, not merely to remember.
President Hyde’s address was followed by her speak ill of any one.” “A good woman
a musical program by local talent and a regone,” is a tender tribute from the commuception by the Lewiston teachers.
in which she has so long lived. Of her
The principal sutyect of discussion at the nity
forenoon session Thursday wras
Rural immediate family, she leaves a husband and
Schools.”
Miss Snow, the president, said one son, James A., Jr., to mourn the loss of
that to raise the quality of school work in a most
faithful, helpful wife and a loving
one place was to help to a higher standard
in all parts of the State.
Miss Lincoln of and self-sacrificing mother; and besides
Farmington Normal school spoke of the these, an aged mother in her eighty-eighth
work of the poem in the rural schools. Mr.
year, one sister and three brothers, to all
Payson Smith spoke of the schools typified
by the “Little Red School Houses.” An in- of whom the sympathy of the entire comteresting discussion followed, which was munity is extended in their great bereaveparticipated in by Principal Moody of Au- ment. The body was taken to Windsor,
burn, Prof. Richardson of Castine, Prof.
Thursday, for burial, accompanied by the
Winslow of Rath.
Miss Ardelle Tozier of Old Town read a by the husband and son and other friends.
paper on “Art Education in Rural Schools.” Kennebec papers please copy. [M. 11.
Prof.
W. G. Mallett, superintendent of
schools in Farmington, spoke on “The GradMrs. Mary A. Bradman died at her home
ing of Rural Schools.
At the afternoon session Principal George in East Belfast Saturday evening, Dec.
Phenix of the State Training School of 29th, of pneumonia, at the age of 69 years, 1
Willimantic, Conn., delivered an address.
month and 15 days. She was born in BelThomas M. Raillett spoke on “Some New
Phases of Educational Thought.” In the fast, a daughter of the late Capt. John and
evening, Henry T. Bailey, agent for the and Sally (Reed) Shute, and was the last to
promotion of industrial drawing in Massaof a family of seven children.
chusetts, spoke on “Beauty in School Work.” pass away
Principal George I’. I’henix questioned She was married Sept. 25,1857,in Providence.
the statement of Mr. Smith, who attributed R. X., to Edwin X. Bradman, and came at
the greatness of Maine’s noted men to the
where they have since
“Little Red School House.” He claimed once to Belfast,
that it was the industrial training which resided. Two children were born to them,
they had received in their homes rather Emma Mabel, who died Oct. 16, 1873, and
thaii that received from the schools. He Herbert E. of this
city. Iler husband, son
did not believe in setting tasks for children
in order to discipline them, without a defi- and one graud-daugliter, Mary Emerald,
nite object in view, but considered it a mere survive her. Mrs. Bradman was a kindwaste of time.
hearted and faithful mother, ever ready to
Spelling is an observation study but does
not teach children to study rocks or trees. make those around her happy. She was true
The elementary school teaches too much and devoted in every duty of life. The
grammar of a wrong kind and takes too funeral was held at her late home Wednesmuch time about it. You can drop out the
first three years of arithmatic and find at day afternoon, and was largely attended by
the end of live years that your pupils have neighbors and friends. Rev. Geo. S. Mills
advanced just as far as if they had put in officiated. The floral offerings were numerthe whole time to that study.
ous and beautiful.
now many oi you have ever used euoe
root outside of school room? Addition,
multiplication, division of whole numbers
George II. Copeland, a prominent business
aud fractions, and percentage. Is it worth
while to spend eight years in studying these. man of Rockland, died there Monday after a
As a substitute I would recommend the brief illness with typhoid fever,
lie was
reading of good literature and history.
born in Holden,Me., 40 years ago. He leaves
the
leisure
to
has
more
given
Machinery
working classes and they should begin to a widow and three daughters. He came to
use their leisure for self-improvement.
Belfast in 1888 and bought the-5 and 10 cent
Dr. Haillett spoke encouragingly of Maine business of A. 11. Trafton. Five
years later
schools. He said that the large number of
Maine teachers who had obtained situations he sold out to AValter 11. Richards and movin Massachusetts showed that good work ed to Rockland, where he engaged in similar
had been done in them. lie also spoke of business, and four years afterwards bought
Reed and Congressman Littleex Speaker
the business of the Bicknell Tea Co. He
field as examples of great men who had
been litted for positions of responsibility was a charter member of Enterprise Lodge,
from the Pine Tree State. He emphasized A. 0. U. W., of Belfast, and is pleasantly rethe work done through compulsion in membered
by the friends he made while in
European evening schools, such as drawing,
hand work for girls, commercial branches, this city.
etc.
“We have the best primary schools in the
There was an error in the brief obituary
world because our children are happiest in of Mrs. Sarah F. Nesmith of
Brooklyn, X.
informthem. European teachers are better
ed aud get more work out of their pupils. Y., published last week. She leaves two
They read more and look ahead to a life of sons and two daughters.
teaching and do not live from hand to mouth
The women have not
as our teachers do.
Transfers in Real Estate.
the chance, especially in Germany, that they
have here. All European countries have
their highest interest in the High schools.
The following transfers in real estate
“I believe in some electives in the High
school but not too many. The teaching in Ger- were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Jan. 2, 11)01
many is more uniform than here. The time is
coming when we shall demand more scholar- Angelia J. Getchell et als., Troy, to Benj. F.
the
work
in
our
after
leave
teachers,
they
ly
A.
colleges or university. If we do not love Ward, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
study enough to pursue it without being L. Clark et als., Frankfort, to Arthur Boyd,
driven how can we expect our pupils to do
Prospect; land and buildings in Frankfort.
so?”
David S. Crosby, Belfast, to Willard L.
The session closed Friday, several eastern
Maine teachers taking prominent part in Lathrop, Cambridgeport, Mass.; land in
L. 11 Mosher, Tlnitv, to Geo.
the program of the day. Prof. Franklin C. Northport.
Robinson of Bowdoin college was in charge H. Mosher, do.; land and buildings in
and
of
of the department
superintendence,
W. L. Lathrop, Cambridgeport,
opened with a brief talk on Lessons Unity.
from Experiences in the Work of a Superin- Mass., to Beacon Ethical Union, Northport;
tendent.
land and buildings in Northport. Geo. A.
Prin. Prescott Keyes of the Bar Harbor
to Frank C. Proctor,
school had charge of the department on Jackson, Searsmont,
l’hilsecondary schools, and among the topics do.; land in Searsmont. Walter A.
considered were the following:
brick, Belfast, to Ada H. Kimball, do.;
Mutual
College and Preparatory Schools as
land and buildings in Belfast. Laban A.
Helpers, Prof. W. A. Houghton, Bowdoin
Fernald, Benton, to Ernest L. Fernald,
College.
Are We Doing Our Duty By the Students Troy; land in Troy. Joseph Ellis, Brooks,
Who Are Not Going to College? II. W. to Sarah F. Fayson, do.; land in Waldo.
Foss, principal of Higgins Classical Insti- J. O.
Hayes, Belfast, to Win. S. Dodge, Islestute.
boro; land and buildings inlslesboro. Etta
paper ionoweu oy general discussion.
Tlie Business Course in the High school, Lancaster, Belfast, to W. L. Latlirop, CamH.K. White,principal of Bangor High school.
bridgeport, Mass., land and buildings in
Paper followed by discussion.
To What Extent Should Electives Be Of- Xorthport. W. L. Lathrop to Beacon Ethifered to Students in the High school? J. F. cal Union, Xorthport; land and buildings in
Moody, principal Auburn High school.
James W. Whitten, Burnham,
Discussed by A. E. Chase, principal of the Xorthport.
to Fred E. Whitten, do.; land in Burnham.
Portland High school.
How Much Should High Schools Attempt Ernest G. Stedman, Xew York, to Gustavus
in Chemistry and Physics, and What FaIsaacs, do.; land in Islesboro. Emily A.
cilities for These Studies Should They Afford, F. H. Damon, instructor in chemistry Harrimau, Montville, to J. J. Clement et al,
and physics, Bangor High School.
do.; land in Montville.
Discussed by Prof. L. G. Jordan, Bates

college.

Prin. H. E. Ellis of the Belfast Grammar
Augusta, Dec. 31. At the meeting of
the Governor and Council, this afternoon, school had charge of the department of
full
a
and
free
at the State House,
pardon grammar schools and the program included
i was granted Oliver Cromwell and David L. the following:
How Best Improve the Grammar School
shop.
Stain, who, at the February term of the
in 1888, at Bangor, Course of Study ? Supt. B. C. Richardson,
Macomber completed plafiking the Dod- supreme judicial court
I were indicted and convicted for the murder Auburn.
worth yacht last week,using selected cypress, of John Wilson Barron, cashier of the DexWhat Should Be Taught in the Grammar
;
which is free from knots and sap and ter Savings Bank, whose death occurred, School, Supt. John R. Dunton, Belfast.
Feb.
1878.
Reading and Word Study, Prin. Geo. P.
22,
This
works easily.
wood is used generally
Thomaston, Me. Dee. 31. The glad Plienix, State Normal Training school, Wilby the crack yacht builders to the westward. news of pardon was conveyed to Stain and limantic, Conn.
Cromwell by Deputy Wyman, at ii.30 tonight,
Discipline in the Grammar school, WilIn the Same Boat.
and both men showed different emotions lard F. Daggett, principal Grammar school,
when told that after 10 years they were at Lewiston.
The matter of changing the name to that
Both ex-President Cleveland and ex-Pres- last free. Stain broke down completely and
cried like a child, but Cromwell, though of the Maine Teachers’ Association was reident Harrison opposed the election of Bry
an, but now that the campaign is over they evidently strongly affected, appeared calm ferred to the advisory board, nothing to be
are doing all they can to embarrass the and joyous. Both men were greatly sur- done about it this year. The following offi
man who defeated him. [St. Louis Globe- prised at the action of the Council, Crom- cers were elected:
Democrat.
well more so than Stain.
President, C. F. Cook, Augusta.

PERSONAL.

ton.

The Shoe Situation.
It is not a bad sign that the local jobbing
trade in footwear is quiet, nor that orders
received by manufacturers from salesmen
are small, as most travelers returned home
for the holidays. Hence, new contracts are
not large, but factories are running at full
capacity, and in many cases refuse to duplicate orders at previous prices. Shops are
assured of brisk employment well into the
new year, and makers expect to buy leather
at better terms. Aside from hemlock sole,
of which there is a scarcity, prices are barely maintained, and export buying has been
proportionately better than domestic. Hides
average lower, making the fifth successive
week of decline at Chicago. [Dun’s Review,
December 29.

Miss Caroline W. Field is visiting friends
in Bangor.
Miss Edna Burdin went to Boston Monday
for a short visit.

Miss Bernice Rogers
College yesterday.

returned to Tufts

H. E. Bradman, who was seriously ill two
weeks, is able to be out.

Eugene Black spent the holidays at home
from Newton Centre, Mass.
J. R. Mears was in Portsmouth, N. H.
last week on official business.
a

Dr. G. P. Lombard returned Tuesday from
week’s visit in Massachusetts.

Leslie Warren of Bueksport spent
days in Belfast the past week.

a

few

Freeman M. Wood and wife visited friends
in Massachusetts the past week.

Raymond Varnum returned to Boston
Monday after a short visit at home.
Mr. and Mrs. II. W. Phillips of Bangor
visited at L. P. Walton’s the past week.

Ralph L.Cooper returned to the University
of Maine-Monday, after his holiday vacation.
Miss Hattie Clements of Rockland was a
guest of Miss Ada £. Larrabee a few days
the past week.
Mrs. H. W. Titcher and Mrs. Samuel
Adams went to Bangor Saturday to attend
the Blauvelt concert.
t
Misses Millie

and

Lena

Sanborn

left

Tuesday for Medfield, Mass., where they
have employment in a straw shop.
H. L. Woodcock returned last week from

Bangor, where he had a very successful
holiday sale of his oil paintings and water
colors.
Miss Ethel E. Thomas left Friday for
Melrose, where she has a position as teacher
of the sixth grade in the Washington Street
School.
Robert A. Bateman, a senior in Colby
College, visiting in Belfast, assisted Dr. A.
T. Dunn of Waterville in the Baptist pulpit
last Sunday.
Walter and Fred Poor went to Boston

Saturday, the latter to visit his brother there
for a few days before returning to Dartmouth College.
Mrs. Margaret White went to Boston
Tuesday and later will go to Tampa, Florida,
to spend the winter with her son, Capt.
Wellington White.
R. P. Chase and wife and C. If. Walden
and wife are stopping al liockj Point,
Pitcher’s Pond. They will be joined Monday by Rev. J. M. Leighton and wife.
M. V. IS. Knowlton, father of the
bride, and Mrs. F. K. Cottrell, both of Rockland, came to Belfast to attend tiie marriage
of John A. Fogg and Miss Ilia B. Rnowdton.
We S. Roberts of Reading, Mass., was in
Belfast the first of the week. He had been
to Yinalhaven to see the new yacht Roy
Coombs is buildingfortlie Roberts brothers.
Horace C. Chenery of Pittsburg, Pa., arrived hereon Monday night's train and left
Tuesday noon, lie came to see how the
work was progressing on the old Crosbyhouse.
Rev. R. T. Capen sailed from New York
last Saturday on the steamer A Her.
He
spent New Years on the A thud it*. The best
wishes of everybody in Belfast attend him
on his voyage.

Capt. J. O. Hayes was at home a few days
last week from New York, where he left
the sell. Penobscot, of which he has been in
temporary command. The bark < Hive Thurlow arrived in New York Friday and (.'apt.
Ilayes left Saturday to rejoin her.
(’has. E. Bieknell is high line at pickerel
fishing thus far this winter, having landed,
plump iish which tipped the scales at
four pounds, honest weight. Mr. Bieknell
has some fine pickerel gear, which was presented him by kind friends shortly after the
November election.
[Rockland Courier-

one

Gazette.

Maj. Sidney Herbert, the veteran journalist, came down from his home at Lake Maitland, Fla., to spend Christmas with old
friends. Maj. Herbert is still active and
full of good cheer, notwithstanding his age
and poor health. He is a welcome guest
any and everywhere known, j Jacksonville,

Fla., Metropolis.

The State Assessorship.
The Belfast Republican can't believe that
Mr. Marshall of the Board of Assessors
will be dropped by the legislature and another man elected. Nevertheless that is the
outlook at the present time. Indeed, Mr.
Simpson’s friends profess to be certain that
Simpson will be chosen with little opposition. [Portland Press.
The Journal can believe it; but hopes to
be spared such an exhibition of ring politics as this turning down of an able and efficient official would imply.
The kindly Republican Journal of Belfast
still insists that Mr. Marshall must be reelected as a member of the State Board of Assessors. Meanwhile most of us think differently. Mr. Marshall is a thorough gentleman
and a most faithful officer. Waldo county is
all right, too, but it is most unfortunate that
F. M. Simpson does not dwell inside of the
county limits. [Bangor Daily News.
Why should a “thorough gentleman and a
most faithful officer” be denied the second
term which party usage would give him?
Why should Waldo county be denied any
| representation in the State government?
i These questions are easily answered, of
I course, but it is not necessary to answer
them now.
There will be a day of reckonI ing, however.
The people of Maine acted wisely in reto countenance the scheme to create
berth merely that the .State treasurer
whose term expiring soon bv limitation
should be “taken care of." Now it seems
that since Mr. Simpson cannot have an
office made to order, lie has cast his eyes
longingly to the State assessorship, a position now very honorabh tilled by Mr. \V. C.
Marshall, and in lieu of the other is willing
to make that do.
This requires that Mr.
Marshal] shall abdicate in liis favor, which
or unwillingly he must do because
willingly
Mr. Simpson must be “taken care of"—no
matter about anybody else. Mr. Marshall
has only served out one term, and as a matter of precedence and State usage everybody knows lie is entitled to two. Hut all
is fair in love and war—and politics. [The
Old York Transcript, Oct. 25th.

fusing
a new

Centre Montvillk.

The dance at the

Grange hall on Christmas night, although
not extensively advertised,was well attended
and much enjoyed by those attending_
Mrs. Nathan Bennett is convalescing_
The large apple crop of this town is nearly
all sold and buyers are still looking for
more—Miss Miriam Bartlett has returned
to Ilopedale, Mass., after spending the holidays in town_The following University
of Maine men, who have been spending the
holidays in town, have returned to Orono:
Richard Berry, Mark J. Bartlett and Wales
R. Bartlett.

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

Napoleon lost ali respect for King
Frederick William 1JI. on account of his

Blankets

wavering policy, and intentionally developed a rupture between the two
nations. He thwarted Prussia’s attempt
to unite the remaining German states

as

soft

as

new,

by

washing them in

into a North German Confederation.
He offered to restore the Electorate of
Hanover to England without consult-

GOLD DUST

ing Prussia, to whom he had given it as
a reward for neutrality during the
Austerlitz campaign. Though Prussia
had lost the confidence of Europe by

Washing

Powder

Russians.

the great battle of Jena and Auerstadt
occurred Oct. 14,1806. Prince Ilohenlohe
commanded the Prussians at Jena and
Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick at Auerstant. Napoleon was assisted at Jena
by Marshals I.annes, Augereau, Soult
and Murat, MarshalDavoutcommanded the French at Auerstadt. The
French loss was 14,000 and the vanquished Prussians lost 40,000 troops and 300
cannon.
Various divisions of the scat-

a

tit lie sword of Frederick theGreat
and sent it to Paris. ITis famous Berlin decree was issued from the royal
secure

palace in Nov. The British Isles were
declared blockaded and British goods
were excluded from continental ports.
The British Order-in-Council declared
the blockade of ports from which the
British flag was excluded. Napoleon’s
Milan decree threatened to confiscate
any vessel submitting to English search.
The 'French swept on victoriously.

they

Russia

produced

a

war

with Persia

which lasted from 1803 to 1813. The
principal events of this war were a
series of Russian victories at Etschmiazin, Shirvau, Derbend and Alkolwalaki.
The Ottoman Empire was in a very unstable condition at this time. The
were

in revolt in

brother Maliamond II. upon the throne.
without his troubles
He was not

as

the

Grand

Vizier's

palace was
gunpowder during the

blown up with
lirst
year. The

Russian Genl. Mich-

elson defeated the Turks at

March 17, 1807.

Giurgevo

Genl. Gudovitch de-

feated them near Erzeroum in Arme-

nia,

June 18, 1807.
The Turkish fleet
was also defeated by the Russian fleet.

The Czar Alexander I. refused to rati-

was

proclaimed regent.

Benningsen

was

sent into

Prussia to

guard the Vistula.

After Russia and Prussia
bad made peace with France, Gustavus
man

Porte.

IV. of

Sweden

believing

himself

or-

allowed

to

leave

the

great Mr. Pitt's friends. The Duke of Port■nfluence at Constantinople, and Napoland was Prime Minister and Geo. Canleon used this influence to prevent the
ning Sec. of Foreign Affairs. As RusSublime l’orte from
the
renewing
sia had joined Napoleon by the Peace
of
alliance with England.
treaty
of Tilsit, England was left without any
Turkey declared war against Russia
allies.
She accordingly sent Adbecause the troops of Emperor Alex- great
miral Lord Gambier with 20,000 land
ander 1. had occupied her tributary
under Earl of Cathcartto secure
provinces of Moldavia and Wall- troops
the Danish fleet as a pledge of Danish
achia. Mr.
Arbuthnot, the British

co-operation during

the war.

eminent letuseu until

reduced to ashes.

The gov-

its

capital was
Tlie fleet was sur-

of the French ambassador,
and retired from the city. In Jan. iso7,

offered the beautiful queen a
rose, she reluctantly accepted it with the
remark “At least with Magdeburg.”

Napoleon replied, “Your Majesty will
be pleased to remember that it is I who
offer and that Your Majesty has only
the task of accepting.” The peace of
Tilsit was signed July, 1807. The former
Republic of Poland became the Grand
Duchy of Warsaw, and Dantzic became
a free State.
Through the intercessions
of Emperor Alexander I. the Prussian
king was allowed to retain about half
his dominions by paying a large war indemnity. A large part of the dominions became the kingdom of Westphalia
and

was

more.

China will accept the demands of the
including punishment of Boxer
leaders.

left.

Gov. Roosevelt has presented the
African Methodists with a parsonage
at Oyster Bay, New York.

It cures the croup at

Then when any
in the family comes
down with a hard cold
or cough a few doses of
the Pectoral will cut
short the attack at once.
A 25 cent bottle will cure
a miserable cold; the 50c.
size is better for a cold
that has been hanging on.

once.

The crops raised in Iowa this season
bring in $102 for every man, woman
and child in the State.

one

will

In ninety years the Spanish-speaking
people of the world have increased from

26,190,000 to 42,800,000.
European Arctic explorers have found
that an American has bought up nearly

polar dogs.
| IT free men attempted to thaw dynamite, at Trimble, O., and two of them

Keep

the dollar size on hand.
“About 25 years ago I came near
with consumption, but was
dying
cured with Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
since which time I have kept Ayer’s
medicines in the house and recommend them to all my friends.”
C. D. Mathewson,
Jan. 16, 1899.
Bristol, Vt.

Prof.

1808.
They occupied Helsingfoirs and
Sweaborg which had been considered
impregnable, surrendered Apr. 0, 1808.
Czar Alexander had already declared

MUNYOlPS-

DYSPEPSIA
CURE

world

written

and

art

finest

the

I

pictured

j

of

news

the

and

best!

has discovered

literature, then

It has been discovered that the Portof

ugal settlement of Maceo is a point
Filipino insurgent activity.
Thirteen-year-old Fanny Lynch
Salem, Mass., has been arrested

charge

of

robbing

The official

on

must

you

read

COLLIER’S WEEKLY

of
the

the mails.

showed that Mcin New York State
was 143,000 and Odell’s 111.120.
canvass

Kinley's plurality
The skeleton of

a

man was

America’s Foremost
Illustrated Jou r 1 u 11

found in

the hull of the American line steamer

St. Paul at Cramps’ ship yards.
The Order of Chosen Friends,

the

“Xo matter how fast a man may make
money, he owes it to society as well as
to himself to be economical.
Any young man who will live up to
the following set of rules will get more
genuine happiness out of life than his
neighbor who violates them.
“Out of every dollar earned save
twenty-live cents. Save seventy-five
cents if you can, but never less than
twentv-five.
“Get up at a regular hour every morning, and work until the tilings that are
before you are finished. Don’t drop
what you have in hand because it is
five o’clock.
“Be honest; always have the courage
to tell the truth.
“Don’t depend on others. Even if
you have a rich father, strike out for

Tyrrell

want the

Natives of Alabama are called “lizards,” from the abundance of these
creatures along the streams.

Saving.

Christmas number of The
Saturday Evening Post Russell Sage
some
of the best advice that
presents
lias ever been given to young men regarding the handling of their money.
In the course of the article he says:
Tn

\V.

rich forests on the so-called barren
lands of Northern Canada.

Pearce of Paris .Tan. 0,1810, made peace
By the last treaty Swed-

of

G.

you

the

had their eyes blown out.

Write the Doctor. If you have any
complaint whatever and desire the
best medical advice, write the doctor
freely. Address
Dr. J. C. AYER, Lowell, Mass.

The Peace of

|F

all available

with France.

Gospel

depends entirely upon your own discretion whether
you wish to pay for poor coffee or good coffee. The
price Is just the same. if you will allow us to
offer you advice—as an aid to your choosing —Me
would suggest that you buy only good coffee ; and m e
know of none so good as our incomparable and popular
“White Housey> Mocha and Java. It will cost
you no more than poorer brands, and you can depend
upon its perfect uniformity. “White House” is
packed in i and 2=lb. air-tight tin cans, only. TRY IT.
Owlnell- Wright Co.,Principal C oftoo Roaatara,Boafon.

poison.

In 1801 there were only 5,000 Italianin the United States;
there are 460,000.

isoo made peace between Sweden and Denmark, and the

The

Ladies! Take Your Choice.

It

speaking people

importation of salt and necessary colonial prodThe population of the ceded disuce.
trict was 900,000,and Sweden had a pop-

CO., 22 Custom House Street. Boston. Mass.

powers,

now

the

&
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W. A. Clark of Montana has invested $800,000 in Mexican gold and silver
mines.

Holland has nine miles of canal for
every 100 square miles of surface. 2,700
miles in all.

17, 1809. The Russians
under Sclionvaloff forced Gripenborg
to surrender at Seiwis Mar. 25,1S09.
This war was ended by the Peace of
Fredncksham Sept, 17, 1809. Sweden
ceded Finland, East Bothnia and part
of West Bothnia and joined in the Con-

System, reserving

Anodyne LINIMENT

Colds disappear when you take it internally, dropped on sugar.
All diseases caused by, or accompanied by, inflammation, are
cured by it, and the list is a long one, ranging from a burn or
In two
bruise to diphtheria. Take internally or use externally.
Write for tree copy of 61 page
size bottles, 25cents and 50 cents.
book “Treatment tor Diseases and Care of the Sick Room.'

The river and harbor bill will carry
$20,000,000 and authorize $35,000,000

of

Mar.

contains

use

(Johnsons

A woman who lived near Rochester
committed suicide by taking three kinds

affecting the order of succession were
published during the year. The Russian Gen. K nor ring had taken the Aland

tinental

one

the year is estimated at $25,725,000.

The

rendered, but Denmark made an alliance with Russia and France.
Napoleon ordered
the Prince-Regent
of
Admiral Duckworth appeared before the
to
close
the Portuguese yourself.
Turkish capital and demanded the sur- Portugal
“Cultivate independence at the very
He
against British vessels.
render of the Ottoman fleet and forts ports
refused and Napoleon declared that outset.
of the Dardanelles, the alliance with
“Learn the value of money. Realize
the House of Brazanzy had ceased to that it
stands, when honestly made, as
Bonaparte to be terminated and the
The
the
fled
to
Rio
monument to your value as a citireign.
royal family
cession of Moldavia and Wallachia to
zen.
Janeiro. The French army under Junot
Russia. By the Admiral’s delay the
“Be
of your civic rights.
occupied Lisbon without resistance Take a jealous
wholesome interest in public
Turks made such preparations under
Nov. :10, lsot.
Charles IV. of Spain affairs, but do not let politics, or
anythe direction of Gen. Sabastaini that
being unpopular was compelled to ab- thing else, interfere with the rigid adthe English were obliged to withdraw
dicate in favor of his son Ferdinand ministration of ,your private duties.
The State is made up of individuals.
within a week.
At Malta, Admiral
Prince of Asturias. Charles IV. sought
“Be clean and decent. Don’t do anyDuckworth took aboard 5,000 British the
aid of Napoleon who induced
that you would be ashamed to
thing
and
landed
them
under Gen. Charles and Ferdinand to
troops
refer the dis- discuss with your mother.
Frazer at Alexandria, Mar. 20, ls07, but
“Don’t gamble.
He enticed the whole
pute to him.
“Be
they were obliged to surrender the cita- royal family to Bayonne, where he
circumspect in your amusements.
“In connection with amusements, I
to the Pasha of Egypt ti months later.
them
them
kept
have never been able to understand
prisoners, compelled
Sir Home Popham took Buenos Ayres to
abdicate, and declared the Bour- why the young men of to-day deem the
from the Spanish. When the city had
theatre
an absolute essential in seeking
bon dynasty of Spain ended.
He made
diversion. An evening with a good
been regained by the inhabitants, the his brother
of
Joseph Bonaparte king
book is, or ought to be, more satisfying
British Gen. Whitelocke failed to reA French fleet surrendered to to the
Spain.
young man of brains than an
it.
Thus
British
arms
were the
capture
English at Cadiz. The Spaniards evening in a hall where a lot of makeunsuccessful during the years 1806 and defended themselves
believe characters are strutting up and
successfully at Va- down the
stage, like children at a mas1807. The Russians gained an advanlencia against Marshal Moncey, at Sarquerade. AVhen the human race reaches
tage over the French at Pultusk Dec. agossa and at Baylen under Castanos its
highest mental development there
At Lylan m Last Prussia both
2u, 1800.
against Genl. Depont, July 20, 1808. will probably be no theatres.”
Napoleon and Beimingsen lost 20,000 The English sent Sir Arthur Wellesley
Pointed Paragraphs.
men out of 100,000.
Both claimed the to assist the
Portuguese. He defeated
victory and Napoleon offered peace, Junot at Rolica Aug. 19, 1808, and at
Life is mostly made up of desire and
though he remained in possession of Vimiera two days later.
regret.
the field. Though King Frederick WilThe next day at the Cenvention of
The mother of pearl must have a very
liam III. desired peace, he had just Cintra it was
agreed between .T unot large family.
made a treaty with Russia and was too and
English General DaJrymple that
One way to remove dandruff is to inhonest to desert his ally.
lie had also
English vessels should convey the sult an Indian.
received £1,000,000 from Great Britain French soldiers to
France. In Nov.,
A coal miner
as a subsidy.
Cowardly fortress com- 1808, Napoleon crossed the Pyrenees down to business.is always ready to get
mandants on the Oder surrendered to
with an army of 180,000 men. They
Be charitable.
A tight fist is apt to
the French. Dantzic on the Baltic,
were victorious at Espinosa and Burgos.
get the rheumatism.
with 17.000 men under Kalkreuth and
Palafox and Castamos were beaten at I
He sure you are right, and then go
too cannon, surrendered to the French
Tudela by Marshal Lannes and Napo- sideways—if you are a crab.
under Marshal Lefevre. The French
leon entered Madrid Dec. 4, 1808.
On
Wit never killed any one, but many
were repulsed at
Ilielsberg, but at account of the destruction of Copenhahave died from the want of it.
Friedland Beimingsen was defeated
gen Russia declared war against EngThe skeleton in many a closet is the
with a loss of 60,000 out of 200,000.
land Nov. 7, 1807, and demanded that result of the jam inside the small
boy.
The French proceeded to Konigsberg.
Sweden should declare the Baltic a
Many a man is spoiled by success,
The Emperors of France and Russia closed sea
to
the
armed
neuaccording
and many a man is ruined by the lack
met on a raft in the river near Tilsit.
trality principles of 1780 and 1800. Gus- of it.
Czar Alexander I. expressed his ad- tavus IV.
replied that the treaty of
It’s all well enough to be charitable,
miration for Napoleon and dislike for June
17, 1801, abolished the Armed Neu- but you should pay your debts first,
England whereupon Napoleon declared trality treaty. His failure to comply
An enterprising St. Louis tobacconist
peace. King Frederick William III. and with the requirements of Russia in- advertises: “Imported cigars of my own
The volved his
Queen Louisa soon appeared.
country in a costly war. The manufacture.”
queen strove to gain the good will of Russian army under.Gen. Buxhowden
Napoleon without effect. When Na- marched into Swedish Finland Feb. 21,

expulsion

poleon

When there
is croup in
the house
you can’t
get the docits
tor quick enougn.
too dangerous to wait.
Don’t make such a mistake again; it may cost
a life.
Always keep on
hand a dollar bottle of

commanderof the Danish army in -Norway had secured the esteem of the
Swedes and was elected to be the sucOther laws
cessor of Charles XIII.

Islands

Its

All available British mounted infan-

regent

country.

a bottle of Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment.
by physicians and by families for more than 90
its
medicinal
of
value.
is
No single
proof
years
remedy
known is of more frequent use in a home than

usually

try has been ordered to South Africa.
The Taft Philippine commission has
passed a liquor license law for Manila.
The Alaskan and Klondike output for

by Providence to restore the en gave up the importation of colonial
Bourbons to the throne of France conproduce in exchange for Pomerania,
He actually expelled which France had
tinued the war.
conquered.
the ambassadors of Russia and Prussia
Geo. M. Cole.
from Stockholm for making peace with
Goldendale, Wash., Dec, 1900.
France. Through the influence of Vildained

Napoleon appealed
to the oppressed and
wronged Poles in
Kosciusko's name to light for their
liberty and independence. They responded with heroic soldiers under
Honibrowski. Kosciusko had accepted
berforce the slave trade in the British
the i zar’s protection and not caring to
colonies had been suppressed during the
change ty rants lie easily discouraged j
of Lord Grenville.
the Polish rising when they discovered ministry
III. being fearful that they
George
that Napoleon cared more for his own
were about to remove the political disaggrandizement than for the indeabilities of the Catholics dismissed the
The French
pendence of Poland.
and formed another among
ministry
ambassador Gen. Sebastmni bail

ambassador at Constantinople was unable either to renew the alliance of
England and Turkey or to secure the

The

The Doctors Case

was or-

The River Jordan has its origin in
largest springs in the world.

tor never
come ?

were unsuccess-

A miser of Leeds, England, left more
than $5,000,000 to charity.
The first public library was established in New York in the year 1700.

of the

convened the Swedish Diet, which began to revise the constitution and proclaimed the Duke of Sudermania king
of Sweden with the title of Charles XIII.
June 5, 1S09. The dethroned king was

fy the treaty of Tilsit whereby he
King Frederick William III. lied to Ko- agreed to evacuate Moldavia and Wal- ulation of 2,400,000
nigsberg, where he vainly sued for laeliia and make peace with the Otto- ■Tonkoping Dec, in,
peace. lie then solicited the aid of
llussia. and a powerful army under

Alone
with her suffering child.
Will the doc-

member of the Confederation of

people
AViddin, .Tanina, Servia, Syria, Arabia and Egypt. Selim
The fortresses surrendered so easily III. was deposed by the Janizaries May
His cousin Mustapha IV.
that the despondent cammandants were 29, 1807.
suspected of treachery. Napoleon en- reigned two months and was deposed
tered the Prussian capital Oct. 25, 1800, by Mustapha Pasha who placed his
teied Prussian army were easily capt
ured at Mollendrof, Erfurt, Ilalle, Prinslow, Schwerta and in the Ilartz Mts.

when

NOTES

The Illinois Circuit Court upheld the
anti-trust laws.

The first anti-slavery society
ganized in 1775 at Philadelphia.

mother?

ful. He thus alienated his own people.
Lieut. Col. Adlersparre marched the
the Rhine. British manufactures were Swedish Army of the West against
excluded from the Russian dominion. Stockholm. Gen. Adlercreutz arrested
The three most powerful nations at King Gustavus IV. in the name of the
this time were France, England and Swedish people, March 13, 1809. The
Russia. The annexation of Georgia to King’s uncle the Duke of Sudermania

defeating
engagements, parte

After

father?

Gone for the
EThe
doctor. The

to allow each other to pro-

agreed

troops

his

off the communication of the Prussians
the

M»Uft

ceed in their respective schemes of conquest. Sweden was threatened on all
sides. Gustavus not only rejected all
peace proposals but severely punished

ultimatum to

the Prussians in several

not agree with the officers, he would
not allow them to land and they proceeded to Stockholm where the king
had Sir John Moore arrested. But he
escaped and returned to England with
his troops. TJfie British ambassador
remonstrated against such conduct and
was
recalled. The British Ministry
advised the king of Sweden to make
peace but he refused and was finally
allowed a subsidy of £300,000. The destinies of Continental Europe were now
in the hands of Napoleon and Czar Alex,
ander 1. They met at Erfurt in Saxony
and

oscillating course, she issued an
Napoleon demanding redress of grievances.
Without waiting
to reply Napoleon appeared in Thuringia
and Saxony with 100,000 troops to cut
her

with

NEWS

English allies,but as Gustavus IV. could

Keep Your

Cream Balm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is immediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
over

a fraternal insurance association doing busiin
ness
thirty States, has failed.

Hall Caine’s latest and greatest novel.
“The Eternal City,” begins soon. Send

The State of Ohio expends $14,000,000
annually on its 1,200,000 school children.
Of this fund Cincinnati pays $1,000,000.

for free copy of the

Prof. Frederick Starr of the Univerof Chicago will make a six months’
trip among the unknown tribes of Mexico.

opening chapter-

sity

w

The Evangelical Alliance asks for

e

o'

sjfife

9I.

bSt<'s.

G0J

Safe. AUvavs reliable. Eadien, ask Druggist ror
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH in Red ai d
Oold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbo:i.
Take no other. Refuse dangerous wubstitutlonaand imitations. Buy of your Druggist,
or send 4e. in stamps for Particulars. TestiRelief for Cadies." in letter,
monials and
by return Hail. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
PH IE A.., P>
Hadison Square.

The Best Pork

Catholic Societies.

A Canadian priest, who recently had
audience with the Pope, says the
pontiff’s health is failing and that his
death is not far off.
an

There is talk in Kansas of appointing
a rabbit commission for the State, the
reason being that 40,000 pounds of jack
rabbit meat goes to waste annually in
the State.

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and

FOGG & BROWN'S
One

on

lilown to Atoms.

) Everything

in the
Pork line.

)

TELEPHONE 6-2.

Established in 1836.

DSPOSITSjSOLICITHn
\-

Our

tor

rental

•8

a

$3, $57 $6.50 and

year.

and

unequaled in Eastern Maine
UNEXCELLED inl security against iflre

«nd

burglary in the country.

new

vault is

Those

renting boxes lean have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the

bank.

Finland to be annexed to the Russian
STATE OF flAINE.
Empire. Gustavus IV. caused the RusCO OUT OF INSOLVENCY
WALDO 88.
sian ambassador at Stockholm to be arC. W. Wescott and J. R. Dunton, assignees on
rested.
Gen. Armfield with 20,000
the estate of Albert L. and Fred C. Newcomb, of
Swedes attempted to conquer Norway,
Monroe, in said County, having presented their
first and final account as assignees of said estate
inbut was repulsed and the Danes
for allowance.
When Prof. Munyon says his Dyspepsia Cure
vaded Sweden. Field Marshal KlinsOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three
will cure indigestion and all forms of stomach weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
por invaded Northern Finland and Gen. trouble he simply tells the truth. It will cure a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
stomach that has been abused by over-eating and that all persons interested may attend at a Court
Vegesack with another Swedish army over-drinking. It will cure a stomach that has of
Insolvency, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
landed at Abo, but they were finally been weakened by old-style drugs and debilitat- day of January next, and show cause, if any they
ing cathartics. It will do much toward making have, who the said account should not be allowed.
to
the
all
Finland
At
to
abandon
an
old
stomach
like
a
sound
one.
act
drugcompelled
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
25 cents. Fifty-six other cures. Write to
A true copy. Attest:
Russians. Sir John Moore arrived at gsts,
roadway and 26th St., New York, for free mediChas. P. Hazeltine,
Register.
conferred upon Jerome Bona- Gottenburg Mar. 17, 1808 with 10,000 cal advice.
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HEATERS,
O
have stoves and

WOOD and COAL

The old idea that the body sometimes
needs a powerful, drastic, purgative pill has
been exploded; for Dr. King’s New Life
Pills, which are perfectly harmless, gently
stimulate liver and bowels to expel poisonous matter, cleanse the system and absolutely cure Constipation and Sick Headache.
Only 25c. at B.-H. Moody’s drug store.

About half of

a

a

spiritual

“aspirations” can be cured with liver
pills.
It generally happens in life that by

the time the world finds a man out it
doesn’t find him in.
The average woman can destroy a
good man's reputation with his wife
while she can seed a raisin.

Heaven is probably

where
every woman will be handsomer than
the photograph of herself that she
keeps to give away.
a

place

In the country when a family hen
hawk she acts just like a woman
who is trying to hide the Christmas
present she is going to give her husband
before he gets home from business.

sees a

[New York World.

It Girdles

E Mitchell
8 T ( )

&

the Globe.

The fame of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, as
the best in the world, extends round the
earth. It’s the one perfect healer of Cuts,

Corns, Burns, Bruises, Sores, Scalds, Boils,
Ulcers, Felons, Aches, Pains and all Skin
Eruptions. Only infallible Pile cure. 25c.
a box at R. H. Moody’s drug store.

1

Residence 12 Church Street.
Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast Me.
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4, ami 7 to 8
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SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CURE OF....

RUPTU RES
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FIDELITY INJECTION

'HOD.

Trussed

V

E. L. Stevens, M. D., |
lyOffice hours from 1

V

PRICES AS LOW AS THE LOWEST.

Bachelor.

woman’s

f'TI

O

STOVES, ETC., ETC.

V

Reflections of

hr s

Ranges of all kindsof

OIL

World.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

$33,000

Stories,

YORK

won.

Comer Main and High Streets, Belfast.

deposit boxes
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I UnlY

Regular subsenp-

FOGG & BROWN,

All the best makes, both
home-made and imported

NEW-

other three. It contains all important
foreign cable news
which appears in
THE DAILY TRIBUN E
of same
date.also Domestic
and Foreign CorreShort
spondence

Bryan.

Some time later there was a big meetin Lincoln, which was addressed by
the State’s leading orators. Gov. Thayer presided. When it came Mr. Bryan’s
turn, Chairman Thayer said: “Ladies
and gentlemen, I have now' the pleasure
of introducing to you Mr. W J. Bryan,
who will”He hesitated, and then turned to Bryan and asked in a hoarse whisper, but
loud enough to be heard all over the
hall: “Mr. Bryan, do you speak or
sing?” I Washington Dispatch in Xew

Sate

ilCyf,
I1C If

;

Tinii

;i:nl

Senator Towne told a story on W. .J.
Bryan recently to a group of Democrats.
preparations.
When Mr. Bryan was in Congress, at
the beginning of the fusion movement
FRESH FORK by the carcass or single in Xebraska, there was a tierce political
pound cut from any part campaign in that State in which Mr.
Bryan took an active part. Gov. Thayyou want.
er, a sturdy fighter, was the leader on
the other side.
Bryan made a hundred
SALT PORK just right for your Sunday
speeches, in all parts of the State, and
beaus or any other use.
Thayer came in for some heavy denunciation. Xot withstanding,Thayer’s forces

SURPLUS,

______

reliable
Financial
and Market reports

Also Pork in all its many forms and

forms.

Mon-

Wednesday,

Friday, is in
reality a line, fresh,
every-ot he r d ay
Daily, giving tile
latest news on days
of issue, and eo\
ering news of the

Comprehensive and

MARKET.

PIGS FEET,
HEAD CHEESE,
PIGS LIVfcR,

Published

day.

and

mm

The Kind You Have Always Bought

HAM OR BACON in any of their num-

555 W I -T
\Okk ell

A convention will be held at Cincin-

Children.

CAN NOW BE SEEN IN

WEEKLY,
STREET, NEW

nati, ()., on May 7 next, for the purpose
of forming a National Federation of

IN MAINE.

SAUSAGE.

THIRTEENTH

concert of prayer by all Christians, January 0 to 12, for the good of the church
and the world.

THAT ever grew

erous

Address COLLIER’S

a

j
;

!

E 8

PILES!

PILES

PILES!

I)r. Williams’ Indian Pile Oi:
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated amt
absorbes the tumors, allays the
acts

as

a

poultice, gives

1

m.

instum

liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is pit
Piles and Itching of the private p:*"
ing else. Every box is guarantegists, sent by mail, for 60c. ami
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s. »
Forsale by R, H. Moody.

Searsport

National Bank

The annual meeting ot the stm
Searsport National Bank for f
rectors and transaction of anv
that may legally come before l bom
at their banking room on Tuesdn\
«'
January, 1901, at two o’clock
CHAS. F. GOKDoN
Searsport, December «, 1900. 4*
1

-1

A. CLEMENT
has opened his room over
Misses Ellis’ store for

Picture Framing.
cut to order.

Notice Is hereby given that a -licent, will be made on all taxes for l’.**’
before Jan. 1,1901. I shall be at the
Room in Memorial Building from
m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to 4 »• »
M. C. HILL .1

Belfast, August 1,1900.—31tf
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“Maid” I>etVmled.
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Journal.]

t-J, 11*00. Though our Span.,;iv far exceeded its allotted
t.ould not feel it quite com-

?■

city which
jiaid of Saragossa" defended,
reossitatqd a hundred mile
i he straight line down the
The railway in.mi coast.
li.ircelona passes through a
;hinly-settled region skirt,,nt a visit to the
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Genuine

organized brigands, armuccasionally issue to “go
train and “hold up” its

i!

Little Liver Pills.
Must Bear Signature of

true American fashion,

and of exaggerated

cour-

operation of highway
so disagreeable as
Wild West.
If only the
: igr are to be plundered, a
rsperado goes from car to
timid people that they
ecessarily alarm themaccepts their gratitude
modesty. When it is
1 c to als\> appropriate
c

made

■

i.

i
on

the passengers, notice
as the train stops, to

m-rvousiiess on

part

the

ami tilt- request to '■deni in such respectful
; in

Tory small and
to take

■■

as

as

easy

HEADACHE.
DTCDC
OAK I tlto FOR DIZZINESS.
FOR BILIOUSNESS.
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FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
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i 1—
25 Cents I Pnrdy

GENUINE

....

TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION,
SALLOW SKIN,
THE COMPLEXION
MUST HAVE

—
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CURE SICK HEADACHE.

handsome square, whose pavements
as

smooth and free from dust as a mar-

ble lloor.

primitive

It is

interesting

but effective manner in which

these streets are cleaned.
men,

to note the

reaching from wall

Two lines of
to wall, are

good old 'days
-it. journeys through this formed at one end of a street. The first
row is provided with hoes, the second
were not reckoned by the
with baskets, into which the sweepings
Ivment, but as so
In the

a.'.

many

brigands.”
the car

windows, you
cross-road a picturesque
vied by pack-mules and
in

Near each well

drivers.

g

stone cross, often liandh. erected by the govern'iy of Los Muertos, (the

parted suddenly

the

to

lows, without time to seek
Besides these melancholy

perpetually

out-

ring the prayers of

pass-

with arms
v,

unsh riven souls that
1 with their boots on,” as
West -your cheerfulness is
by the sight of innumerive

crucifixes,

Aoodeii

crown-

.il 1-tops and scattered all

fields, each cross indi•vliere a duel was fought
miitted. The Aragonese,

.1

Imrs, the Catalans, have
'ted tor indulgence m
md unbridled spirits of
very poor and very
lions to a degree, and so
arc

passed

lias

into

a

of Aragon would
aiis with his head than

pca-ant
incr."

mn-eolored lulls

valley

titer the

mi

cully

a

left

are

of the

multitude of fat

I

a ext

high sounding epithet
the natural corruption,

•i

lie Moor and the mediae-

pervades the place. Though
> Ol Aragon, it is to-day an
dilapidated place, of per-j
"iisand inhabitants.
ies

Most

w

inding alleys,

clinging

all over the

are mere

ike barnacles on the keel

arcades and markets are
with turbaned heads (gay
■ is
twisted around), and
n woolen cloaks remind one
ralis of the desert; while
i

re

■out ttie
ed

l

in

plazas, or standing
contemplation, are

and

'iicii

women

despite

tawny

skins that are mail-

'd to water.
a

But the

pride

the demeanor of the poorancestors came from the

Harbary tribes,
inner

I iose

who

but

by

re

and success

apply

ile-

no means

intellectual

qualities

mruished the Moors.
ns

were

than their kinsmen of

Seville,
;

with naked
the chilly

arms,

With

did those

themselves to

agri-

the Ebro became known to
“The River of Fruits,”
rchards through which it

■is

"

niie.

period

of its

.iiU‘<1 Toledo

history,
and Seville,

Sarand

trade with France,
i'f and the rich provinces of
lls older architecture plain-

thrifty

African

origin—coarser

in

the

death, forms one of the most
are collected: and when the baskets are romantic episodes of Spanish history.
full, their contents are dumped into Her name was Augustina and she was
waiting carts—all rapidly and thorough- the daughter of a" washerwoman. Lord
ly done. The baskets are hand-made Byron, who was certainly a judge of
of esparto, a coarse grass that grows female beauty, and who often saw her
everywhere along the Mediterranean parading the plaza in military costume
and is adapted to a variety of uses, and blazing with orders, has testified in
such as the manufacture of ropes, hats, glowing terms to her charms of form
mats, etc. The baskets are flexible as and feature, as well as to the amiable
bags, and serve all the purposes of qualities of her mind.
Fannie B. Ward.
wheelbarrows at home. Every morning you see countrymen coming to
CASTORIA.
market laden with esparto baskets full
Tt,e Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
of produce—a dozen baskets to a man,
slung all over him, on poles carried on
the shoulders, on their heads, in their
hands, forming a load that would stagWedding Reception in Pittsfield.
ger a donkey. Fish are peddled from
shallow esparto baskets; ores and heavy
Mr. Ira E. Clark and Miss Olga S.
substances are carried in deeper ones; Maloon, only daughter of Mr. and'
Mrs. Gilbert Maloon, were united in
cars and ships are loaded by means of
marriage, at the home of Rev. A. E.
them, in lieu of elevators or wheel-bar- Luce in Unity, Nov. i8. The relatives
and triends were invited to a reception
rows.
The Ebro—a wide but shallow stream, on Dec. 8, at the home of the bride’s
The weather being favorable
lined with olive-groves and white villas parents.
a large crowd was present.
At about
-is crossed at Saragossa by a six-century- nine o’clock E, C. Weymouth's barge
from
Pittsfield
old bridge. Its foundations, which appear
arrived, containing
disto be swarming with people like an ant- about thirty. Some came quite a
thus testifying by their presence
tance,
intended
the
were
for
hill,
originally
the love and esteem they bore to the
use of sentinels, but are now the habinewly wedded couple. The evening
tations of ‘“squatter" families of fisher- was enjoyably spent in playing games,
etc., and then a bountiful treat, consistmen. On the river bank near the bridge,
ing of candy, peanuts, apples and cigars,
set close together, are two mighty ca- was
passed around until each and all had
thedrals; for in this land of inconsist- had a surfeit of good things. The happy
encies. Madrid, the capital, has no ca- couple received many beautiful and useavenge his

Sundays.
of the two, “La Seo," is a very ancient
and sombre pile. Gothic, with some
traces of Moorish arabesques in walls
and ceiling. When its beginnings were
laid, nobody knows; but it certainly

sock. Mr. and Mrs. William Woodward;
fancy cake plate, Miss Gladys ’Woodward: half dozen linen napkins, Mrs.
Flora Maloon; skirt, Mrs. Sarah Maloon;
pair linen towels, Mr. and Mrs. Ansel
Bickmore; bed spread, Mr. and Mrs. 1.
11. Stone; pair linen towels, Mrs. Addie
antedates the year 200, when a Christ- Stone; cold meat fork, D. D. Smart; pair
linen towels, Miss Bessie Maloon; cold
ian Bishop officiated in it. When the
meat fork, Lendall Woodward; silver
Berbers came, they turned the cathesugar shell, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Bickdral into a mosque; and after several more; pair linen towels. Miss iria May
centuries of moslem worship, it was Keller; silver butter knife, Ernest Harsalt and pepper dish, Mr. and Mrs.
reconsecrated by the Christians, in the ris;
W. Ik Martin; pair vases Mr. and Mrs.
year 111!), The Moorish pavement is Arthur Bean; half dozen glass tumblers,
wonderfully beautiful, of choicest mar- Miss Edna Maloon; glass set. Mr. and
bles laid in rays, diverging from tbe Mrs. Mayo Bickmore; butter dish,
Charles Wyman; oatmeal set, Mr. and
bases of the immense pillars that sup- Mrs. Frank
Burrill; fancy cake plate,
port the roof. There are no side win- Miss Agnes Carleton; fancy cake plate,
Miss
Ethel
silver cream spoon.
Stone:
clows, only small, round apertures high
\\. 1. Bastord and S. E. Bickmore;
up in the walls, and light filters in
glass fruit disli, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
through faded red curtains. The finest Patterson: glass dish, Miss Clara Basof its many chapels is dedicated to Ped- ford; cheese plate, Miss Flora Carleton;
fancy cake plate, Henry Basford; glass
ro Arbues, Grand Inquisitor of Aragon,
of honey, Lester Ilathorn; celery dish,
who in a few months became renownLeroy Stone; tooth pick dish, Miss Iva
ed for merciless cruelty. The Inquisi- Stone;
fancy cake plate, Laforest Ilathorn;
this
commenced
in
business
tion
parlor ornament, Fred Cannell and
city
W. I{. Folley, fancy cake plate, Edwin
by“disciplimng”the wealthy merchants, Carleton;
silver cake basket, Mr. and
which also included confiscation of their Mrs.
Frank Farmer; earthern platter,
willThe
while
merchants,
property.
Harry Temple; card tray, Asa Maloon;
ing that Jews and other heretics should earthern platter, Miss Theresa Haynes;
card
tray, Miss Mida Patterson; silver
be purged of their heresies by fire, seriberry spoon, Mr. and Mrs. Charles L.
ously objected to figuring in auto-de-fe Staples; glass water set, Mrs. Ferguson;
themselves; and after sundry unheed- silver salt and pepper dish, unknown;
ed petitions, they banded themselves commode set, fruit dish and parlor lamp,
Mrs. Emma
Mrs. Annie
together to “remove” Arbues. The Mrs. Meda Bailey, Mrs. Nellie Lord,
CornPhilbrick,
G rand Inquisitor suspected the plot and forth; Mrs. Effie
Chadbourne, Mrs.
wore armor constantly; but it did not Fannie Randlett, Mrs. Gertie Bickford,
save him.
One night, while at prayer Mrs. John Tracy, Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Folly, Mr.
in the cathedral, two of the conspira- Farmer,
and Mrs. Victor Howe, Mr. and Mrs.
with
the
tors stabbed him to the heart,
Harry Beckwith, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
fatal dexterity peculiar to their country- Bartley, Mis. Stitham, Miss Hattie
men.
Even from his grave, Arbues Hanson, Miss Mary Burrill, Miss Mabel
Airs.
Millie Parsons, John
For com- 'Tracy,
stretched forth a cruel hand.

Rhoades, Willis Gee, Fred Caunell, j
Herbert Hunter; half a dozen fancy pie !
s
the
roasted
alive,
majority plates, Miss Blanche Bickmore; silver j
modified by Persian and persons were
hands cut off before butter knife and sugar shell, John
art. Fuller the Moors, Sar- having their right
Richmond; Sl.no, Airs. II. E. Cushman;
while those who, under
burned;
being
onls anil colleges and hosfancy cake plate, Aliss Lura Bickmore.
false promise of pardon, betrayed their [Pittslield Advertiser.
liberally endowed; poets
were considerately burned
Air. Clark was raised in Alonroe and |
"pliers were honored guests companions,
in effect than the
of Grenada and Seville,

grander

plicity in

his

assassination,

two hundred

■

mutilated afterwards. The
Inquisitor was canonized and is now
is, like the Khalifs of Egypt,
one of the most invoked .Saints in the
Ucally devoted consecutive
■

11ans; and her chemists and

and

calendar. His tomb, placed
nights,
sleep, Spanish
where he fell, is of black and white
'i'1' it ion
of fascinating problems.
with effigies of Moors in the agafterwards, as capital of Ara- marble,
onies of torture at the corners, a statue
foot
-uigdom gained
by foot,
is
without food or

1

1

first

incessant wars with the infidel

of himself above.

He

represented

as

went to Pittslield about ten years ago.
For Over

Vllu Tears.

An Oed and Weed-Tried Remedy.
Airs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has heen
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures w ind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhcea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
in every part of the world.
Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Re
sure and ask for Airs. Winslow’s Soothing
Syrup, andvtake no other kind.

kneeling on a mass of snowy clouds
Heaven as fast as two
11
> infringement on their ancient and ascending to
from earliest times the forms stout angels can carry him.
In striking contrast to sombre- and
'institution have been observed in
the royal authority being so historical La Seo, in which all the Kings
A Card.
r,h<l as to make the sovereign’s of Aragon were crowned and anointed,
the
1
We,
named “El
undersigned, do hereby agree to
merely nominal. The crown was is the other cathedral
refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
and when the nobles swore Pilar,” because it contains the indenti- Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
their oaths, instead of the cal pillar on which the Virgin descend- to cure j our cough or cola. We also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
^"■nance,
”H"‘!
l'1'rases of loyalty, began with ed from Heaven to visit St. James, the or money' refunded.
Gm42
who is said to have preached A. A. Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poors & Sou.
Apostle,
naughty declaration, “We, your
%als."
in
less
the Gospel
than forty
Saragossa
Jell-O, The New Dessert
principal street, called the years after crucifixion. It is like a
j
all the family. Four flavorsLem!s intersected
the Russian church, with two great domes pleases
midway
by
on,
Orange,
Raspberry and Strawberry. At
Pal t0 'ie
Santa Engracia, forming a and twelve smaller ones—all covered your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day. lylO
'"‘ns

grew more and more jeai-

—

^nagossa’s

This is of vital importance to every
shopper who can reach our
store.
Bigger bargains, more [enthusiasm, and [swifter selling
than at any other store. Read the prices
below; don’t skip a
single item, it will pay you [at the rate of a dollar a minute to
read this announcement.

ulty
iu

tuminuc

ms

prescrip-

tions and I would get wfell. After having i filled
twelve times without receiving the slightest
benefit, I declined to continue his treatment any
longer. Having heard of S. S. S. (Swift's Specific)
recommended for Rheumatism, I decided, almost
in despair however, to give the medicine a trial,
and alter I had taken a few bottles I was able to
hobble around on crutches, and very soon there*
after had no use for them at all, S. S. S. having
cured me sound and well. All the
pains have left me, my appetite has returned,
and I am happy to be again restored to perfect
health.

SIXlotanti
Suits

BB BB BB the great vegetable
purifier and tonic, is
the ideal remedy in all

for

Men’s Suits.

eightieth year.
anniversary
“Yes,” said the octogenarian with a
am
“I
glad to receive
pleasant smile,
your congratulations and thank you for
the same. I belong,” said Mr. Howes,
“to a long lived family; my brother Harrison of Winterport will be 80 in Feb-

TWELVE and thirteen dollar Clay
Worsted, Auburn Meltons and
Fancy Worsted Suits, good enough I

An Irish lecturer, upon being introduced to the audience, said: “Ladies
and gentlemen, before I begin to speak
I wish to say a few words.”
[Chicago

News.

The Whole
in

letter about

one

From

Story

Capt. K. Love, Police Station No.

Montreal:—“We

frequently

use

Perry

Davis’ Pain-Killer for pains in the

stom-

:ich,

rheumatism, stiffness, frost bites, chilblains, cramps, and all afflictions which

befa.'l

best

in

men

tation in

our

saying

no

hesi-

that Pain-Killer is the

remedy to have

Used

I have

position.
near at

hand.”

Internally and Externally.

Two

Size.-*, 25c. and 50c. bottles.

Your Head Will Be
Clearer
your spirits will be brighter—when
your cold is cured.

Hale’s
Honey of

Horehound
will

and Tar

It is pleasant
your cold.
to take,
At all
easy to procure.
druggists. Be sure and get Hale’s.
25^, 50$, and $1.00 per bottle. Largest size cheapest. Take no substitute.
cure

Pike’s Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

Jor Women.
Iman’s

Monthly Regulator has brought

hundreds of anxious women.
happiness
There is positively no othe. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relie veil in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the mostcomplete satisfaction
in every instance. I relieve hunreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further
parties *ars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the hea’th. By
mail securely sealed, §2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLVLAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
to

guaranteed

Belfast National BankThe annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Belfast National Bank for the choice of directors
and the transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, will he held at
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 8,1901,
at 10 o'clock a. m.
Belfast, December 8,1900.—lvv50

The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot, will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
DUNTON & DUNTON.

Belfast, Sept. 20, 1900.—38tf

Peoples National Bank.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Peoples National Bank for the choice of directors
and the transaction of any other business that
may legally come before them, will be held at
their^banking rooms on Tuesday, January 8,1901,

at 3 o’clock

p. m.

FRANK R.

WIGGIN,

Cashier.

^Belfast. December 8,1900.—3w5l

FOR

RENtT

The rooms on Main street over the store of H.
L. Lord and American Express Co. Can be made
connecting. Will be altered to suit tenent and
all modern conveniences put in.

ARNOLD HARRIS,
137 E. 54 Street, New York, N. Y.

anybody

$1.00 White and Fancy IQ
MEN'S
Starched Shirts. jv

11 ft ft
M.Uu

M

eight dollar Overcoats

§!X jind

**

!
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Q

dollar Men’s

•

^“lOand 25 t BOJJES-

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF HAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO 55.
December 24, 1900.
the eighteenth day of May, A. D.
1900,
(further service having been suspended by prior
attachments) on execution dated April |26, 1900,
issued on a judgment rendered
by the Supreme
Judicial Court lor the County of Hancock, at the
term thereof begun and held at
Ellsworth, in said
County of Hancock, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. D. 1900, in favor of the First National
Bank of Ellsworth, a corporation duly
organized
under the laws of the United States, and having
its principal place of business at said
Ellsworth,
against Edgar F. Hanson and Custavus C. Kilgore, both of Belfast, in said County of Waldo
and State of Maine, for three thousand and nine
hundred and three dollars and eight cents, debt
or damage, and twenty-six dollars and
fortyseven cents, costs of suit, and fifteen cents more
for wtit ol execution, and will he sold b\ public
auc:ton, at the office of Dunton A' Dunton, in
Bel last, in said County ol Waldo, to the highest
bidder, on the thirty first day of January, A. D.
1901. at eleven o’clock in the forenpon, the following described real estate and all the right,
tine and interest which the said Edgar F. Hanson
has and had in and to the same on the first day of
November, A. D. 1898, at twelve o’clock and
thirty minutes in the afternoon, the time when
the same was attached on the writ in the same
suit, to wit:
First Parcel. A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, situated in said Belfast, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the westerly side of Northport
avenue at the southeasterly corner of land owned or occupied by one Banks, and on the northeasterly corner ol land conveyed to H. H. Me Don
aid of Malden, Massachusetts, by Joseph Wight
by deed dated October 15, 1889, and tecordedin
Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 227, Pag! 181;
thence on said Banks’ line north eighty loti: de
grets twenty-five minutes west four hundred and
forty feet to an iron bolt; thence south six degrees forty-five minutes east parallel with Northport avenue three hundred and thirty six feet to
an iron bolt in the ground at vN iglit street: thence
by said Wight street south eighty four degrees
twenty five minutes tast lour hundred and forty
feet to Northport avenue; thence northerly by
said Northport avenue three hundred and thirtysix feet to the place of beginning; reserving the
right of drainage as per said deed from Joseph
Wight to H. H. McDonald, and excepting a strip
of land beginning on the northerly side of Wight
street at the easterly line ol
land of Joseph
Wight; thence northerly on said Wight’s easterly
line to said Wight’s northeasterly corner; thence
easterly same course as said Wight’s northerly
line runs five rods; thence southerly on a line
parallel with said Wight’s easterly line to said
Wight street; thence westerly on said Wight
street five rods to the place of beginning; being
the same conveyed to Sidney Kalish by sheriff’s
deed dated March 3,1900, and recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 269, Psge 35.
Second Parcel. A certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Belfast, bounded aud described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning on Northport
avenue at the northeasterly corner of land formerly ot Rufus B. Condon; thence westerly on
the northerly line of said Condon land to said
Condon’s northwesterly corner, sixteen rods;
thence northerly on a line parallel with said
avenue eight rods to a stake and stones; thence
eas.erly sixteen rods to said avenue at a stake
aud stones nine rods and eight links northerly of
the place begun at; thence southerly on said
avenue nine rods and eight links to ihe place of
beginning; being the same real estate conveyed
to Ed^ar F. Hat.son by Frank A. Riggs by his
warrantee deed dated September 1, 1892, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 237,
Page 160.
third Parcel.
A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, situated in Searsport.
in said county of Wal'o, bounded aud described
as follows:
Beginning at a stake in the east line
of the Jonathan Ames Road, so-called, distant
two rods on a course north sixty-nine degrees
east from the original northwest corner of the
Gilmore lot, so-called, and in the southeasterly
line of Benjamin Nickerson’s land ; thence south
in the east line of said road sixty-eight rods to a
stake and stones; thence north eighty-four degrees thirty minutes east one hundred and two
rods to the centre of the outlet brook from Cain’s
Pond to McClure’s Pond; thence northeastly in
the centre of said brook and by the margin of
Cain’s Pond to a stake and stones in the southerly
line of Clark Nichols’ land; thence south sixtynine degrees west one hundred and forty-nine
rods fo the place of beginning; containing fifty
eig Lacres more or less. Also one other paicel
of la'd situated in said 8earsport, lying adjacent
to, and southerly of, the parcel above described,
containing thirty acres more or less, and being
the same premises conveyed to George W Curtis
by Clark Nichols by his deed dared July 13,1866,
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
131, Page 277, to which deed and the deeds therein referred to, reference is hereby made for a
more particular description ; excepting from said
last parcel a strip of land fifty-six rods long and
six rods wide conveyed by George W. Curtis to
Mary A. Ames by deed dated December 13, 1876,
an«l recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
168, Page 380. Said parcels being known as the
Curtis Farm, and being the same real estate conveyed to said Edgar F. Hanson bv George W.
Curtis by his deed dated October 24.' 1892, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 237,
Page 269.
Fourth Parcel. A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, situated in said Searsport, bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the easterly side of the road leading by George Curtis’ to Searsport at the southeast corner of Benjamin L. Nickersons land;
thence easterly on said Nickerson’s southerly line
sixty-one rods to a stake; thence southerly twenty-five rods to a stake; thence westerly sixty-one
rods to the aforesaid road; thence northerly by
the road thirteen rods to the place of beginning;
containing six acres more or less; being the same
premises- conveyed to Edgar F. Hanson, Mark
Ward and Benjamin L. Nickerson by Phineas G.
Warren by deed dated January 23, 1880, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 191,
Page 14.
Fifth Parcel. A certain lot or parcel of land
with buildings thereon, situated in Searsport in
said County of Waldo and State of Maine, said
parcel of land being twenty feet square and
known as Lot No. 61 on Maple Grove Campground so called; for location of said lot reference is made to plan of said ground, it being a
part of a lot of land conveyed to Edgar F. Hanson, Mark Ward and Benjamin L. Nickerson by
one Phineas Warren of said Searsport by his deed
dated January 23, 1880, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 191,
Page 14; being the same premises conveyed to
Edgar F. Hanson by Joseph G. Prentiss by deed
dated October 13, 1893, and recorded in Waldo
County Registry of Deeds, Book 246, Page 374.
Dated this twenty-fourth day of December, A.
D. 1900.
3w62
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
on
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Underwear,
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sanitary fleeces and the |
non
shrinking Switz
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812.50 Fine Kersey Dress Over-1
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coats, a gentleman’s coat, now |

'made with pure SPANISH LICORICE *1j
Unsurpassed for cure ofCOUGHS5COLDS*r
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Stripe

Hoys’ Black and Black I
fifty cent working shirts

MEN’S $2.00 Blue Flannel Shirts,
m
all wool and indigo color, guaranteed.
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Men’s Overcoats
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Shirts

814.00 and 815.00 Overcoats, good I H nn
1
enough for anybody..
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to wear.

ALL of our Fine Worsted Suits, I
n
regular 914 and §15 value, now |
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ruary, my sister, Mrs. C. C. Hutchinson
of Portland, is 84, and another sister,
k
Mrs. Mary If. Weirs of Iloulton, is 78.
to
the
extreme
lived
My grandfather
age of 104, and my grandmother died at
the age of 100.
The former told me
that he served in Washington’s army
and was at Dorchester Heights when
the British evacuated Boston.”

tion by Feb. 20. The Oregon and Oriental Co., in order to accommodate the
growing trade between the two ports,
has placed two steamers in commission
which will make regular trips.

AT

JO QC
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I

£I(jHT and nine dollar line Suits | 0 0Q

distressing

of his

A direct line of steamers between
Portland and Manila will be in opera-

Boys’ Reefers, Overcoats, Etc.

seven dollar Fancy Cliev-1
now.

rheumatic troubles.
There are no opiates or
minerals in it to disturb the digestion and
lead to ruinous habits.
require.
The State Grange passed strong
We have prepared a special book on
resolutions favoring this movement, Rheumatism which every sufferer from
and the dairymen of the State are in this painful disease should read. It is the
earnest in their support of the meas- most complete and interesting book of
ure.
■the kind in existence. It will be sent free
fto any one desiring it.
Write our physicians fully and freely about your case. Wo
A Long-Lived Family.
?,make no charge for medical advice.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
of the Rockland
A

the

people of Waldo County

HARRY W. CLARK'S, 83 Rain St.

ne

intense that I

churches, the place ot
greatest interest in Saragossa is El Por_
tillo, the gate which Bryon’s "Maid” defended in one of the bloodiest battles
of the Peninsula war. The story of
the girl who aided her lover in the desrepresentative
perate struggle in wjiich the French Star called
at the office of Aaron Howes
were repulsed, retaining her'place to the other
day to congratulate him on
to

elider spires spring into
ful presents which were as follows: Half
thedral at all.while Cadiz and Saragossa
U Saragossa surrounded
dozen silver knives and folks, Mr. and
the rare distinction of possessing Mrs. Gilbert Maloon; half dozen teawardens, like an oasis in enjoy
two apiece! In Saragossa's pair of ca- spoons, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Maloon;
e-Roman times it was
linen table cloth. Mrs. Gilbert Maloon;
but the Emperor Augus- thedrals mass is impartially celebrashams, Merton Maloon; hasted on alternate
The oldest pair pillow
pen it. with his coinplip' rial title, Ciesarea Au-

Ever on sale to the
is nOw offered at

trated. The attack was an
unusually severe one, and
my condition was regarded as being very dangerous. I was attended by
one of the most able doctors in Washington, who is
also a member of the facof a leading medical
college here. He told me

prominent.
dairy bureau

Senora del Pilar.
are

usm in us worst torm.

pain was so

Ready Made Clothing and Furnishings

became completely pros-

more

1

...IN...

waste matter in the system, and can no
longer supply the pure and health sustaining food they require. The whole system
feels the effect of this acid poison; and
not until the blood has been
purified and
brought back to a healthy condition will
the aches and pains cease.
Mrs. James Kell, of 707 Ninth street. N.
Washington, D. C., writes as follows: *‘A few
months ago I had an attack of Sciatic Rheuma*

the Work of the Board of
Agriculture by the Creating of a Dairy
Bureau of said Board.” The act provides that the Maine Board of Agnculture, in co-operation with the Maine

of

IE GREATEST VALUES

Rheumatic pains are the cries of protest
careful consideration dur- and distress from tortured muscles, aching
week of the State Grange joints and excited nerves. The blood has
the bill is to be, “An Act Leen poisoned by the accumulation of

under
ing all the
The title of
to Broaden
was

|

^CNATUWg.

y

eheimailsn

The act provides that
the
may hold annual dairy
offer
conferences and
prizes; also that
this bureau shall report to the Board of
1
Agriculture, and that the bills of the
!
executive officer shall be audited by the
| bureau and by the Board of Agriculupon the marble within the consecrated ture, and that they shall be paid directly
railing. Every afternoon the canons, j from the office of the State treasurer.
1
in their black and purple robes, preced- An appropriation of five thousand dollars is to be asked for, to be used by the
ed by heralds wearing powdered wigs
j bureau for purposes as specified above,
and carrying maces, accompanied by This
i
includes the salary of the executhe pomp of candles, crucifixes and tive officer, which is to be fifteen hunincense, move in solemn procession to dred dollars, and such extra clerk hire
as the additional work of the office may
the shrine to pay homage to Jluestra

sugar.

fllTTLE
J|U| IVFR

It is proposed to enlarge the work of
the Board of Agriculture by the creation of a dairy bureau. The matter

early Christian sculpture. Her
chapel is crowded day and night with
suppliants, and incessant is the ring of
money, from the doubloon of theSenora
to the contavo of the beggar, falling
men

a»

refuse would seem dis-

d. Sad to say from the
point- of view—the time:-'siim of robbery is no
nt and lucrative an emt used to be before so
traversed the Peninsula

Wrapper Below.

See FaoSimile

A Maine Dairy Bureau.

Dairymen’s Association, shall form a
dairy bureau, consisting of the president of said Board of Agriculture, two
of the Virgin” that the angels carried members to be elected
by and from the
from Palestine to Loreto. The Pilas Board of Agriculture and two members
itself cannot be seen; but at the back to be elected by and from the Maine
Dairymen’s Association. This bureau
of the altar is a hole in the
casing to elect a dairy commissioner, to serve
through which the devout may kiss the for the term of three years. The work
consecrated marble, worn concave under of the bureau and its executive officer
is to be along practically the same lines
the operation. The holy image is small
as the w ork done by the Massachusetts
and carved out of resinous black wood
Dairy Bureau, with the exception that
—a most curious and interesting speci- the educational features are to be made

Carter’s

iMriices, from which detiles
ut

with barbaric tiles—green, blue, white
and yellow. The interior is avast
space,
five hundred feet long, tawdry with
paint and gilding, but containing the
most venerated shrine in Spain, which
is at once the consolation and the
support of Saragossa in peace and war.
On every 12th of October, the anniversary of the Virgin’s visit, as many as
50,000 pilgrims flock into the city to
visit this shrine. It stands at the far
end of the building, enclosed from the
profanation of touch, like the “House

paths in SPAIN.
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$1.50 all wool Underwear, drawers!
1
only left.. .|

16c. 4-ply Linen Collars

Knee Pant Suits.
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now.

gsc. Cashmere Hose now.

have the finest Suits t ver of- |
WE fered,
ages 4 to 16, at. |
$3.50 value.
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Regular

CAPS,
pOUR dollar Suits now.g qq HATS,

everything

lower than else-

where.

S^'We are offering our ready-made business for sale. We want to
devote our whom time to custom business, hence the above startling
reduction in prices.

HARRY W. CLARK, 83 Main St.,
CLOTHIER AND TAILOR TO MEN AND WOMEN

R H. COOMBS & SON

Undertakers and Embalmers,
72 Main St.5 Belfast.

We

Prepared

are

at all

Hours, Day

or

Night,

to Answer

Calls fur Funeral Work,
Having retired from the furniture business we intend to give our whole time and attion to the Undertaking business, and by careful attention to every detail, we shall be
better prepared than ever to serve those who are in trouble and need our services.
Telephone connection No. 34-4.
Night calls answered at 2!) Northport Avenue, or by telephone No. 35-11.

WetaorfmSr?pa.r.ed

CUairs

For entertainments, card

parties, etc.,

Tables

and

at the following UXIFORM RATES:

Chairs 20c per dozen.

Tables 5c. apiece.

These prices DO NOT include trucking bills. Parties can do their
ing or we will truck them to and from at usual trucking rates.
We shall continue to carry

a

own

truck-

full assortment of

CAMERAS and PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES.
A (lark room for accommodation of our customers.
TAXIDERMY WORK in all its branches a specialty.

R. H. COOMBS & SON,

72 Main St.

New

Firm

....IN....

Monday, Wednesday and Friday,
AFTERNOONS AND EVENINGS.

Meat and Vegetables
....AT AN....

Over Knowlton’s Store, High Street,
Belfast, Maine.
Ladies

drafting
dren’s

ples.

OLD STAND.

here receive personal instruction in
all styles of Ladies, Misses and Chilcan

garments by accurate and scientific princiA finished education can be obtained at

this institution in

taking measures, drafting, cutting, putting togethei. boning, and all kinds of
fancy cording. cap'Call and see what we teach.
Visitors

are

welcome.

5ft,f

THE DIAMOND
GARMENT CUTTER CO.

are

thoroughly renovating

the

Meat anil Provision store for-

FOr Sale at

a

Bargain.

That desirable and well located real estate at
the foot of Main street known as the Daniel
Lane wharf property, will be sold low to close the
estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON, Executor.
Belfast, December 19,1900.—51

NOTICE. Tne subscriber hereby
give notice that she has been duly appointed Executrix of the last will and testament of

EXECUTRIXS'
NANCY

McKlNNEY, late of Lincolnville,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.
Lincolnville,

Dec.

merly occupied by P.S. Staples
High street, and are to open

on

this week with a full line of

everything usually carried

in a

.FIRST-CLASS MARKET.
Everything
and at

of the best

reasonable

quality
prices.

CHARLES M. LEAVITT,
HENRY B. CLNNINGHA'I.
Telephone 7-3.

4w50

AMELIA E. HENTZ.

11,1900.—52

SUBSCRIBE EuK

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

WANTED.
A house-girl for cooking and general house
work. Good pay. Apply to
A. C. BURGESS,
4w50
68 Main St., Belfast, Me

THE REPUBLICS JOBBHA1
BELFAST, THURSDAY, JANUARY 3, 1901.
Published Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Pub. Co.
| BusScMaMger.

CHARLES A. P1LSBURY,

Subscription Terms: In advance, $2.00 a
three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for
months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one
Inch length in column, 75 cents for one week, and
JB cents for each subsequent insertion.

MAINE NEWS AND NOTES.

and which is of almost universal appli
cation. The Industrial Journal well
says: “It is every man's duty to guard

public danger. Have less
rubbish heaps and we’ll have fewer
fires, public safety will be greater and

a

gainst

A

any

possibly

insurance rates may
ered.”

j

be low!

SURPRISE AT PORTLAND.

The public authorities gave the sa
loon keepers of Portland an unpleasant
surprise Dec. 28th. For a number of
months, electric buttons have played an
important part in the war against the
Men have been employed to
saloons.

keep constantly close to the saloons
give notice by touching an elecA New York special says that “Wed- tric button of the coming of the police
on a raid.
Friday evening Deputy
nesdav, January 2, will be a memorable Cheney raided a Fore street saloon, but
one in the history of the United States, j failed to connect any one with the place.
tor on that day more persons within He then arrested one of the outside
j
watchers,” and
the confines of the Union will receive j men, locally termed
and

j
]

It is underdis- sent him to the station.
money than ever before was
stood that an attempt will be made to
on any one day in the history ! secure a conviction on the ground that
the “watcher” was assisting another to
of this country or of any country.”
The point is new to
This is the day for the payment of in- commit a crime.
under the prohibitory law,
practice
the
dividends
terest and
great
by
and will probably be carried to the Sutrial and financial corporations ot the ; preme court. If it is settled that the
land, and these payments will be the saloons cannot employ men to watch
for the
the enforcement of the
largest ever made, as the United States law will police
be a comparatively easy matis the most favored financially and comthe "watchers”
more
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Happy

New Year to all the readers

of The- Journal.
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to be an

sion of the Maine
“Decent

polo
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iston Sun.

thought
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or

says the Lew-

please.
has the
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that
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The Boers continue to treat the British troops in South Africa very rudely.
There seems to be a great diversity
opinion as to what is the true Demo-

of

tributed

indus-1

j

j ter, because without
world, the saloons would be

of any nation in the
and the year l!HK> has been the most
of
prosperous since the establishment
the Government. It is estimated that
the amount of money disbursed in all
of the financial centres will be not far

mercially

from

j

j

$175,000,000.

an

easy prey to

the sheriffs.
A MAINE

SANITARIUM

FORMED.

Last week the Maine Sanitarium Association was formed, with the following officers: President, Gov-Elect John
F. Hill, Augusta: vice president, Selden
Connor, Augusta; secretary, Dr. A. G.

Young, Augusta; treasurer, Treby
cracy.
Johnson, Augusta; trustees for three
The United States seems likely to years, Dr. F. C. Thayer, Waterville, F.
P. O. Vickery,
The Journal enters upon its "3d year
stand at the head of the world’s list of C.Whitehouse, Topsliam,
Augusta; trustees for two years, F. O.
with the New Year and the new cenexporting nations in the year 1000. One Beal, Bangor, Hiram W. Ricker, Po>,
tury.
by one the great nations have fallen be- land Springs, Waldo Pettingill, Rumthis distinction, ford Falls; trustees for one year, A. W.
More snow would be welcome, but hind in the race for
Hall, Caribou, Dr. S. II. Weeks, Portthe
last
five
until
years only the
fault
during
tind
could
The obonly a chronic grumbler
land, Geo. Bliss, Waldoboro.
and
the
United
States
United
Kingdom
with the weather of late.
ject of the association is to provide an
The Aroostook papers, with the exception of the Republican, are out for

Llewellyn

Powers for

Congressman.

could be considered as competitors for
the distinction of being the world’s

greatest exporter of
production. In 1894

again.

the United

Kingled the United States by nearly

dom
An exchange has an illustration captioned "Ho, the Twentieth Century.” $250,000,000,
So the man with the hoe has come

institution in the Maine woods, to be
as a retreat for consumptives.
The recent annual report of Dr. A. G.
Young, of the State board of health,
recommended such an institution and
the question attracted wide attention
throughout the State.

used

articles of home

but

in

1S97

the

United

A NEW HEATING ARRANGEMENT.

States was only $00,000,000behind. In
this country took first place, its

1898

during the exports in that year exceeding those of
Christmas festivities in Kentucky. This the United Kingdom by nearly $100, J
1899
the United King- j
aside from the damage done by 40-rod 000,000. In
dom
regained the lead,- its exwhiskey.
ports exceeding those of the United !
M iss snowball of Chatham, X. B., is
States by nearly $35,000,000. In the 11
]
visiting Mrs. Winter in Halifax, X. S. months of 1900, figures for which have
The
This is not a newspaper joke.
been received by the Treasury Bureau j
names are genuine.
of Statistics, the domestic exports of
Only

do

men were

"Tammany with

just

as

corrupt

the

says

as

killed

a

new

chief will be

it was with the old,”
Tribune. True.

York

New

Tammany is simply a name
ized corruption and robbery.

for organ-

the United States exceed those of the
United Kingdom by $5,473,670, and
should this rate of

gain

be maintained

in December the United States will in
the year 1900 show a larger exportation
of domestic products than any other

Hon. Fred Richards hit the nail on
the head last week when be said, “There
is im better State than Maine for the

The Maine Central management is
experimenting with a new system of
heating the t rains, by using the exhaust
steam from the air pump, instead of direct steam, as is the custom in general
use.
It is the invention of F. F. Coggins, inspector of air brakes for the
Maine Central, and by its use the exhaust steam from the air pumps, which
would otherwise be wasted, is turned
backward to a cylinder, which is situated
under the running board of the locomotive, and from there conducted through
the pipes of the train, Its advantages
from an economical standpoint can be
easily seen. A number of the locomotives on the road have been fitted with
the appliance, and as far as can be
learned it is giving satisfaction.
REPORT

ON

MAINE

PRISON.

The annual report of the Maine State
prison inspectors has been filed. Warden Smith explains why the prison is

nation in the world.

’_lt has just been made public that the not self-supporting.
The
prisoners
pushing business man. and no better active head of the 0. M. Clark Publish- ] don’t stay long enough to become profitin
able
workmen
the
carriage and harplace for the investment of Maine ing Company of Boston, which has pub- ness
and the broom shop,
j
departments,
Maine.”
here
in
than
money
lished the most recent notable success which is the
only place short-term men
j
in the field of fiction, entitled Quincy : can be placed, is over-crowded. Money
Hon. Herbert M. Heath has announcAdams Sawyer,” is the wife of Charles should be appropriated by the State to
| enable the warden to make all his pured his candidacy for the United States
F. Atkinson, a noted Boston man, and chases for cash and thus take
advantage
Senate, whenever there is a vacancy.
before
Caro
M.
was,
married,
Clark, of the discounts. More than 50 men
It is said that President McKinley has
to
the
out
of
00
sentenced
born and bred in Unity, Me. Her sucprison in 1899
w ere of no use to the State.
tendered Senator Frye a place in his cess in
The inspecbusiness in Boston the past few
tors recommend the appointment of
cabinet, and that he may accept.
this Maine
a
A

happy

new

the’press

year to

our

contempor-

of Maine. Carrying intelligence into the homes of our people,
ever found championing the cause of
right, wide awake and jealous of public
interests, enthusiastic, ambitious and
aries.

years prompted
girl, just
few weeks ago, to accept for pulilication the manuscript of an author to
whom other
deaf ear.

publishers

Miss Clark

had turned a

was

j

1

matron for the prison. The State
books make the total assets $90,401, liabilities $28,055, leaving net assets
of $68,346.
a

j
j

prison

THE MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL.

not in the

44Every Cloud
a

Silver

Has

NORTHPORT

Lining

”

The clouds of bad blood enveloping
have a silver lining in the shape
of a specific to remove them. S is Hood*s
Sarsaparilla, America's Greatest Medicine,
•which drives out all impurities from the
blood, of either sex or any age.

humanity

annual report and mennial valuation to
the Governor and Council Dec. 31st. A
perusal of the report shows that the valuation of wild lands, notwithstanding
the large amount of timber taken from
them the past two years, has been raised
from $10,238,828 in 1898 to $19,127,407,an
increase of $2,888,597. The valuations of
the cities, towns and plantations have
increased to the amount of $4,215,344
over 1898.
The increase on real estate
is $5,078,200 and $1,840,770 on personal
property. The chief classes of personal
property that escape taxation are promissory notes, bonds and stocks. The
returns received by the Board show' that
the State has made a healthy substantial growth in property and that its
great natural resources are being
utilized more and more each year.

Uniformity

in Divoice.

Hon. Charles F. Libby of Portland,
Hon. Frank M. Higgins of Limerick,
and Hon. Hannibal E. Hamlin of Ellsworth, who are commissioners for the
State of Maine for the uniformity of
legislation in the ITuited States, have
made their biennial report. The conferences have been mainly engaged in
perfecting a bill relating to procedure
in divorce cases. An examination of
this bill shows that it attempts to furnish a remedy for some of the alleged
evils that have attended divorce procedure in the various States and especially the evil of what is known as “migratory” or “carpet-bag” divorces. This
bill will tend to prevent a change of
residence which is made in order to
procure a divorce fora cause that arose
in another State and was not a cause
for divorce in that State and will thus
cut off a large number of divorces which
have been a reproach to our laws.
It also attempts to introduce uniformity as to the length of residence required
in the various States on the part of persons applying for divorce, and attempts
to deal with the difficult element of
good faith in connection with such
residence. Personal service is alse required wherever feasible, and in case
the residence of the absent party is
alleged to be unknown, proof is required
of reasonable inquiry and search to
ascertain if the residence is continued
for one year, before a divorce can be

procured.
The bill

attempts

to

prohibit

“star

chamber”divorees by requiring all hearings in such cases to be before a court

velopment

that

possibly

the time had

not heretofore come when our mari-

development called

legislative
consideration. That time, however, is
The growth of the United
now here.
time

states, to

for

great extent, must be in

a

the line of the export trade, and the
need of American ships for the next

twenty years will be as great as was
the need of American railroads from
lstiO to 1880.”

‘Verify

quotations,”

the
old man’s dying advice to Ins
The
value of the advice is again shown by
the note of a correspondent calling attention to an error in the quotation
from Shakspeare over Good Deeds column.
He says;
"The Advertiser has always had it
How far the little candle throws its beams!
your

was
son.

While it should be
How far the little candle throws his beams!”
The correspondent is right.
The
couplet is from one of Portia’s speeches
in “The Merchant of Venice.” [Portland Advertiser.

always made it a point
to verify quotations, as in nine cases
out of ten, at least, the quotations
used in conversation, or in print, are
The writer has

misquotations.
A

bright Portland exchange

calls at-

total the number of depositors of
“Demand Deposits” in trust companies,
Mt. Desert Correspondence.
6019, the result shows that 207,961, or
nearly one-third of our entire populaSouth West IIahbok, Dec. 31, 1000. tion, are
directly interested in the
There is considerable mystery as to the various savings institutions of the State,
whereabouts of the little 73-ton sch. Fannie | and are, through these agencies, aecu-’
Karl, Capt. Stanley, which left Province- i mulating from their present incomes
about $5,000,000 annually.
town, Mars., with a cargo of sand bound to
MAINE SHIPBUILDING.
Rockland, Me., on Dec. 3d. Nothing lias
been heard from her since, and she was
President E. W. Hyde of the Bath
given up as lost with all on board. A small Iron Works says his company lias late
vessel about Her size was reported suna ly been asked to make figures on the
about three miles S. W. from Cape Porpoise cost of a seven-masted steel schooner
that can carry 5,000 tons of coal. “Herelight, with the topmast just above water,
tofore,” he added, “schooners in Maine
and it was thought this might be the misshave been built of wood. It is rather
Mr.
Andrew
C.
Wheelschooner.
ing
peculiar that Maine should still excel in
wright of Boston, part owner of the Earl, this industry for nearly all the wood
and
the
sunken
had an investigation made
for ships comes from distant States. The
vessel proved not to be the Earl. Later a oak for the frames is brought from Vircablegram was received from Capt. Stanley ginia, the yellow pine planking from
North Carolina and the tall masts from
from Liverpool, England, announcing that
whence they are conveyed by
he had arrived there. It is supposed that Oregon,
rail, three flat cars being required for
the crew were picked up by some steamer their
transportation. But Maine has
Still later, a three- men thoroughly acquainted with the
and carried across.
the
Fannie
business and that is the reason why the
masted schooner reported seeing
Earl heading for Nova Scotia with her fore- work is done in our State and why our
sail gone, and it is probable that she was shipyards retain their supremacy.”
blown off. Nothing definite will be learned
THE STATE LIBRARY.
The
until Capt. Stanley reaches home.
The annual report of State Librarian
Fannie Earl was built at Sutton’s Island L. D. Carver, made public Dec. 29, states
in 1891, and has been used by Andrew that a remarkable permanent growth
C. Wheelwhight for a number of seasons has taken place in the State library
The numsummer home at N. during the past two years.
as
a yacht at his
ber of books and pamphlets placed upon
E. Harbor and at other times of the
the shelves during that time was 6,291,
year was in the coasting trade. Some two
nearly 1,500 more than have been securyears ago Capt. Stanley moved to Friend- ed in any former period of two years.
ship, Me., and has sailed from that port. This flourishing condition has been
There were only two men on board, Capt. brought about, says the report, by earnand Wm. Hanna of est work in enlarging the exchanges of
of

evil that calls for remedying. And the trouble isn’t confined to
Portland, either. This is the leaving of
loose waste matter, such as packing
boxes and materials, hay, straw, paper,
Friendship
Stanley
etc., in places where the hand of the
this place. While the Fannie Earl was at
firebug or the carelessly thrown match
on cargo at the wharf
or cigar stub may find itself in its glory Provincetown taking
and cause an indefinite amount of dam- she received a severe pounding during one
of the gales, and it was thought that after
age. [Industrial Journal.
This is a timely word of warning, one getting into rough water she may have
that we fear will never be untimely, sprung a leak and sunk.
tention to

an

51edical School.
5Ir. and Sirs. J. H. Gordon entertained
the employees of the pants factory to the
number of twenty or more at their residence

Slonday evening. An interesting program
of grapliophone music and games was given,
followed by refreshments, after which the
guests dispersed, at a late hour.
The following resolutions were adopted
a meeting of Brooks Lodge, No. 34,1.0.
of„G. T., Brooks, Me:
Whereas, in the providence of God death
has again invaded our ranks and taken
from us our brother and fellow-worker,
George Leslie Sloulton, therefore, be it
Resolved, That by his death we are again
reminded of the uncertainty of human life,
and are again admonished to be also ready,
as no age or station is exempt from this call.
Resolved, That we will cherish the memory of. our deceased brother, whose many
good qualities and honest intentions were
at

The Chapman brothers, Simeon and H.
W., have let their vessel to Capt. Charles E.
Drinkwater, and are making extensive repairs upon their house and stable on the
Beech hill road. Capt. II. W. has a highflyer in the shape of a horse, which takes
the road from all competitors, or in other

memory.

1 Committee
51. J. Dow,
on
.Sophia Rowe,
Caul Jenkins, ( Resolutions.

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,
Silverware, Cut Glass, Etc.
AT A GREAT

Belfast

and works olt the Cold.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price

The State Assessors presented their 26cents.

Belfast

=

COLUriBlA

Monday Evening, Jannary 14.

$

T
H
E

V\D

.PRESENTS

ARE THE BEST.
•

The many friends of Mrs. Lucy Rhodes
pleased, last week, to hear that she
had so far recovered as to be able to return
to her own home at Beech Hill. Please don’t
print it Beach, for the road wras named for
the hill it crosses, and the Hill was named
on account of the beech trees that grew upon
it, while beach is the shore of the sea, or
lake, which is washed by the tide and

A Drama in
and

fittingly

4

costumed.

Wolff, Fording & Co.,

from

Costumes

properly staged

acts,

I

_

Between, tlie Acts.

Specialties

wraves.

$5.00,-56.00,-$7
GRAND MACHINES,

One of the prettiest weddings in Northport for some time was that on Christmas
day at high noon w hen, at the home of the
bride’s parents, Miss Helen, only daughter
of our respected citizen, Charles T. Knight,
was united in marriage with Leroy W., son
of Hon. P. G. Hurd of Xorthport.
The

Belfast Readers wiil

$50.00, $100,00

Prices 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
Seats

o’clock,

Small

Belfast City Hospital
care

and treatment of

EMERGENCY,
G Y

V ECOL, >G

itching tries your patience.
Nothing so annoying. Nothing so irritating
As itching piles or eczema.
A constant

To scratch the irritation makes it worse.
To leave it alone means misery.
Some citizens can tell you how to be free from
these troubles. Read the following:
Mrs. L. Boody of 21 Court says: “I saw Doan’s
Ointment advertised and highly recommended. I
got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug store and
gave it a trial. I am pleased to say that it gave

great relief. I used salves and ointments
number, but none of them brought
anything like the satisfactory results obtained

me

almost without

from Doan’s Ointment.”
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take

no

substitute.

(take NOTICE 1

House

Opera

Helfast,

Block,

Me.

(A consulting stall of six Physicians
and Surgeons.)
OFFICE
12

a. in.,

and 2

HOURS:
to

5, and 7

to

9 p.

in.

Patients admitted at any time, night or day.
No incurable or contagious diseases received.
Cases of sudden illness or accident received and
given prompt and skillful medical or surgical
treatment.
An operating room fitted with all the requirements of asentic surgery—hot and cold water
antiseptic solutions and surgical dressing constantly at hand.
A surgical ward with all modern conveniences,
trained nurses, constant medical attention. Every
thing conducted on strictly scientific principles.

Soused Pigs Feet and Tripe,
Home Made

Sausage,

and Head Cheese a

specialty.

Also VEGETABLES.

9

1

Knch

r>0

*>

,,tM.

I have the agency for the <'

ograph Co.

Call early ami I

F. A. FOLLETI,
51 Church

Street,

Sett^
BARGAINS
in ALL GOOi)5
*

..

SPECIAL WORK.

prepared to do surgery of any desan ingrowing toe nail to a Laporaappenedicitis, my special work will be

While 1 am
cription from

me
wno possessed mis lauoauie courage/
surgeon or the patient who stretched herself on,
his table and took her chances of life or death
under his knife. At any rate there has been a
decided re-action and the leading surgeons and
gyneologists, both in this country and Europe
are advocating conservatism in Hus matter and
are using safer and surer but slower methods of
treatment until it lias beeome a recognized fact
that the vast majority of these cases can be cured
by proper medical and local treatment if the
In fact one of the recases are seen in season.
cent contribution to medical literature is entitled
“Medical Gynecology."
One great trouble is that many women are too
apt to allow feelings of delicacy or shame to prevent their disclosing to a physician many complaints peculiar to tneir sex until they have assumed a malignant and perhaps incurable form.
However commendable
This is false modesty.
modest reserve may be in every day life, its strict
observance in a physician’s private office is often
attended by most serious consequences and many
a poor woman has dragged out a miserable existence and at last sank under a painful and loathsome disease that might have been prevented by
timely treatment.
In the past, people have always been looking
for curative medicine, some combination of drugs
to pour into the stomach like slops into a swill
tub; but as people beeome better educated and
more advanced they have caught the spirit of the
times and appreciate the fact that a doctor is
often better to prevent serious diseases than he
is to cure them. 1 believe it is the duty of every
physician to inculcate in the minds of Ins patients
the principles of preventive medicine.
In the next issue of The Journal 1 will call the
attention of women, both old and young, married
and single, to certain conditions and symptoms
that lead, if neglected, to serious and sometimes
incurable troubles.
bit. PRINCE E. LUCE,

Belfast,
Wonderful

How

COME AND Dll
OCR RRICEs
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Quickly

Golden Crown Oil
RELIEVES AND CURES

COUGI+S, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
CROUP and all LUNG TROUBLES.

....
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..DOWN
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Steak, 2 lb*, for
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AT THE DRUG
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Me.

MARKET

Proprici

BOTTLE,
STORES.

tfl

in the
Whereas Emily A. Pendleton of
County of Essex and State of Massachusetts, by
her mortgage deed dated the twenty-third day of
May, A. u. 1896, and recorded in Waldo Registry
to me, the
of Deeds, Book 247, Page 222,
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land with
the buildings thereon, situated on the easterly
side of Union street, in Belfast, bounded and de
scribed as follows, to wit: Bounded on the west
by Union street, on the north by land of the
heirs of Reuben Sibley, on the east by land of
Mary Brogan, and on the south by laud of John
Gannon, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason
of the breach of the condition thereof, 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated the twenty-fourth day of December, A.
BENJAMIN B. TOOTH AKER.
D. 1900.
3W1
D.

Lynn,

SMOKED HAM and SHOULDERS, and PRESSED HAM.

1

AT

Notice of Foreclosure.

and FO WLS

1 oo

o

Records.
Records in sets of 5.

...TERMS...

CHAPHAIN’S

Plumpest of CHICKENS

with

J#lO to #50.
Hospital Fee,
(according to nature of case.)
| Ward $1.00 per day.
c
Hospital Services ( ,.|ivilU. Kou'm j.j.uo perday
Patients admitted under care of other physicians will only be charged Hospital Services.

Truly

and VEAL.

Records.

Toy Graphophones

LR. PRINCE E. LUC?,
Physician ami Surgeon,
Manager ami Proprietor.

9 to

xecords.....*5.00Dozen

IC Ala ml
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Justarouiul Dinsmore’s Comer, and try

Grand

MATERNITY CASES.

tomy or an
Surgical Diseases of women, such as CureDage
of the Womb or Cervix, operations for injuries
to Cervix or Perineum, Rcctoeole or Cystocele,
Hemorrhoids or Fistulae, and all those simple
plastic operations which if properly performed
restore those chronic and maybe bedridden invaa
miserable existence, to
, lids, dragging out
‘healthful and useful womanhood; also the
special treatment of those pelvic diseases of
I women which can be cured without operation.
During tile past few years it has been a fad
with surgeons and gynecologists to "operate”
! for every disease of the womb or overies, real or
fancied, and many have vied with one an other
to see who would perform the greatest number of
Our medical literature
successful operations.
has teemed with reports of successful surgical
in
which
the
patient died on the table
operation
or soon after the operation, while tin* courage
and daring skill of the operator were highly
lauded and to gratify this inhuman ambition many
a woman has subjected herself to a needless and
cruel surgical operation, which has destroyed her
womanhood and left her a living nonentity until
Appreciate This the question has naturally arisen.

Advice.

and 150.00

sale at Mixer’s Friday morning, at 9
January llth. ES^Secure them early.

on

For the

50

$12.50,-$25.oo

;

_

A company consisting of F. A. Dickey,
wife, children and grandchildren, to the
number of twenty-live, including Rev. C. 11.
Bryant, wife and son, partook of a splendid
dinner at C. 0. Dickey’s on the day before
Christmas, on account of a w » dding to be
attended by Mr. Bryant the next day. The
writer was quite abashed by being unexpectedly called upon to carve the largest
turkey he ever saw, with twenty-live people looking on. The dinner was a grand
success, except the carving.

L'
..

i

Boston.
Refined

•

There is nothing so pleasing f,„ •,
tertainment as the Grapln.iii,.
is enjoyed by young ainl
\
as follows.

...MUSIC BE THE BOHEMIAN CLUB

friends to wish them much happiness.

ties and historical associations through-

Opera House,

were

A very pleasant wed.our....
SiiiBLES-FotiG.
ding took place in Brooks Wednesday, Dec. CHICAGO BEEF,
12th, at high noon, at the home of 5Irs.
COUNTRY PIG PORK
Josephine L. Fogg, when her only daughter
Laura Yashta, was married to
51a- for Steaks, Chops and Roasts,
Anso^i
The 'cereson Sliibles of
Knox Station.
and Pork for Beans,
mony was performed by the Rev. F. W.
Barker, who used the ring service. The
Fattest;of LAMB,
bride was becomingly gowned in a gray
MUTTON
traveling suit and carried bride roses. The

Stops the Cough

1

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler,

•[

After
groom wore the conventional black.
the congratulations a dainty lunch was
served.
The parlor and dining room were
tastefully decorated with smilax, ferns, cut
flowers and evergreen. Only relatives were
present. The presents included silver, table
linen, china and bric-a-brac. Mr. and Mrs.
Shibles left on the 1.45 p. m. train for a trip
to Boston and vicinity mid a shower of rice
and old slippers. On their return they will
Both
go to housekeeping at Knox Station.
are well-known young people, with many

■

i.

REDUCTION

words leaves the road for them to follow

always apparent.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days in honor of his

other State libraries and with universi-

THE STATE VALUATION.

The Beacon Ethical Union have paid for
the following property at Temple Heights:
Cottage lot of Etta Lancaster, lot of Davis
S. Crosby, lot of Miss Harding of nartland,
The
4 lots of L. Robinson of Bangor.
amount paid for the above was $750. The
J. X. Stewart deal is not completed.

SALE.^j

MY ENTIRE STOCK OF—-

The writer wishes the editor, and all who
are connected with him, a happy Xew Year,
and considers himself very fortunate in
having the privilege of reading such an excellent and high-toned paper as The Kepublican Journal.

fjf

documents, reports and duplicates with
out the United States.

The sociable of the East Xorthport Sewing Circle will be held Friday evening with
Mrs. C. O. Dickey. Supper will be served.
Foster, son of ('apt. Joseph Heald, is at
home from Bangor, where he had a difficult
surgical operation performed upon his nose
at the hospital. He is doing well.
We are sorry to hear that the Kochersperger deal of land on the Mahoney point is
held up on account of a misunderstanding
about the bounds, which we trust will soon
be satisfactorily settled.

liead;

■

CLOSING OUT

The social at Masonic Hall Saturday evenwas well attended and the usual
program carried out.

ing

ceremony was very prettily performed by
the Rev. C. II. Bryant, in the presence of
in open session. In eases where no dethe families of the contracting parties. After
fendant has appeared and notice is given
the ceremony the company sat down to a
by publication only, a decree nisi is to
be entered, which is not to become final Christmas dinner such as Mrs. Knight
until after an interval of six months. knows so well how to prepare and Charles
This will give an opportunity to the to provide. Congratulations are extended
absent party to show cause, if any exists, by their many friends.
why the bond of matrimony should not
Charles Thompson a short time ago went
be dissolved, and will serve as an available safeguard where untrustworthy out to his barn just at dusk to feed his
! stock, and while in the top of the barn after
testimony has been introduced.
The bill which accompanied the report
hay he heard and sawr a large bird flying
on
the
committee,
will be referred to
around and gave chase, and after awhile
of
the
at
the
session
coming
judiciary
succeeded in catching a monster henhawk
Legislature.
but about the same time the
by the
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
hawrk stuck his long and sharp claws into
Charles’ other wrist, making the blood flow
E. G. Roberts and wife visited Bangor for freely.
Just then a neighbor happened
a few days last week.
! along and they made out to pry the claws
Miss Annie J. Rumery of Eastport is a from the aching wrist and to cut otf the
hawk’s head. The big barn doors were open
guest at A. E. Chase’s.
and the hawk went into the barn and made
Harry Brown and Alice Dow returned to
w ere
I a supper off some young chickens that
school at Pittsfield Tuesday.
) on the floor, and, like some human beings,
Geo. H. Miller has had an attack of sciatica
i after getting into a bad scrape did not know
which has kept him indoors for the past !
enough to get out. Charles will carry the
week.
; scars to remind him of an encounter which
Jefferson Hobbs, one of our most respect- he will not care to repeat. The bird’s wings
ed citizens and a veteran of the civil war, is spread three feet and six inches from tip to
very sick with pneumonia.
tip.

The annual meeting of the trustees
publishing business, but being personal- of the Maine Insane
Hospital was held
with the author, and be- in the trustees’ room at the
j
hospital
public-spirited, deserving prosperity, ly acquainted
Ex-Governor ltohie, the
may the year bring to them all in- lieving in his ability to charm readers j Dec. 26th.
creased circulation and influence. [Port- with his unique story of New England 1 president of the board, presided and all
|
the trustees were present except Gen.
land Evening Express.
country life, she brought out Quincy : It. 15.
of Skowhegan, who
Shepherd
Ditto!
Adams Sawyer by Charles Felton Fid- was
j
lying at the point of death. The
Booksellers ! organization for the ensuing year was
The Washington correspondent of the gin, on November 5th.
1
as follows:
Trustees—FredLondon Daily Telegraph wires an inter- and other publishers were astonished perfected
erick ltobie, president, Gorham; P. O.
the
when
she
announced
as
5,000
copies
view with Pres. McKinley in the course
Vickery, Augusta; It. 13. Shepherd,
of w liich he expressed a wish that the first edition of a book by an unknown secretary, Skowhegan; Thomas White,
United States and Great Britain might author, but the wisdom of this was Bangor; Mrs. J. It. Smith, Litchfield;
II. T. Powers, Fort Fairfield; Chas. S.
continue in amity during the new cen- shown when the second edition, consistThere are 765 patients
Mrs. Abbott, who for severai years has j
of 10,000 copies, bad to be brought Pearl, Bangor.
ing
the
to
Mr.
in
the hospital.
according
tury.
McKinley,
been housekeeper for Enoch Leathers at
out
December
even
then
there
and
15,
the
MAINE'S BANKS AND BIILDING ASSOcorrespondent, said he hoped for
West Brooks, died very suddenly Monday
was a lapse of ten days between the :
CIATIONS.
acceptance of the amended Ilay-Pauncemorning from paralysis. Her age was about I
The annual report of Bank Exami'ole treaty, and expected to see the time that the first edition was exhaust-!
65 years.
iner Fremont E. Timberlake, on the
N iearaguan canal begun thoroughly in ed and the second edition was issued.
There has always been a good deal of inof
the
trust
conditions
banks,
saving
That
was
more
than
no
10,000
enough and
hT second term of office.
banking companies and loan and terest here in the case of Stain and Cromto fill the orders that were accumulat-;
building associations, and also foreign well, and the unanimous decision of the
The reorganization of the Democratic ing rapidly all the while the book trade banking companies having a license to
Governor and Council to pardon them is refor
the
was
appear- do business in the State, covers the ceived with
waiting anxiously
party is not proceeding very briskly.
general satisfaction.
fiscal
1900.
Dec.
1,
year ending
Indeed, the indications are of an even ance of the second edition. OonseA. 51. Jones, who has been in the hospital
The report shows that there are 51
greater divergence between what may- quently the third edition was ordered savings banks in the State, whose assets at ltangor to be treated for appendicitis, arbe called the Bryan and Cleveland on the presses at once; that consists of amount to $71,076,211.67; 17 trust and rived home Thursday after an absence of
wings. The latter see unmistakable evi- 50,000 copies, and was issued on the first1 banking companies, whose assets are eight weeks, much improved in health, but
33 loan and building asso- not
dence that Bryan is keeping in line for day of the new century, January 1,1001. ; $13,295,402.92;
fully recovered. He left Saturday for
ciations, whose assets are $2,862,178.5.3; Brunswick to attend lectures at the 5Iaine
The immense sale the hook has had in !

another nomination; while to an outThis makes a total of 101 institutions of
sider it is equally evident that Cleve- less than two months, beating all rec- this class, with total assets amounting
land hopes to again lead his party. Just ords in recent history of successful to $87,233,793.12.
This is a gain of one in the number of
now Bryan undoubtedly has the largest works of fiction, is the talk of the day
institutions reported, and of $4,934,627.show
in
the
book
trade.
It
to
lltOii
goes
is
a
31 in their assets. The number of defollowing; but, politically,
long
what a Maine girl can do when she has 1 positors in saving banks and trust comway off.
1
enterprise and good business tact; and panies, and shareholders in loan and
Says President dement A. Griscom, it also shows that you cannot always building associations, has increased from
202,552 in 1899 to 213,980 in 1900—a gain
in the Saturday- Evening Post; We tell beforehand
just what is going to of 11,428 as against a corresponding gain
have been so busy with our internal de- strike the fancy of the book readers.
of 9927 in 1899. Deducting from this

HEWS.

conveyed

Second-hand sleigh.
Cost me over S100
Wm. C. Marshall.

$1000 GIVEN AWAY
Reliable and energetic men or u
are wanted in every town t"
LKDGER MONTHLY, “America
ily Magazine.” The Ledger Moilin'*
class publication, printed on tun- P‘i
beautiful cover in colors, and mb
bers of the family. All subscril" !'
» >!
ceive our superb 3-panel calendar
are paid liberal commission ami
$1000 divided among those who s» n
number of subscriptions. Semi h><
*•"'
lars.
ROBERT BONNEB*S s«»s

iii

girls

v

Ledger Building,

Farm for Sale.
!*1
Situated in the town of Knox on
Walker ridge, 6T> acres of land, field;*
buildings. Price $660.00. For parti'
or see tne subscriber on the farm

ALLEN

2ml*

c.

KJ.FI
&ast K,,l>x’

>1-

Dealers in clothing, gent’s furnishing
The Journal's annual review will appear
goods, hats and caps, will close their stores in next week's issue.
at 6 o’clock evfery evening except Saturday
Poor & Son have just received the finest
term of Probate Court will be until
April 1st.
lot of spruce gum ever seen in this city.
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BELFAST.

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Original,
widows, etc., Julia F. Poole, Vinalevening.
next Monday
baven, $8; increase, William A. Jackson,
T i will meet this, Thursday, East Jefferson, $14.
jo o’clock with Mrs. L. G.
Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. A. C. Webber, 1 Charles street, MonWest sold Belgian hares last
Lesson, reading
day, Jan. 7th, at 2 p. m.
unities who intend to go into
“Journey through the Orient.”

Capt. Walter J. Clifford gave a turkey
supper at his home Monday evening, Dec.
31st, to A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans.
There was a large attendance, and the boys

There will be no meeting of the Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance this week. The
next meeting will be Friday, Jan. 11th, with
Miss Esther C. Frye, Miller street.

Morning service at the Unitarian church
next Sunday at 10. 45 A. M., with sermon by
tfie pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton; Sunday
school at 12 A. m.

The regular monthly meeting of the Belfast Improvement Soeiety will be held Monday, Jan. 7th, at the home of Mrs. M. J.
Gammons, 0. Church street. A full attendance is desired.

The subject of Rev. G. E. Edgett’s sermon
at the Methodist Church next Sunday forenoon will be “The Model Church of the

of the City Council

allowed by

the County

Com-

term are now
„ their December
.(’„unty Treasurer’s office.

i*
r-'

thieves are working in the
of the city, but so far as is
take nothing but men’s and
h
1,1
.rteti
'■.'r ,-! i.-kings.
patients from Waldo county
at Augusta—
.,. Insane Hospital
Belfast is credited
H women.
,,,,

:

",

| Kuril ham,

Searsmont, Searsport

’(‘orport with 1 each.

been received from J. W.
Swift &
t-.hvare, 60 Main street;
Masonic Temple; A. Colburn,
etc 81 Main street; Hon. Fred
mice, real estate, etc., Winterhave

overhead in the County
Mike fell early last Thursday
.i
no one w as in the building
ug

The plastering w as more
Mirths of an inch thick. It will
I1 a steel ceiling.
mr.

quested to be present.
Advertised list of letters remaining in the
Belfast post office Jan. 1:
Ladies—Mrs.
Gusta Pierce, Mrs. W. H. Prescott. Gentlemen—Edwin
Jackson, Bert Lenfest,
Ernest K. Welden, York St. Heat Co.
The valuation of Waldo county in 1898
was $9,705,078, and in 1900, $9,591,028, a decrease of $114,050.
The valuation of the
City of Belfast in 1898 was $2,919,683, and in
1900, $2,805,730, a decrease of $143,953.

found on the cellar
Waldo avenue, Saturinconscious, and with severe
and hands. He went into
:,„ik after the furnace, which
Mig gas, and what he did to

The County Commissioners completed the
business of the old year Monday night.
Tuesday they organized for 1901 by choice
of William A. Bragg of Lineolnville as
chairman, and adjourned to the second

suit described is unknown,

of
Cambridgeport, Mass., spoke in Memorial
Hall Sunday afternoon and evening on
Spiritualism. They had large audiences at
both meetings, and gave a number, of tests
which proved satisfactory to the audience.

Smalley
mum

s

1

pi-

The installation of the officers of T. H.
Marshall Relief Corps will take place Tuesday, Jan. 8, 1901, at 2.30 p. M. Refreshments will be served.
All members are re-

was

on

much improved.

Fred Pendleton lost a part
mb on a small circular saw in
mill Friday.A young
Charles Walker cut her left
in the palm Saturday by
the doora broken bottle in

Tuesday in April.
Mr. and "Mrs. Willard

L.

Latlirop

Augustus Thompson and Capt. Melvin
Thompson of N >rth 1 leer Isle w ent out in
an

open boat

on

December 22d and threw

a

In one hour and a half they landed
meeting of the stockholders trawl.
tine haddock. The Deer Isle Messenminty Agricultural Society forty
ger thinks that if any one has done better
n the Court House Saturday
than that at this time of year,and in the same
b: um y 5tli, at 1 o’clock, for the
time, it would certainly be w'ortliy of note.
a-tees and officers and the
New Year’s Day. The opening of the
any other business that may
new year, and also of the century, was obhe meeting.
served by the Methodists by the usual watch
mii Fs. S. (i. Norton, Sheriff,
the following named depu- meeting. Rev. G. G. Winslow and Rev. G.
uuliard, Saudypoint; Isaac E. Edgett were present and there was a
large attendance. The banks were closed
: Frank G. Norton, North
as usual on holidays, but other business
m
r. .Jackson, Searsmont;
places were open. There were numerous
,: d, Centre Montville; Amos
new year’s parties in the city, at which the
\\ interport; Wilmot C. Gray,
guests saw the old year out and the new
lus. A. Perkins, (turnkey)
Commissioners have acceptextension and settled
Mctor.
The Judge’s room has
i■
with oak desk, chairs,etc.,
in Law Library Association
m its new rooms m the extern
l
tables and chairs, and
Hie books in.
iiouse

■

mibered that the Kuniier
••it\ made a trip down the
f
visiting Seal Harbor, Bar
<: ether points of
It
interest.
h»*re as as an artist in the party,
ndies, and some of liis work
.'libitum to-day in the window
A' Co.’s, Odd Fellows block.
:
exhibition.
i!':•

\

>

■aide a raid one night last week
the lower part of the city and
nig man and a girl, who were
The girl was sent to her
\\
r town on promise of future
and the man was found
•i! unkenness
and disturbance,
'»
days in jail and $10 fine, and
‘•iided until he again offends,
Dr. P. E. Luce in the Opera
very neatly and convenient< Mi the lirst floor are the waitThe latter
: rating room, etc.
modern conveniences for the
dig of surgical cases. The
mi> are devoted to the
hospital
irnished with iron bedsteads
•'sorie of a modern hospital.
•

re

The Penobscot lost a
last week and her trips up
re one day behind schedule
Monday for Boston on time
ue is hauled up for the winter
wharf-Capt. Otis Ingra.maud of the Penobscot this
i; ickland Courier-Gazette
says:
,J
charge of that craft until
’<» when he comes ashore for a
"f absence before takingeom'■«w steamer City of Rockland."
mtms.
;

•'

completed last week an icePitcher's pond that in style
little ahead of anything in that
t here.
She is named the Favorir as heard from at this time
there
a ice boats on Pitcher's
pond
editions of wind, weather and
able. The Favorite was given
of the week and easily disother boats, although some of
^iceher size and with a much
a,l spread.
■

>r
M

■

■

ksts.
The municipal officers
the lires at the McIntyre and
M. es last
Friday. City Marshal
iid at the McIntyre place the
1
se-shoes of peculiar make, and
raeks, evidently made just beA horse and carriage were
might have made the tracks,
mm <• was not then
strong enough
1'■arrests. The decision was
was of
incendiary origin. The
i)d contents were a total loss
ounce.Mrs. Nickerson testi‘jd to the fire at her house that
smoking just before she left the
the Christmas tree, and that
IS
discovered while she was away.
v,u!l was that the fire
caught acciMom her pipe.
N

;it'o

■

»

!

,,

•u'

Items. The Belfast Fuel &
bailed sch. Julia Edna with several
1,115 at " interport for Vinalhaven
S. Lord made two topsails
1
Puritan last week....The new
141
Edward T. Stotesbury, which ar,lt
Liverpool a few days ago with a

inJ1"f.1,1 ttefrom

>lt

,ln5

Philadelphia,

made the

very quick time of 24 days_
**• Tilton was lately docked and

11

•>-■>&) City—Soh. Eliza J. Penbring a cargo of coal from 8yd1,tu
;
Rockland, and willthen come
The libel of Capt.
I,, ’, ..w f"r repairs
lf tlle -scllr- T>- L.
’*
Sturgis against
'fenawa for damages in the sum
'■
!» now
;
being heard at Portland.
: 4:i>
was bound from Boston to Bath
■I,,
collision off Seguin with the
ll« ,.Vl?eivl?g damages which compell.to later abandon her. Capt.
'-laung the Menawa was wholly at
hn]t
i;..

/

'1,1

>,

—

,„|J|

u

W:

e)v

spent

a

very

enjoyable evening.

THE

Twentieth

CHURCHES.

Century.”

A Portland dispatch of Dec. 20th says:
“At a meeting of the Free Congregational
church, this evening, it was voted to extend
a call to Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Searsport.”
The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45
a. m., preaching by the pastor, Rev. Ashley
A. Smith; at 12 m., Sunday school; at 6.15
p. m., young people’s meeting; topic, “The
open door.” A cordial invitation is extended to all.
meeting ol the worth church
will occur this, Thursday, evening at7.;0
o’clock. There will be the roll-call of members, reports, business, and brief addresses.
Supper will be served in the vestry at 6
o’clock. All members of the congregation
are cordially invited.

Wedding

It s Easy]
To Take
Thin, pale, anaemic girls
need a fatty food to enrich
their blood, give color to
their cheeks and restore their
health and strength. It is
safe to say that they nearly
all reject fat with their food.

persons rose for prayers. Mr. Arthur
W. Cleaves, a student of Newton Theological Seminary, will occupy the pulpit next
seven

Sunday.
The Sunday services at the North church
will be as follows:
Morning worship at
10.45, with sermon by the pastor, Rev. Geo.
S. Mills; subject, “The Promise of the
Twentieth Century”; Sunday school at
12 m. ; bi-monthly business meeting of the
Y. 1’. S. C. E. at (1.15 p. m. Members are
requested to respond to the roll-call by repeating a Bible verse. At 7.15 p. m. the
pastor will give the last lecture in the series
on “The Religious Aspects of the loth CenNew Institutions and
tury” ; subject,
Forces.”

WITH HYPOPHOSPH/TES of L iHE « SODA

exactly what they require;
only gives them the important element (cod-liver oil)
in a palatable and easily digested form, but also the hypois

it not

valuaphosphites which
ble in nervous disorders that
usually accompany anaemia.
SCOTT'S EMULSION is a
fatty food that is more easily
digested than any other form
of fat. A certain amount of
flesh is necessary for health.
You can get it in this way.
are so

to

gain a pound
taking it.

Jan. 5th.
After the installation of officer*
harvest feast will be served.
Three new
members of South Branch took the 4th degree Dec. 29th.

]

a

Honesty Grange, Morrill, elected the following officers Wednesday evening, Dec.2tith,
and they will be installed Wednesday evening, January 2nd: T. R. Dickey, M.; Edward Park, 0.; Mabel Park, L.; John Berry, S.; George Collins, A. S.; A. M. Daggett,
Treas.; Jennie Meservey, Chap.; Carrie
Daggett, Sec’y; John Colson, <>. K.; Nora
Weymouth, C.; Minnie Weymouth, P; Mertie Weymouth, F.; Nellie Greer, L. A. S.

at-1

tired and

wore

a

wreath of flowers.

presents.

A happy wedding
Webber-Clary.
party met at the Universalist parsonage on
New A'ear’s Day to witness the marriage of
Scott Adams Webber of Boston and Miss
Lizzie May Clary of this city. The ring
ceremony was performed by Rev. Ashley A.
Smith at 1 o’clock and the happy couple !
took a carriage at once for the station to
take the 1.25 train for Revere, Mass., where
they are to reside. The bride was dressed
in a traveling suit of mode English Venetian.
They were the recipients of many
handsome presents, each a token of the
esteem in which the happy coupl£ are held
where they are best known. The guests
were the bridegroom’s
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Scott Webber of Boston; the bride’s
uncle and aunt, Hon. I. II. Jackson and
wife of Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. Sherman G.
Swift, Mrs. George W. Swift, Miss Stella
Deering, Miss Alice Aborn and Mr. Fred S.
Jackson.

a

day while

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

1

Webber-Pattee.
A quiet marriage
service took place in the parlor of Mrs. Eliza
Pattee of Monroe Dec. 2(>th, when her daughter, Miss Elizabeth A. Pattee, and Mr Sidney M. Webber were united in marriage.
Only the families of the contracting parties
were present.
The ring service was useda pleasant addition to the usual serRev. D. Brackett performed at high
noon the service that made the twain one
llesli. After the ceremony the party repaired
to the dining room,where a bountiful repast
awaited them. An hour was spent in social
chat, and the newly married couple then de-

making
vice.

Whereas, The hand of death has again
entered the ranks of our order and taken
from our midst our beloved brother, Edward
Hurd-Knigiit. There was a very pretty Elms.
Resolved, That we, the members of Mystic
wedding Dec. 25th at the home of the bride’s
Belmont, shall ever cherish a fond
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Knight of Grange,
remembrance of our brother, and regret his
Northport, when their only daughter, Helen removal from our number. While we mourn
II. Knight, was united in marriage to Mr. the severance of another link in the fraternal chai n, we believe that a brighter and more
Leroy W. Hurd, son of Fhineas Hurd, also
glorious life has began with our brother—
of Northport. The ceremony was perform- an eternal life in our
heavenly Grange,
ed by Rev. C. II. Bryant at the noon hour, where the fraternal ties are never broken;
where
the
of
harvest-time gladden,
songs
after which all sat down to a Christmas
and where all is joy and happiness.
dinner such as only can be prepared by a
Resolved, That we trust his family’s
thoughtful and loving mother. The con- hearts may be cheered in their lonely hours
the thought that in our fraternity they
tracting parties received many pretty and by
will ever iind
and when done with
useful presents from their friends, together earth and its friends,
cares they will again be united
with their best wishes for a happy New with that loving band where death is unknown.
Year and a long life of married joy.
Kesoived, lhat in the death of our brother
his family has lost a devoted husband and
The wedding of father, and our fraternity a loved and
Atwoop-Pearson.
William F. Atwood,of Winterport and Miss worthy member.
Dear brother, he has gone to rest,
Gertrude Pearson of llangor took place
IIis sufferings now are o’er;
Monday night, Dec. 24tli, at the residence of
And we should not mourn for him
the bride’s sister, Mrs. W. M. Richardson,
He has only gone before.
Union street, llangor. The ceremony was
Though his face be missed forever,
performed by Rev. A. W. Young of North
And his voice forever gone,
Haven. The bridesmaid was Miss Minnie
Some day wre hope to meet him
On the happy shore beyond.
Oliver
Atwood
was
the
Pearson,and
groomsHe has now a crown of glory,
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood have gone on a
And a happy home above;
wedding trip to Boston and Newr York, and
He has left his old home
upon their return will be at home, after
And his dear ones he loved.
Feb. 1, at (12 Court street, llangor.
In his happy home he’s resting
From this sinful world lie’s gone
Where the sun shines out in glory
Concerning Local Industries.
We shall meet him in the morn.
Resolved, That in remembrance of our deThe articles of incorporation of the Man- ceased brother our charter be draped in
ufacturing Real Estate Co. were recorded mourning for thirty days.
of these resoluResolved, That a
Dec. 28th in the olliee of the Registry of tions be sent to the copy
bereaved family, one
Deeds. The purposes, officers, etc., of this entered on the records of our grange, and
one sent to The Republican
Journal and
corporation were reported in The Journal
Bangor Commercial for publication.
last week in connection with the incorpora
W. S. Foss,
Com.
tion of Critchett, Sibley Co.
N. W. Wellman,
on
Xettik B. Makkinek, 1 Reso.
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Dalton Sarsaparilla Co. was held last
week. F. A. Greer, G. A. Greer and I). A. I
Home Grown Lustre.—“Then you don’t
Greer, Jr. were chosen directors. F. A. bank much on ancestral pride“No ; it is
to a man’s credit to start from nowhere
more
Greer is president and treasurer and D. A.
and be somebody than to start from someJ
clerk.
The
officers
Greer, r.,
report steady where and be nobody.”
[Indianapolis
sales of the company’s remedies.
[ Journal.

|
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parted by team for Brooks, where they took
tile train for Boston to spend a week or
On their return they
more among friends.

Perfected
Poultry
Food-

will make their home with the bride's
mother. It is a source of pleasure that they
are to reside in town, as Mr. Webber is one
of the most enterprising young men among
us and his wife is loved and respected by all.
Long may they live and prosper,'is the wish
of all,

jj

Fogg-Knowlton. John A. Fogg and
Miss Ina B. Knowlton were married at
their new home, \o. 7 High street, Mon-

will make hens

day evening,

Dee. 31st, in tlie presence of a
relatives and intimate friends.
The ring service was very impressively performed of Rev. Geo. S. Mills.
The happy
couple stood on a fur mat under a festoon of
holly and native evergreens.
The bride
was attired in white taffeta silk and carried
bride roses. They were attended by the
few

Mystic Grange has adopted the following
resolutions:

The

was served after the
ceremony, and the happy couple took the
1.25 train for Ellsworth, where they are to
reside. Mr. Rogers is foreman of the stitching room in B. E. Cole & Co.’s shoe factory
in Ellsworth, and was for several years connected with Critchett, Sibley & Co.’s factory
in this city. His bride is a prominent member of the North Church Christian Endeavor
Society and has a large circle of friends.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Rogers
extend their congratulations, and the best
wishes of all go with them to their new
home.

We have known persons

Seldom does it occur that a husband and
his wife are both ordained for the mini stry,
and that too at the same time, but such was
the case recently, the event taking place in
Secret Societies.
the Union church, Simpson’s Corner, Dixmont, Tuesday afternoon and evening, Dec.
18th, when Mr. and Sirs. Sidney G. ThurThe annual convocation of Corinthian
lough were ordained for the ministry according to the rites of the Free Baptist Royal Arch Chapter will be held nest Monchurch. The afternoon exercises consisted day evening.
year in.
of scripture reading and prayer by Rev. Mr.
The annual meeting of Timothy Chase
The Waldo Clinical Club has elected offi- Prince of l)ixmont,with remarks by Rev. S.
C. Whitcomb of Bangor. Rev. C. G. Mosh- Lodge, F. and A. M., will he held this,
cers as follows: President, Dr. Adelbert Miler of Essex St. Church, Bangor, delivered
lett,Searsmont; vice president,Dr. F. W. Lar- a very interesting sermon. In the evening Thursday, evening.
the
Waldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., elected the folchurch was well tilled and the ordinarabee, Searsport; secretary and treasurer,
tion proper took place, and consisted of the
lowing officers Dec. 28th: N. G., W. L.
Dr. E. L. Stevens, Belfast; librarian, Dr.
following interesting exercises: Scripture
j John Stevens, Jr. Belfast. At the January reading by Rev. S. C. Whitcomb; prayer by Hanson ; V. G., Fred Ifrewster; R. S., John
! meeting Dr. C. B. Hoyt of Liberty will pre- Rev. F. I). George of Pittsfield; singing by S. Davidson; F. S., Chas. II. Sargent; Treas.,
sermon by Rev. A. T. Salley of LewR. II. Howes; Trustee for 3 years, R. F.
sent a paper on Treating Typhoid Fever in choir;
iston ; singing b'v choir ;*prayer by Rev. S.
of hall, E. L. Cook.
Country Places, and Dr. F. E. Eveleth of C. Whitcomb; report of the scribe, Rev. C. Dunton; Agent
The regular meetings of Phoenix Lodge,
Searsport a paper upon The Value of Blood G. Mosher; right hand of fellowship, Rev.
F. I). George; charge to candidate, Rev. S. F. and A.
Examination in Diagnosis.
M., are held on the Monday evenC. Whitcomb; charge to church, Rev. C. G.
Mosher; benediction, Rev. Sidney G. Thur- ing on or before the full moon, hence there
The Sunday school of the Unitarian
were two meetings in December, on the 3d
lough. [Pittsfield Advertiser.
church will hold its annual festival in MeThe annual meeting, at which
There will be the usual Union meetings and 31st.
morial hall this, Thursday, afternoon and
the officers will be elected, will be held Janthe Week of Prayer, beginning next
during
evening. Doors open at 3. Supper will be
uary 28th.
Monday and Tuesserved to the Sunday school at six. At 7.30 Monday evening.
the meeting will be at the Congregational
King Solomon Conneil, R. and S. M., electthe amusing farce “The Champion of her day
ed the following officers Tuesday evening:
Sex" will be presented by some of the older church; Wednesday and Thursday at the
Methodist church; and Friday at the Bap- T. I. M'., S. A. Parker; D. M., J. II. Howes ;
pupils, assisted by friends. At 8.15 there tist
church. The hour is 7.15. A hearty in- P. C. of W., W. C. Libby; Treas., Robert
will be dancing for the young people of the
vitation is extended to all to attend these Burgess; Rec., C. E. Johnson; C. of G.,
parish and their friends. Admission for
II. J. Chaples; Steward, II. L. Partridge;
the evening ten cents. Dancing tickets can meetings. The topics of prayer are those
suggested by the Evangelical Alliance, and Sent., H. W, Marriner.
be secured at the door.
are as follow’s:
Governor Crosby Commandery, Knights
New
Advertisements.
Chapman’s
Monday. Prayer for a better realization of Malta, held a special meeting Dec. 27th
Golden Oil has been before the public more of spiritual truth and a better estimate of
and voted to hold regular meetings every
than a quarter of a century and is a well spiritual realities; a clearer vision of the
Christ and of the actual need Thursday evening in Odd Fellows’ Hall
redeeming
known remedy for cough colds, croup, etc. and the
divinely intended glory of the world The terms of the officers are semi-annua
It is for sale at the drug stores.Johnson which He redeemed.
and begin in March and September. The
W. Hunt of Burnham publishes a freedom
Tuesday. Prayer for a Church w'hieh,
faith in Christ and by the indwell- following trustees were elected: S. R. Locke
notice—See statement of the Belfast through
ing of the Holy Spirit, shall be wholly W. 11. Bray, W. L. Hall.
National Bank
Geo. R. Poor, jeweller, Christian, doing God’s will and winning the
Tarratine Tribe, I. O. R. M., elected the
world
to Christ.
advertises a closing out sale of his entire
Wednesday. Prayer for such Christian following officers Dec. 31st: Sachem, F. S.
stock of watches, clocks, jewelry, silvercharacter and life as shall be pleasant in Jackson Senior
;
Sagamore, C. B. Patterson ;
ware, cut glass, etc., at a great reduction.
the home, honored in business relations,
-Allen E. Leonard, East Knox, offers for welcomed in the neighborhood, helpful in Junior Sagamore, 11. W. Webber; Prophet,
sale a farm in Knox.Read what Ijeavitt the church,—personal religion being thus 0. J. Dickey; Chief of Records, M. C. Hill;
manifested in its rightful attractiveness.
Keeper of Wampum, Edwin Perkins;
A Cunningham, proprietors of the market,
Thursday. Prayer for righ relations in
52 High street, have to say.
You will find society and the nation, with the Golden Trustee for 3 years, F. M. Patterson;
ltule obeyed as between man and man, and Representatives to the Great Council, E. II.
them just around Dinsmore’s corner.
all social and political action guided by jusHaney, C. C. Coombs.
and good will,—the Christian ideal.
tice
December Weather.
The record of
for
all
international
Enterprise Lodge, A. 0. U. W., elected
relaFriday.
Prayer
the weather kept for the U. S. Weather Butionships and all interuational action, that the following officers, Dec. 27th: Master
reau shows the mean temperature at Belfast
they may be based on the Christian princiF. M. Wood; Foreman, C. 0.
for December, 1900, to have been 21.94° ples which apply to the individual—the Workman,
of the Prince of Peace.
Dickey; Overseer, W. E. Wight; Recorder,
against 30° for December, 181*9, and 25.01° reign
J. S. Fernald; Financier, C. H. Sargent;
for 41 years past.
The highest was 45 the
Receiver, F. R. Wiggin; Guide, J. G. Aborn ;
and
Periodicals.
Papers
23d day; lowest 8 below zero the 11th. Rain
Inside Watchman, F. 0. Roberts; Outside
fell on 2 days and snow on 7. The total
Collier’s Weekly is the leading illustrated
Watchman, A. S. Heal; Representative, E.
snow fall was 4 inches ; total
precipitation, weekly newspaper of this county, and an up- H.
Haney; Alternate, M. C. Hill; Trustee,
rain and melted snow, 1.68 inches. Decemto-date-publication in every respect.
J. F. Wilson. They will be installed at the
ber, 1899, was a very warm month and DeWe are indebted to Daniel Carey Erskine next regular meeting, Jan. 10th.
There were
cember, 1900, a very cold one.
of Montville, E. M. C. S., 1900, fort he' latest
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
15 clear days, 14 cloudy days and 2 mixed.
issue of The Ariel, published twice each elected the
following officers, Dec. 2Gth: C.
There were 3 inches of snow on the ground
term by the literary societies of the East
C., Wallace S. Sprague; V. C., Austin L.
Dec. 1st, which was increased to 6 inches
Maine Conference Seminary, Bucksport.
Smith; Pr., Samuel Ilodgkinson; K. of R.
the 5tli, but nearly all taken off by fog Dec.
The Waterville Sentinel, China News and and S., Freeman M. Wood; M. of F., San24th.
Vassalboro Times, weeklies, have been ford Howard; M. of E., Fred I). Jones ; M.
The Beacon Ethical Union held a meeting taken up by the W. M. Ladd
Publishing Co., at A., Chas. M. Welch; I. G., W. J. Gordon;
in this city Saturday afternoon at which it organized Dee. 27th in Waterville.
The O. G., Wm. H. Bray; Representatives, Fred
was decided to take down the Pioneer cot- capital stock of the
company is $100,000, par J. Stephenson, Rufus C. Barton; Alternates,
tage, lately bought by tlie. Union, and to value per share $25. The president and Duncan R. McAndless, Nathaniel J. Pottle;
build on the lot a hotel 40x65 feet, and 4 treasurer is W. M. Ladd, former
proprietor Trustee, M. W. Welch.
stories high. The building is to be plaster- of the weeklies named above, and the
general
The annual meeting of Kora Temple,
ed in every room, lighted by a Stanley gas manager is George W.
Townsend, formerly
machine, have a hydraulic elevator, and with the Sawyer Publishing company of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, was held at
every room supplied with hotand cold water. Waterville. The corporation has purchased the Temple Hall in Lewiston on Thursday
Members of the
Orrin J. Dickey has charge of removing all interests of the Yankee Blade and will afternoon and evening.
order to the number of 500 were present
the Pioneer, and will soon advertise for bids revive it.
from all parts of the State. The election of
for doing the different parts of the work on
In the entire life history of the New Engofficers was held at 4 o’clock and resulted
tlie new hotel. It was also voted to erect a land Home
Magazine, which has been given as follows: W. Freeman
Lord, Auburn,
building 40x40 on the lot near by lately with each copy of the Boston
Sunday Jourbought of John Crosby, and fit it up for the nal for something like three
potentate; Clarence V. Emerson, Lewiston,
years, no issue chief rabban; Charles T.
Walker, Portland,
publishing business of the Union. The has ever%ppeared presenting so
unique a second rabban; F. G. Payne, Lewiston,
Union will publish a monthly magazine and feature as will be
next Sunday’s number.
high priest and prophet; A. M. Penley,
other matter. They have an office at No. ror lack of a
better term one may call it a
486 Boylston street, Boston. The time for
no’s Who Book.” Paintings of some of Auburn, oriental guide; Arthur L. Stockthe most famous events in America,
Europe bridge, recorder; A. N. Berry, Auburn,
selling stock was extended one month.
and the Bible will be reproduced, together treasurer.
Henry A. Torsey of Auburn
The Rialto Dramatic Club, who will pres- with thumbnail sketches of the men or
was re-elected potentate but he declined to
women
who
in
the events.
participated
ent “A Virginian Romance” at the Belfast
The next week, and each week thereafter, serve another term and Mr. Lord was electOpera House on Monday evening, January will be published pictures of the men or ed to 611 his
place. During the evening 21
14th, have completed arrangements for pro- women, and it is intended that readers of candidates were initiated, after which a
the magazine shall preserve the first issue
ducing the play in Searsport, Jan. 15th, and cut from
subsequent issues the pictures banquet was served.
Camden, Jan. 16th, Bucksport, Jan. 17th. which are to be neatly pasted in the
blank
Deafness Cannot be Cured
Complete costumes have been contracted for columns beside the sketch of each subject’s
life.
When
the
“Who’s
Who Book” is finwith Wolff, Fording & Company, Theatrical
local
applications, as they cannot reach
ished it will be one of the oddest and at the by
of the ear. There is
Costumers of Boston. As the play will be same time one of the
most valuable and in- the diseased portion Dealness and
that is
put on under local auspices in each of the teresting publications ever issued. Readers only one way to cure
remedies.
Deafness is
by coiwtitutional
places visited a financial success is assur- of the Boston Sunday Journal get it free. caused
by an inflamed condition of the mued, while as an artistic success there can
When
cous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
be no doubt, as the club is made
Some six months ago The Ladies’ this tube gets inflamed you have a rumbling
up of well
and when it is
known young amateurs who have figured Home Journal offered a series of cash sound or imperfect hearing,
'closed Deafness is the result, and
prizes for the best outdoor photographs entirely
in many local entertainments in the
unless the inflammation can be taken out
past. taken
amateur
by
photographers during and this tube restored to its normal condiIt is a matter of local pride that Belfast
the summer.
The returns almost tion, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
amateurs have won much merited praise
swamped the Philadelphia post-office, cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
wherever they have played to out of town which in three months delivered
26,400 which is nothing but an inflamed condition
audiences, and in this case wre have no fear photographs to the magazine.
The of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
but that the former high standard will be photographs make perhaps the largest
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
maintained, and that the entertainment single collection ever sent to one partic- cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
ular quarter.
It will require nearly a Send for circulars, free.
given by the Rialto Club will compare favormonth’s work on the part of the magaF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ably with any amateur performance ever zine’s entire staff to assort
the pictures HP~Sold by Druggists, 75c.
given in this city.
5 Om
and make the awards.
Halls Family Pills are the best.
—

Rooeits-Knight. A pretty home wedding
took place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Bpcklin, No. 15 Union st., Tuesday
morning, when. Mrs. B.’s daughter, Miss
Josephine M. Knight, was married to Levi
L. Rogers of Ellsworth. There was a large
attendance of near relatives and intimate
friends. The room was very prettily deco- pink velvet, white satin and guimp and
rated in white and green, and a charming 1 carried a bunch of white roses. The groom
effect was produced by a combination of wore the conventional black. Miss Lillian W.
ferns, holly, pine boughs and evergreen Clements, sister of the groom, and Carroll
vines. Rev. Geo. S. Mills performed the L. Young, brother of the bride, acted as
bridesmaid and best man. After the cereceremony, using the ring service. The bride
mony refreshments were served, consisting
was dressed in white silk muslin, trimmed
with white lace, carried bride roses tied of ice cream and cake, fruit, nuts and candy.
with white satin ribbon, and wore white kid The bride is one of \\ interport’s most resladies. She has been a teacher
slippers. Fred D. Jones was best man and pected young
in the public schools for the past four years.
Miss Maggie Harrison was bridesmaid.
also from Winterport, is a very
Miss Harrison wore a fancy silk waist and Thegroom,
man. He has been in
black skirt. A very pretty feature of the enterprising young
the employ of the firm of C. M. Conant Co.,
event was the flower girl, Miss Levaughn
Bangor, for three years. They were the
Gladys Knowlton, who was charmingly
recipients of many useful and beautifnl
wedding breakfast

The annual

Rev. A. T. Dunn, D. D., of Waterville
preached at the Baptist church last Sunday
forenoon and evening, before large congregations. At the close of the evening service

Clements-VorNG. A very pretty wedNews of the Granges.
ding occurred in Winterport at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Young, Saturday evenPast Master William P. Thompson will
ing, Dec. 22. Their daughter, Edna E., and install the officers of Seaside Grange next
Charles C. Clements, eldest son of G. H.
Saturday evening. A picnic supper will be
Clements, were united in marriage by Rev. served.
John W. Hatch, in the presence of their
j immediate
Granite Grange of North Searsport will
relatives. The bride was attired
!
meet with South Branch Grange, Prospect,
m a dove-colored henrietta trimmed with

Bella.

iay

in

cold Weather.

the manufacturer and recommended

near

ties.

No “hot

hens and

but

drops,”
produces eggs.

a

It is

by

the

guaranteed by
highest

authori-

real food that nourishes the

We want Agents in every village and town. Send for
booklet; it gives prices and full particulars about our
liberal offers. We send also a long list of testimonials from
our

bridegroom’s partner, Marion E. Brown, as
best man, and Miss May Furbish as brides-

New

They

maid. After the ceremony ice cream and
cake were served in the dining room, which

England people who know a few things
all say that Page’s Food is the best.

about

We pay the freight, guarantee the Food,
your money back if you want it.

very prettily decorated in green and
white. The wedding gifts were numerous
and valuable.
Mr. and Mrs. Fogg began
housekeeping at once in their house, which
has beenjrelinished and refurnished
throughout. They are among our most popular and
well known young people, and are
receiving
congratulations from all quarters.
was

poultry.

ana

send

CARROLL S. PAGE,
HYDE PARK, VERMONT.
Just put your name

on a

postal

and mail it

to-day.

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.
*

Entire

$10,000

...To bo Sold at
ITDon t

limit Sacrifice for Cash...

Buy Any

Clothing
Until you have

a

Stock and Fixtures*

seen

or

Men's

Furnishings

this stock, for \ou can buy cheaper than wholesale
at prices that will make you weep if
you have

marking down these goods

prices, we are
already bought

I__

SALE COMMENCES JANUARY 1,1901,
Be

on

hand if you want the first choice. It is well known in Belfast and
surrounding towns that
we deal in the FINEST CLOTHING AND MEN’S FURNISHINGS
made and must
be closed out by April 1st. Remember this sale begins
1, 1901.

January

-—--

*®-All persons holding claims against Staples & Cottrell
all persons in debt to same are requested to settle at once.

STAPLES & COTTRELL

are

requested to present them, and

12 Main St., Belfast, Me.

LITERARY, NEWS

AND NOTES.
-J
Tlie Ladies' Home Journal, Philadelphia, liad the unprecedented number of
100,000 gratuitous notices from the newspapers of this country during the year
1000, and in a neat card signed by Edward Iiok, the editor, the managers extend thanks to the press for the courtesies extended.
The January number of The Smart
Set contains ah article on “The Dickens
Christmas,” by Stephen Fiske, who
was a
personal friend of the great
novelist, that reveals for the first time
the origin of the holiday tales that haye
brought so much delight at this season
to youth and age throughout the world.
Ex-President Cleveland is writing for
The Saturday Evening Post a series of
strong articles which will appear in the
magazine during the winter months.
Some of these papers will deal with
political affairs, and others with the
personal problems of young men.
They will be Mr. Cleveland's first utterances in any magazine on the questions
of the day since he left the White
House. Mr. Cleveland’s opening paper,
which appeared in The Saturdaj Evening Post of December 22, discussed in
a masterly manner a most important
phase of our national politics.

Among those who have promised contributions for tlie forthcoming volume
of “Tales of Old Bowdoin," which ,1. C.
Minot, ’DO, and D. E. Snow. '01, are to
compile and publish, are President
Ilydc, Professor Chapman, Elijah Kellogg. '40. Rev. E. A. Rand, ’57, J. W.
McDonald, ’07, C. A. Stevens, ’00, Webb
Donnell, ’s5, ('. B. Burleigh, '*7. E. C.
Plummer, ',-'7. A. W. Tolman, ’ss, William M. Emery, '£9, H. .s. Chapin n. ’ill,
Thomas L. Marble, 'os, James M. Webber. 1900, K. c. M. sills, '01, John Gregson, Jr., 'ol, and others. The book will
be of about BOO pages, tastily bound in
cloth, and illustrated.
The chief feature of the holiday number of The Smart Set is the novelette
that won the £2,000 prize in the magazine’s recent story competition. The
story winning the first prize, and now
published, is entitled “The Congressman's Wife," and is by John D. Barry.
It is a realistic and fascinating story of
political and social life in New York
and Washington, and narrates the
career of a brilliant young member of
Congress and his beautiful wife, who
becomes, involved in political scandals

pnd themselves estranged. The “other
side" of modern statesmanship is revealed with startling fidelity to truth.
From first to last the story is one of
great power, and is certain to be the

literary sensation of the new year. The
number in addition contains an attractive array of graceful and witty short
stories and poems by such writers as

Jalien Gordon Mrs. Van Rensselaer
Crugeri, Elizabeth Duer, Ella Wheeler
\\ ilcox, Barry Pain, Gwendolen Overton, Henry Gallup Paine and Paul
.Laurence 1 iunbar.
Tlie January issue of Everybody’s
Magazine, now published by John AVanamaker, is even more attractive than
tlie Christmas number which has had so
unprecedented a sale and so many solid
compliments. The new feature a series
of splended photographs
of Sioux
Indians, taken by Miss Gertrude Kasebier was not easy to obtain, for the
Indian does not like the camera. These
line portraits, some twenty or thirty of
which have been reproduced, were especially admired when exhibited in
Europe by the reigning families of both
Austria and Great Britain. The serial,
‘■Joseelyu Cheshire." is more than fulfilling the promise of its early chapters,
while the short stories bear the hallmarks of Mary E. Wilkins and Maximilian Foster. Air. A. J. Stone discovers a new species of Caribou, and
elsewhere we get a glimpse of Air.
Ernest Seton-Thompson at home. Other
articles are: A dramatic paper on Peking, by Chalmers Koberts, and two tales
of American heroism. Ah', Austiu Bierbower supplies some “Thoughts for the
Hieb." helpful to rich and poor alike,
for the latter are also millionaires, even
“the child is father of the man." To
conclude, Ezra Fitch expresses his
"Ideas on Mew Year Besolution.”
This is a ten cents' worth of which the
Editors have reason to be proud.

(luting

opens the century with a numthe highest plane of the literature and art of Sport, Travel. Adventure and Country life.
Charles G. D.
Roberts contributes one of Ids incomparable nature sketches, “The Moonlight Trails.”
Guy AVetmore Carryl
tells of. and Ily. S. Watson illustrates,
“The Automobile in French Recreative
Life.” Horace Kepliart gives practical
advice on “Rifles for Rig Guns." II. Inber

on

Kimball gossips interestingly
about and gives illustrations of “Sporting Prints” of olden times. Howard C.
Ilillegas waxes enthusiastic over‘Portuguese East Africa as a Hunting Field.”
Gilbert Tompkins compares lucidly the
points of “The Old and the New in

galls

Harness

Training.” “The TTispeakable
Sparrow,” and how to be rid of the pest,
is discussed by Edward Bayton Clark.
“AVinter Hunting in the Rockies” on
snow shoes after Goat and
Sheep, is a
sporting revelation from the pen of J.
At. Schultz. Charles Hallock, himself a
pioneer, gives an authoritative paper

A STRENGTHENER
Vinol Promptly Overcomes,
Weakness.
DEBILITY OFTEN PRECEDES
COMPLETE COLLAPSE.
We Want Every One to Know
How to Get Strong.
VINOL IS A STRENGTH
CREATOR.

OUR

\ inol

is

a

scientme

reminder

ana

strength creator. It contains the active
Oil in
The
a
benefit that can be derived irom the
use of these properties is so well known
that there is no need for us to enter
into that subject.
We could quote many instances where
Vinol has done good; as an example,
here is one coming from Jane S. Fenfren, a prominent member of the W. C,
T. U., and a resident of Suncook, N. n.
She writes:
I was run down, was in bed from
May to March. Was so nervous and
sickly that every one thought I was in
a most precarious condition. My weight
I was adwas reduced to 120 pounds.
vised to take Vinol, which I did, and
am now very much better, and am able
to he about again. As a rebuilder and
a strength giver nothing can equal it.
Vinol is a Cod-blessing to anybody.”

principles of Cod-Liver
highly concentrated form.

curative

Because Vinol is delicious, and
because

it does

these

contain

much-sought-after

medicinal

properties we endorse it, and we
unhesitatingly proclaim that it is
better than any preparation of
cod-liver oil or tonic rebuilderwe
have

ever

had in

our

store.

A. A. HOWES &

CO,

Pharmacists of Belfast.

Register of Deep Water Vessels.
SHIPS.

Abner Coburn. B F Coicon 1, arrived at
Sydney, N. S. \V. Dec 2 from Port Blakely.
A G Popes, Chapman, arrived at New
York Nov 10 from Honolulu.
A J Puller, (' M Nichols, Oyster Harbor
for Kahului: spoken Nov 9, lat 39 30 N, Ion
130 W
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
York April 20 for San Francisco; spoken
July 15, lat 50 S, Ion oo tY.
Bangalore, at Kahului Aug 10 for New
York.
E B Sutton, E L~ Carver, sailed from
Honolulu Oct. 3 for New York.

Emily

F

Whitney,

A S

Pendleton,-arrived

Francisco Dec 10 from Honolulu.
Emily Head, arrived at Newcastle, N. S.
W., prior to Dec. 9 from Sydney, to load for
San Francisco.
Gov Pobie, FColcord, sailed from Tacoma
Nov l:; for Sydney, N. S. W.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, arrived
at Baltimore Dec 13 from New York.
Mar\ L Cushing, J N Pendleton, at Hong
Kong Oct 12 lor West Coast.
Puritan, .\ N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
P 1) Pice, <' F Carver, cleared from Philadelphia Nov 15 for lliogo; passed out by
Delaware Breakwater Nov 20.
Peaper, sailed from Port Townsend Oct 2,
Port Gamble for Port Pirie.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Port
Townsend Aug. 25 for Dutch llarbor, not
Honolulu
•St l’aul, F \Y Treat, cleared from New
Y ork Sept 8 for llong Kong, ar at St Yin
cent, C. V. Oct 4.
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
March :> from Honolulu.
State of Maine, 1, A Colcord, at Hong
Kong Nov 12 for New Y'ork.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Oct 1(1 for lliogo; spoken
Nov 1!), lat 1 S, Ion 31 YV.
Win II Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Sydney, N. S.W. Oct. 27 for Honolulu.
Wm II Conner, .1 T Erskine, sailed from
New Y ork Nov 15 for Fremantle.
W .1 Koteli, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at New Y ork l>ec 24 from Boston.
at San

BARKS.
"The Pioneer Sportsmen of AmeriAlice Heed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
ca," which is profusely illustrated with
the photographs of representative “old Montevideo Nov. 15 for Barbados.
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
time” sportsmen. This is the most im- Dec li for Honolulu.
portant paper of its kind that lias ever
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Rosario Oct 30
been published, and is of absorbing in- for South Africa.
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, at Rio
terest.
"The Heath of the Red Winged
Mallard” is a Texas marsh story, with Janeiro Nov. 22, for Pascagoula 20th.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
an excellent full page illustration.
T.
Rosario Oct 2 for Ceara.
S. A'anDyke is inspired by his subject,
Matanzas, sailed from New Y ork Dec 18
“Cambers

bird of Arizona.” “Galleon Gold” is a
treasure inland story, which will rank
witli the best.
“A Quaker Arcady” is
a pastoral on the Gentleman Farmer’s
life about Philadelphia. “Sportsman’s
Club of the Middle West” is the result
of a special trip by Air. I.eonidas Hub-

bard, Jr., for Outing into the fields of
the shooting and fishing clubs of the
great middle section of the country.
It is fully illustrated.
“Army and Navy Football" tells the story of how the
teams at West Point and Annapolis are
developed, and of the true sportsman’s
spirit the cadets exhibit under all circumstances. There is also an illustrated critical review of the football season.
All in all, Outing's January number is an exceptionally strong and

pleasing

one.

OASTORIA.
j* The Kind You Have Always Bought

Bears the

A Prominent Chicago Worn in Speaks.
Prof. Roxa Tyler of Chicago, Vice-President Illinois Woman’s Alliance, in speaking
of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, says: “I
suffered with a severe cold this winter which
threatened to run irto pneumonia. I tried
different remedies but I seemed to grow
worse and the medicine upset my stomach.
A friend advised me to try Chamberlain’s
Cough Remedy and I found it was pleasant
to take and it relieved me at once. I am
now entirely recovered, saved a doctor’s bill,
time and suffering, atld I will never be without this splendid medicine again.”

Lane—I don’t understand how old Mullett can be so gentle at home and then so
tyrannical here at the store.
Payne—For the same reason that you can
be so gentle with him and yet so ty rannical
with the office boy. f Denver News.

Impossible to foresee an accident. Not
impossible to be prepared for it. Dr.
Thomas' Eclectric Oil, Monarch over pain.
“George,” said Sirs. Ferguson, “for heavYou’re worse
en’s sake straighten up!
hump-shouldered than ever.”
“Laura,” retorted Mr. Ferguson, “be satisfied with having married me to reform me.
When you try to reshape me, you are undertaking too much.” [Chicago Tribune.
“Little Colds” neglected—thousands of
lives

sacrificed every year.

for Havana.
Olive Tliurlow, cleared from Carrabelle,
Fla., Dec 1 for New Y'ork.
Penobscot, cleared from New Y’ork Dec
14 for Freemantle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Bath, Oct 1 for Bridgewater, N. S., to load
lumber for S. A.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Singapore Dec 12 for New York.
Sachem, Nichols, sailed from Hong Kong
Oct 5 for New Y’ork.
Thomas A Goddard, .1II Park, sailed from
Rosario prior to Nov 2(1 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed from
Boston Dee 12 for Buenos Ayres.
BRIGS.

Leonora, .1II Monroe, arrived at Gibraltar
Dec 7 from New Y’ork.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at

Providence Dee. 17 from Turks Island.
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived at Jacksonville Dec 17 from Bath.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at New Y’ork
Dec. 10th from Brunswick.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Brunswick, Ga, Dec. 13 from New Y’ork.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, at Somes Sound
loading for New Y'ork.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from W’ilmington, N. C., Nov 8 for Cape Haytien.
R YV Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Boston Dec 8 from Turks Island.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at St Jago
Dec 7 from Philadelphia.
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Baltimore Dec 26 for St Pierre, Mart.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Brunswick
Dec 7 from Charleston.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New York Dec 24 from Brunswick.
What

Shall We Have for Dessert?

Sore and swollen joints, sharp, shooting
This question arises in the family every
pains, torturing muscles, no rest, no sleep. day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
That means rheumatism.
It is a stubborn a delicious and healthful dessert. Prepared
disease to tight but Chamberlain’s Pain Balm in two minutes. No boiling! no baaing!
has conquered it thousands of times. It will add boiling water and set to oool.
Flavor:
do so whenever the opportunity is offered. —Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and StrawTry it. One application relieves the pain.
berry. At your grocers, 10 cts.
lylO

Dr.

Wood's

Norway Pine Syrup cures littlecolds—cures
big colds, too, down to the verge of consump-

tion

business.”
The saddest sight on earth is a brokendown man or woman.
We see such people every day right
here in our city.
It is pitiful to see a man that should
be in his prime dragging himself
through life dejected, discouraged and
broken down, due to some premature
weakness. It does not make any difference whether this weakness is the
result of dissipation, indiscreet living
or disease; it can be overcome.
We have known of many very serious
cases of debility quickly overcome by
Vinal.

A

Story
ELLEN

of Christmas Trees.
HAMLIN BUTLER.

Long years ago, one autumn night,
Blobbs—“Statistics show that there are
Old Santa Claus looked down,
not so many marriages as there used to be.” And Oh such an unusual sight—
His forehead wore a frown.
Slobbs—“No, the girls are bn the decline.”
He shook his head and stamped his foot,
Two million Americans suffer the tortur“Oh dear?” at last he cried,—
ing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. Bur- “Xo
stocking, moccasin or boot,
dock Blood Bitters cures. At any drug store.
However open wide,

“Larry, I

on

Partridge, the Elusive Game-

Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
This never
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9.

am

told you have retired from

I niver did. Another fellv
sorr.
a gr-rocery sthore across th’ way
fr’m mine, sorr, an' tli’ business retired fr’m

“No,
opened
me,

b'gee!”

Terrible plagues, those itching, pestering
diseases of the skin. Put an end to misery.
Doan’s Ointment cures. At any drug store.

Can hold the treasures I have here.
I can’t make up my mind
To disappoint my chicks, but fear
Some things must stay behind.”
He stood a moment, all perplexed,
Then cried in sudden glee,
“Aha—I’ll do the best thing next,
I'll hang them on a tree!”

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

us

with

other servant." Norah—“I wish yer would
—there's easily enough work fer two of Us.”

a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It euros Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

aspires to, tliegolf and baseball reports ary articles upon Fiction.New and Old;
good daily newspaper will supply all Cromwell;
Rowland Robinson, etc;
[Washington Star.
some attractive Poetry, and the
always
Cinnamon-Coated Dills—Dr. Agnew's entertaining Contributors’ Club.
Liver Dills are coated like a cinnamon drop,
Weak Nerves.
very small and delightful to take, tine pill

dose, 40 in a vial for 10 cents. Their popularity is a whirlwind, sweeping competitors
before it like chaff. No pain, no griping, no
inconvenience. Sold by Edmund Wilson
and A. A. Howes & Co.—55
a

p.
.,tl

of Owen
ftJONATHAN

BERRY, exe
O. White,
i.
County of Waldo, deceased,
petition praying that the

i,

,.

of the property in Ins hate,persons interested in the
the amount of tax thereon,
said court.

ALWAYS

Ordered. That the said petiti
all persons interested by
order to be published three w
the Republican Journal.
i...
at Belfast, that they mav
Court, to be held at Bellas:.
County, on the 8th dav ot i,
at ten of the clock before ie.
any they have, why the pia>
should not be granted.
GEO. E.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazes

you—uo!

The Kind You Have
In Use For Over
▼HI

CENTAUR

COMPANY. TT

MURRAY

Bought
Always
30

At a Probate Court held at 1
the County of Waldo, on the
her, A. L). 1900.

Years.

STREET.

">r
{\v

H. CARLTON, trusts
Robert G. Campbell, law
said County of Waldo. dew>,
of Sarah G. Campbell ami w

JOSEPH

tl

NEW YORK CITY.

having presented

a

p*-titi*-n“i

m

to sell and convey certain real
him as such trustee, parting,
said petition, and invest the j,r.

PROBATE NOTICES.

[

Ordered, That the said petit i.
all persons interested by eansiim
order to be published three we.->
The Republican Journal, a newat Belfast, that they mav
a,
Court, to be held at Belfast, wr
County, on the 8th day of ,i.n.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and for
tlie County of Waldo, on tne second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1000.

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
In Court or Probate, held at Bel,
will and testament and codicil thereto of Benfast, on the 31th day of December, 1900
jamin F. Chase, late of Monroe, in said County
Isa D. Call, administratrix bn the estate of Frank
of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
L. Call, late of Troy, in said County, deceased,
having presented her first and final account of ad- , probate.
1
ministration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he pubOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three lished
three weeks successively in The Republican
weeks successively, in The Republican .Journal, a
published at Belfast, that they may apnewspaper published in Belfast, in said County, Journal,
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast
pear
that all persons interested may attend at a Prowithin and for said County, on the second Tues
bate Court, to be helci at Beltast, on the 8th day
day of January next, at ten of the clock before
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al'lowed. noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
E
GEO.
JOHNSON, Judge. |
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
1
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.
Chas. Y. Hazeltine, Register.

WALDO

SS

A

—

...

attenoftheclockbeloreim.il.

any they have, why the pray ei t
should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNS.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkl
v.

At a Probate Court held at Bella
the County of Waldo, on the
ceniber, A. D. 1900.
s. piper, guardian
Piper and Harold L. Pm,
H. Piper, late of Troy, in sani «
deceased, having pr< seined a pi
a license to sell at
private salt- ,u
real estate of said minors, p.n
in said petition, and the
pi
interest.

Mildred

--i
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 11th day of December, 1900.
Barlow, administrator on the estate ot
Sarah G. Barlow, late of Freedom, in said Conn
ty, deceased, having presented bis first and final
fast,
WALDO
G.

Henry

on

in any

s'

,.

Time-Spirit of the Twentieth Century; account of administration of said estate tor alVan Bergen, from exceptional Iowa nee.
[Tit-Bits.
knowledge, treats the life and rise of
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Dropsy and Heart Disease.—“For ten The Empress Dowager: Charles A, weeks successively, in the Republican .Journal, a
published in Belfast, in said County,
years I suffered greatly from Heart Disease. Conantaccounts i'qr the modern Growth newspaper
that all persons interested may attend at a ProFluttering of the Heart and Smothering of Public Expenditures; IT. D. Sedg- bate Court,
to be liel?! at Belfast,
the 8th day
Spells made my life a torment- Dropsy set wick. Jr., A Gap in
and show cause, il any they
Education, touches of Januarythenext,
in. My physician told me to prepare for the
not be allowed.
said
should
account
have,
why
worst. 1 tried Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the a much-needed lint generally avoided
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Heart. One dose gave great relief, one subject: William I.. Scaife sketches the
Chas.
P. Hazei tixe, Register.
and
bottle cured me completely.”—Mrs. .James growth
greatness of Pittsburg: and
Adams, Syracuse, N. Y. Sold by Edmund Sara M. Handy gives the personal experi- ITTALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. 54
ences of a Southern woman
during The t? fast, on the lltli day of December, 1900.
Wilber H. Ridley, guardian of Mabel \V. ParEasily Found.—“Do you think it is' desir- last Days of Confederacy. Penelope’s tridge of Stockton
springs, iu said County, havable for a man to study the dead languages V” Irish Experiences and The Tory Dover
presented his final account of guardianship
“No sir,” answered Mr. Cumrox, with em- continue. The number contains enter- ing
for allowance.
phasis. “If queer words are what a young taining short stories, reviews, and literOrdered, That notice thereof be given, three
man

u„..

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of W.iido,
December, A. L). 1000.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

R.

his wants

at-

xjm.

What is CASTORIA

sighed,

Oh take

Probate Court huio

vj
**»-vi*>, iiBicttseu, navjl.t
ttun praying that he mat be at
tratorot the estate of s.u.'i
Ordered, That thesaid petiti
all persons interested b\
m,,
order to he published -l,re,
in rile Republican Journal. 4
at Belfast, that they n,„
Court, to he hTdd at Bellas
County, on the Bth dav ot ..
at ten of the clock before
if any they have, why the
pi
er should not be granted.
CEO. L .it di
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazel,

Castoria is

•ana mopped Her Brandies low
The ash-tree would hot speak a word
The beeeh was very rude,
The tall stem poplar never stirred
Out of her stately mood.
You see that treek like people think
It best to make no change
We often turn away and shrink
From seeming odd and strange.

We’ll bear the toys, we’ll do the work
“Now, it must be understood that I want
For sueli a dear old saint,
my own way,” said the fair bride.
Whoever saw a pine-tree shirk
the
better
dear.”
replied
generous
“My
Or heard a fir’s complaint!”
half, “no one is going to object to your So Santa heaped a mighty loifd,
wanting things.” [Denver Times.
(He had an extra sleigh,)
But just before he took the road
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatment
lie said, one chilly day,—
by Ely’s Cream Halm, which is agreeably
aromatic. It is received through the nostrils, “Perhaps when wiuter comes, these trees
Will
wish they had been kind,
cleanses and heals the whole surface over
Jack Frost, my good friend, if you please,
which it diffuses itself. A remedy for NasCome hear tite speak my mind.”
is
which
or
to
al Catarrh
drying
exciting
He whispered in old Jack Frost’s ear
the diseased membrane should not be used.
(>li, how they laughed together,
Cream IS3S111 is recognized as a specific.
And then, behind the prancing deer
Price 50 cents at druggists or by mail. A
He
left in high good feather.
cold in the head immediately disappears
when Cream lialm is used. Ely Brothers, Ere winter
raked the world with snow,
30 Warren street. New York,
A strange thing came to pass,
When old fierce winds began to blow,
A Phenomenal Success.
Cohill—“Was
The leaves fell on the grass.
the shtrikea success?" Cassidy—“It was!
And
every haughty selfish tree,
Aftlier being out six weeks we suceaded in
Oh W'onderful to sing;
gittin’ back our jobs.” I'Puck.
Reeame as bare as bare could be,
And so remained till spring.
It Cures AH Creeds.—Here are a few
But warm and fresh and sweet and green,
names of clergymen of different creeds who
When hours are dark and long,
are firm believers in Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
Powder to “live up to the preaching'’ in all it The Christmas trees may all be seen,
Singing love’s giving song.
claims. Bishop Sweatman, Rev. Dr. Langtry (Episcopalian); Rev. Dr. Withrow and [Hallowell Register,
Rev. Dr. Chambers (Methodist); and l>r.
Newman, all of Toronto, Canada. Copies
Woodrow Wilson’s graphic The Reof their personal letters for the asking. construction of the Southern States in
50cts. Hold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. the
January Atlantic begins a striking
Howes & Co —53
series of papers by eminent bands upon
Mistress (severely)—“If such a thing oc- different phases of this topic. Elizabeth
I shall have to get an- Bisland discusses
curs again, Norah,
suggestively The

a

—

“What did you expect to prove by that
exceedingly long-winded argument of
yours'.’” asked the friend.
“I didn’t expect to prove anything,” an“All I hoped to do was So Santa
swered the orator.
Claus with tearful eyes
to confuse the other fellow so that lie
Turned sadly from each tree,
couldn’t prove that 1 didn’t prove anything.” When hark!
lie heard clear voices cry—
[Washington Star.
“Take me, take me, take me!”
The best that money can buy should be The pine, the fir, the hemlock stood,
The staunch spruce by them, too,
your aim in choosing a medicine, and this is
flood’s Sarsaparilla, It cures when others Crying, “You’re always'planning good,
fail.

At

and has been made under his pers<*nal supervision since its infancy.
iJr
•P~#~
/-ecccAtM Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

So out he went into the woods,
And shouted to the trees,
(You know he fully understood
The language of the breeze.)
“Oh who of you will go with me
And share my Christmas joys?
I want a loving helpful tree
To hold the children’s toys.”
Then all the trees began to stare
And tremble to the root,
They never had been asked to bear
Such strange and heavy fruit.
“Well, really,” said the maple, “do
You think I want to make
Myself ridiculous for you
Or for the children's sake?”
“Oh, no indeed!” the elm replied,
“Why it would hurt me so!"
She groaned and moaned and rocked and

weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, wiiy the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltixe, Register.

a

From overwork, worry or other causes
men and women Use themselves up, strength
and energy are all gone, the nerves are weak
DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscrib
and a complete collapse takes place.
It is
hereby gives notice that he has been duly a)>
for just such cases as this that Old hr. pointed administrator of the estate ol
Hallock's
Wonderful
BETSEY HAY*, late of Brooks,
Electric
Fills
are
His
Value.
w
ere
lookEstimating
They
ing at tlie man who was occupying two seats made. They cure the most obstinate cases in the County of Waldo, deceased, and give 1
of
nervous
bonds
as
the law directs. All persons having denervous
while women were forced to stand.
prostration,
“I
exhaustion,
should judge,” said one, “that he would specks before the eyes, trembling, nervous mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired
to
the same for settlement, ami
bring about 811.68.” “On what do you base insomnia, nervous headache, Muttering of ai! Indebtedpresent
thereto are requested to make pay“On the heart, nervous spells in which you think payment immediately.
your estimate?” asked the other.
JOHN C. HAM.
to die, paralysis, sciatica, St.
tne present price of pork and sausage.”
you are going as
Belfast, Dec. 11, 1900.
Vitus
tired in the morning as
dance,
[Chicago Evening Dost.
when you went to bed. and all nerve troub- YI7ALDOSS—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
II
fast, on the 11th day of December, 1900
Little Johnny—“Mrs. Talkemdeown paid les. (ild Dr. Hallock’s Wonderful Electric
a high compliment to me today.”
Mother— Pills for weak, worn-out, nervous people Burton A. Gross, executor of the will of .fames
A. Gross, late of Thorndike, in said County, de“Did she really ? Well, there’s no denying restore the nerve centres, and make
new, ceased, having presented his first and final a
that woman has sense. What did she say ?” rich blood, giving a rosy cheek for the
pale, count of administration of said estate together
Little Johnny—“She said shedidn’t see how bloodless face, stimulate the ambition and with his private account for allowance,
you came to have such a nice little boy as I
restore the confidence in one’s self.
j Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
am.” [Tit-Hits.
Sold at drug stores, $1 per box; il boxes, weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
published in Belfast, in said County,
sufficient to cure most obstinate eases, S3; newspaper
all persons interested may attend at a ProA Cruel Blow. Miss Flypp (tearfully)—
j that
or sent direct from
on
bate
laboratory,
prepaid,
to le held at Belfast, on the Nth day
Court,
“1 think Mr. Huggins is real mean.” Miss
of price. Advice on all diseases, I of January next, and show cause, if any they
Fosdiek—“What has he done?” Miss Flypp receipt
from specialists, Free. Address HALLOCK have, wbv th said account should not be allowed.
—“lie asked me what I thought would be a
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
DRUG CO., 110 Court St., Boston, Mass.
nice Christmas gift for a young lady, and I
A true copy.
Attest:
Established 1848.
told him a diamond brooch. Of course, I
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register
supposed I was the young lady he alluded
.A HIGH MARK.
NOTICE. The subscriber
to; but w hat does he do hut to go and buy it
hereby gives notice that he has been duly apfor that perfectly odious Julia Tracy.”
administrator
on the estate of
The
New
York
pointed
Almanac
for
1001, issued
[Leslie’s Weekly.
JOHN P. PERKINS, late of Palermo,
by ('has. H. Fletcher of New York City,
Eczema Relieved In a Day.—Agnew’s has set a high mark for similar
publications in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
new’s Ointment will cure this disgusting during the century, and shows remarkable bonds as the law directs. All persons having deskin disease without fail. It will also cure enterprise on the part of the
publisher mands against the estate of said deceased are
Barber’s Itch, Tetter, Salt Rheum, and all when we consider that it is intended solely desired to present the same for settlement, and
skin eruptions. In from three to six nights for free distribution. The numerous publi- all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
SAMUEL MARDEN.
it will cure Blind, Bleeding, and Itching cations of this character are usually gotten
Palermo, Dec. 11, 1900.
Piles. One application brings comfort to up with the single idea of cheapness, while
the most irritating cases. 35 cents. Sold the thought of expense has certainly been
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. set aside in the case of the New York Alby gives notice that she has been duly appoint—56
manac.
The artistic coloring of the cover, ed executrix of the last will and testament of
the
of its calendars and its fund
JOHN H. PAGE, late of Jackson,
Faroe. “Do you devote much thought to of accuracy
information all go to make it well worthy in the
County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
your poems,” asked the eminent explorer.
of perusal and preservation.
It
has
innuhaving demands against the estate of said deceas“Bless your sou), no!” said the eminent
merable hints for mothers as to the care of ed are desired to present the same for settlement,
versifier. “1 have reached a height where I
children. A unique page is the “Baby’s and all indebted thereto are requested to make
can afford to let that part of the work fall
EMILY A. PAGE.
Record” page, which is in blank, to be tilled payment immediately.
on the reader.”
East Jackson, Dec. 11, 1900.
[Indianapolis Dress.
in with baby’s name, date of birth, cut first
A Keen Clear Brain.
etc.
The whole is a very creditable
tooth,
NOTICE. The subscriber
of work and may he procured at any
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apTour best feelings, your social position or piece
store, or direct oh request, free.
administratrix of the estate of
drug
pointed
business success depend largely on the perM. HELEN MORRELL, late of Wiuterport,
fect action of your Stomach and Liver. I)r.
Brought. Good Fortune.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
King’s New Life Pills give increased
A
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having desmall
in
his
item
own
paper lately
strength, a keen, clear brain, high ambition.
estate of said deceased are deA 25 cent box will make you feel like a new brought amazing good fortune to Editor mandstoa* ainst the
the
same for settlement, and all
sired
present
Chris.
Keitter, of the Saginaw (Mich.) Post
being. Sold by R. II. Moody, Druggist.
to make payment
and Zeitung. lie and his family had the I indebted thereto are requested
L. AGNES MORRELL.
immediately.
A Scientist at Work.
“IIow did you Grip in its worst form. Their doctor did
Wiuterport, Oct. 9,1900.
come to be a professional
beggar?” “I them nogood. Then he read that Ur. King’s
NOTICE. The subscriber
ain’t no professional beggar. I’m employed New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
to git up statistics on how many heartless and Colds was a guranteed cure for La
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
administratrix
de bonus non of the
and
all
Throat
anil
appointed
Lung troubles;
people there is in this town.” [Chicago Grippe
tried it and says: “Three bottles cured the estate of
Record.
MARY
C.
1’.
whole family. Only 50c. and $1.00 at R. If.
MORRELL, late of Wiuterport,
LIVERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver Moody’s drug store. Trial bottles free.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
15
pills, 10c. boxes
All
bonds as the law directs.
Pill; 5e. boxes contain
persons having
contain 40 pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills.
demands against the estate of said deceased and
desired to present the same for settlement, and
Sold by A. A. Ilowes & Co., druggists, BelRHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
all indebted thereto are requested to make payfast, Me.
3yrs24.
C. AGNES MORRELL.
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neu- ment immediately.
to
in'l
3
Its
cures
Wiuterport, Oct. 9. 1900.
acralgia
radically
days.
It often happens that people sing jubilantly at church, “We shall know each tion upon the system is atremarkable and
notice. The subscriber
once the cause
other there,” who refuse to know each other mysterious. It removes
and the disease immediately disappears. The
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
here. [Tit-Bits.
of the estate of
Administrator
appointed
first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Mold
ALPHONSO L. FLANDERS, late of Northport,
BELLA VITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets by A. A. Ilowes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
and Pills for the complexion; 10 days treatin the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
ment 50c., 30 days treatment $1.00. Sold by
T. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise bonds as the law directs. All persons having
A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me. City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
3yrs24.
‘Mystic Cure’ for Rheumatism, and two all indebted
thereto are requested to make paydoses of it did me more good than any other ment
ELISHA M. FLANDERS.
immediately.
She—“Ethel anti Harry are engaged, but medicine I ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes
Belfast, Sept. 11,1900.
they have decided to keep their engagement & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
a secret; Ethel told me so.”
NOTICE. The subscriber
He—“Yes, I
hereby gives notice that she has been duly apRELIEF IN SIX HOURS.
know; Harry told me.” [Tit-Bits.
pointed administratrix of the estate of
Concerning Seattle, Thget Sound, WashDistressing Kidney and Bladder Bisease
JOSEPH E. ELMS, late of Belmont,
ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of relieved in six hours by “New Great in the
of Waldo, deceased, and given
Information, Seattle, Wash., 0. M. Moore, South American Kidney Cure.” It is a bonds asCounty
the law directs. All persons having deltf
secretary.
great surprise on account of its exceeding mands against the estate ojF said deceased are dein relieving pain in blad- sired to present the same for settlement, and all
Might Fill the Bill—Lady: “I want a
er, kidneys and back, in male or female. indebted thereto are requested to make payment
dog that will look terribly fierce, but won’t Relieves
EMMA D. ELMS.
of water almost imme- immediately.
retention
“I
Dealer (meditatively):
ever bite.”
Belmont Centre, Dec. 11,1900.
diately. If you want quick relief and cure
guess you’d better get an iron one, mum.” this is the
remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes &
INISTR ATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
[New York Weekly
Iyl9
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
•100
“An International Courtship” the new Appointed administrator of the estate of
Dr. E. Detcbon'e Anti Diuretic
HARRIET A. LANE, late of Brooks,
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melville Kirke, has been described by a leading in the County rof Waldo, deceased, and given
May be worth to you more than $100 if you London
weekly newspaper as “a remark- bonds as the law directs. All persons having dehave a child who soils bedding from inconable novel.” It is the story of marriage be- mands against the estate of said deceased are detenence of water during sleep. Cures old
tween
American
girls and titled English- sired to present the same for settlement, and all
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
men.
Published by The Neely Co., 114 indebted thereto are requested to make payment
once. $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
CHA8. 8. LANE.
immediately.
Fifth
N.
Y. Postpaid #1.00
3yrs24
Ave.,
Brooks, Dec. 11,1900.
I
Druggists, Belfast, Me. 1vt19.
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i At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
I
December, A. D. 1900.
1
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Lydia Mavhew Ferguson, late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
:
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in: terested
by causing a copy of this order to be pub: lished three weeks
successively in The Republican
Joirual, published at, Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on ihe second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before
1. on and show cause if any they have, why the
same should not be proved,approver and allowed.
GEO. K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
CtiAS. P. Hazelti.ne. Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. 1). 1900.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the las,
A. will and testament of Daniel A. McMannus
late of Knox, in said County of WaU’o, deceased
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks suer* ssively in the Republican
,Journal, published at Beliast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tues
day of January next at ten of the clock before
noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Cuas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

Ordered, That the said petit mi
all persons interested in m
order to he published three w.
the Republican Journal, a m w-|
Belfast, that they may appeal
to be held at Belfast, within an,,
outlie 8tli day of January, a
the clock before noon, ami m
have, why the praver <d >ai
not he granted.
GEO. t. ,1c;
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Ua/i'i
At a Probate Court held a:
for the County ol Waldo
December, A. I). 1900.

BERRY,
JONATHAN
of
<i
\\

exe.

lute, hr.-

entitled to tin- balance
deceased now in hi> hands. i!
therein, and order the same

are

I

ingly.
Ordered, That the said pen
all persons interested by
tier to be published three

at:
w«.

Republican Journal, a neu-i
Belfast, that they may ai p-

be held at Belfast, within
[the |8th day of Januaiv. \
the clock before noon, and sli,
have, why the prayer id -a
not be Granted.
GEO. Y .)«
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1*. Ha/i

to
on

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. D. 1900.

At

Owen

fj

County of Waldo, oeeea-i
petition praying that thi>

a

■

d

At a Probate Court held at Pe
certain instrument, purporting lo he the last
the Countv of Waldo, on t ie
will ami testament of Benjamin Mixer, late
her, A. 1). ii)00.
of Searsmont, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
LIZ A A. WEBBER, wel-u
having been presented for probate.
J her, late of Monroe, m sain
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons indeceased, having presented
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
an allowance out of the per-<
published three weeks successively in the Repub- deceased.
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
Ordered, That the said pen;;
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- all persons interested by eau-M;
fast, within and for said County, on the second order to be published three mi
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock the Republican Journal, a new-:
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
at Belfast, that they may app-..
why the same should not be proved, approved j Court, to be held at Belfast, u:
and allowed.
i County, on the 8th day of Jan
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
at ten of the clock before mmi,
A true copy—Attest:
if any they have, why the p;a;
Ch^s. P. Hazeltine, Register.
tioner should not be granted.
geo. E. John**'
A true copy. Attest:
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
P. 11a/i
Chas.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
December, A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
TT7ALDOSS.—In Court id 1
will and testament of Etta M. Huston, late or
TT
fast, on the 11th day s
Burnham, in said County of Waldo, deceased, hav- Hannah T. Pendleton, admit
tate of.Elizabeth H. McDougail
ing been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- in said County, deceased, ha\
tinal account of administratin'
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Repub- allowance.
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
Ordered, that notice therm
weeks successively, in the rh
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second a newspaper published in Pella-,
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock be- that all persons interested m >\
fore noon, and show cause if any they have, why
bate Court, to be held at Bellas’
the same should not be proved, approved and of January next, and show
allowed.
have, why the said account sin
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
GEO. E. JOH
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P- Hazeltine, Register.
Chas. P, Hazki

A
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At a Probate Court beta at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of December, A.|D. 1900.
I. cole, son of Samuel Cole, late of
Winterport, in said County of Waldo, dehaving
ceased,
presented a petition praying that
Rebecca A. Cole of said Winterport may be appointed administratrix of the estate of said deceased.

SS.—In Court of l'n
fast, on the 11th day oi
Burton A.Spencer, guardian ot
nus of Freedom, in said Counts
his first and final account id
allowance.
Ordered, that notice there- -t
weeks successively, in The Ue|
newspaper published in Bella
that all persons interested ma
bate, Court, to he held at Bellaof January next, and show
have, why the said account -ItGEO. E. JOl1

WALDO

HERBERT

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held nt Belfast, within and for said
County, on the ,8th day of January, A. D.
1901, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltijse, Register.

to

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, ou the 11th day of
December, A. D. 1900.
S. STILES, administrator of the estate
of Thomas W. Rowe, late o 1 Jackson, in said
of
County
Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell at public or
private sale and convey certain real estate of deceased particulaily described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said
County, on the, 8tli day of January, A. D. 1901,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.

MARK

88.—In Court of Probate, held at Belthe 11th day of December, 1900.
Rowe, administrator on the estate of
Jane Rowe, late of Burnham, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO
fast,
Frank M.

on

A true

copy.—Attest:

Chas. P. Ha/i

I

[1

1

WALDO SS. In Court of IT
YY fast, on tie 11th day
Cyrus True, Executor of the
ment of Daniel Sullivan, late
County, deceased, having pro-final account of administrate
allowance.
Ordered. That notice then-weeks successively, in the K- ;
newspaper published in Bella'
that all persons interested m;n
Court, to he held at Belfast.
January next, and show cans*-,
why the said account should
GEO. E. JOB
A true copy—Attest:
Chas P. Ha/.h

N

WALDO SS.—In Court of Pn-b
YY fast, on the 11th day i-t
Fred E. Worthing, administrat"'
Mary G. BulTum, late of Falenu
deceased, having presented hicount of administration of said
ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Repm
newspaper published in Belfast,
that all persons interested ma>
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
of January next, and show i:ohave, why the said account sln'iiiGEO. E. JOB>
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltin
1

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in me Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held, at Belfast, on the 8th
day of January next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHN80N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

NOTICE

ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that si
administratrix of the esi.ue

i-

pointed

GU8TAVUS F. MORSE, late
the County of Waldo, decease-1
bonds as the law directs. All per--'
mands against the estate of said
sired to present the same for settle"
indebted thereto are requested to u'»Kt
in

immediately.

Unity, Dee. U, i»00.
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y^story
m

albert lee.
sat at his desk, lazily sort-

1,1

,,rk's manuscript.

He was

cigar and
j> JL after-luncheon
k!li ,;]Ujetlv as he glanced at the
un-

ffi'^.'Lrscriptions,

watching

t-,,v any familiar hand writy
nivk. Presently there was
! '-n the door, followed alentrance of
ediately by the
| ut editor, who bore every

‘,'„H.arance of being extremely

now?” asked the editor.
Leighton,” replied the

J)

v,

in't

get anything

out of

matter with Von Heck?”

ankle, or fell off his
...mething—I don’t know!

w ith that illustration
stmy, and the plates for
to be cast the first of
Here it is Wednesday, and
The assisj,,.'s laid up.”
Vditor waved his arms in a

|r„ ;
1

rf
lJ

f

aispair.

work with his feet, does

>
...

■'?

igiitou.

j

little with his
.loiinny up with a note
and he brought it oack
I
janitor had orders not
,p to see Van Heck.”
work a

t>
t

r.cd Leighton, patiently.
.-hall 1 do? I’d go up
nut of bed myself, if I

,l

■au't.

Chapman’s

away,

-lay here in the office,
-milling any more boys
throw out Forbes
that article on toadthe toadstool season?”

ve
■

ui

Gather your material, so far as you can,
i from real life; then dress it to suit vour

REBUILI)I> CJ-.

of a story.

letorted Leighton. “You
I'd
: throw out Forbes.
story without the illus-

get a hook on
He ought to be
drawing in bed.”
mswered Mae, “if anyi, there and pound the
uto bis Dutch bead.”
oil with a pained exMac, and then gazed
A
it of the window.
i.
shaking the leaves of
on
the
tenement
miums
-s the way.
very busy this afterohl fellow?” resumed
m't we

way?

■

under the city and were fed by their
secret
sympathizers.
fancy. Yet don’t get confounded by
France attempted to stamp out Christhat old fallacy that fact is stronger
than fiction.
It is not.
The startling tianity and make human reason their
stories served up to us as facts are the God.
Several times England has changones most cleverly coated with fiction.
ed its national religion afnd excuted the
Use your imagination, but don’t let
Even
If you are leade* of the opposite party.
your imagination use yon.
going to tell me the story of the day’s the Puritans of liberty-loving America
events, pick out the salient points, and
make them a trifle more prominent bv executed a few of those who differed
a little justifiable exaggeration.
Just with them in religious faith before
as an actor is made up with paint for their
eyes were opened to the truth.
the glare of the foot-liglits, so should
Now, at the close of the 19th century,
fact be assisted by fiction before it is
submitted to the light of public scru- it is a time of comparative peace after
many times the present population of
tiny.”
Leighton feared he might be growing the earth has been slain in battle.
eloquent, and broke off his lecture Men are
beginning to learn to settle disabruptly. lie slid the manuscript into
the blue envelope, and handed it to Miss putes by reason rather than by might.
Barker. Then he rose and said he must It is a time when man can live a fuller
go. She thanked him and hoped she life than heretofore. Not only the exhad not taken too much of his time;
the experience
but she felt as she spoke that her man- perience of the past but
ner was affected and distant.
She was of the most gifted of the present age is
not thinking of Leighton—she was placed at our disposal. Shall we tramthinking of what he had said. He put ple it under foot as a herd of swine, or
her on a train. Then he hastened for
shall we make use of it?
the dilatory Von Beck.
If we learn a lesson from the scene
About two weeks later another long
blue envelope found its way to Leigh- before us we shall find a work for you
ton’s desk. He recognized the hand- and me.
As bricks in the wall we must
writing on it and ripped it open, expect- cover the
little space of time allotted
ing to find a revision of the love story.
But the manuscript bore a different us ai\d pass the tradition of our fathers
title. A little note slipped out of its on untarnished to posterity.
Shall
folds:
those who occupy our places a century
“Dear Mr. Leighton:
“I have followed your advice about hence turn back the pages of time and
writing of things I know and have seen. find that we were false to the charge
I have accepted your suggestion about
committed to us? It has been a custom
using the events of one of my own days. to celebrate the birth of Christ near
Perhaps you will remember the day.
the close of each year for the past
“Sincerely yours,
“Ida Barker.”
nineteen centuries, but much of the
Except for the introduction and a
often
is
unbecoming
few corrections by the editor, this is the merrymaking
to the occasion.
It should be
a
York
story. fNew
Independent.

You would like to be as strong as an athlete.
You would like to have muscles like his. You
would like to have the Strength that knows
no weakness.
But you are all run down, miserable, can’t sleep, no appetite, nervous, ambition gone, no zest for life.
What you need is Smith’s Green ilountain
Renovator. Why? Simply this. The Greeks
were a strong people.
They believed in the
curative and strengthening power of tne herbs
of the held, and used them.
Now the Renovator is made of pure, wholesome herbs, and is
redolent of the green fields, fragrant woods
and bracing air. It will give you Strength*
You will find yourself a new person. This has
been the experience of thousands. Try it.
“Your Smith’s Green Mountain Renovator is
all it is recommended to be. It is worth its
weight in gold. It really is wonderful the way I
gained strength after using the Renovator. I
was completely run down, nervous and exhausted ;
could not eat, sleep, or do a bit of work ; was deand discouraged. After using one bottle
felt its strengthening effects, and continued its
use, until after using a few bottles, I now feel
like a new woman. My appetite is splendid, and
I sleep like a log. I feel strong, and my nerves
no longer set me on edge.
I cannot say enough
for your wonderful medicine, and shall do all in
my power to help you in getting the sick and
weak to use it.”
Mrs. Mary J. Prrky,
225 Spring Street, Portland, Me.

fressed

II

respectable old joke, which bad been
put into the hero’s mouth, brought a
smile of recognition to Leighton’s lips,
and be saw in the mirror, across the
car, that the young woman positively
beamed, and even seemed to color. He
made a mental note about old jokes in
general. The sentimentalism grew
more intense as the pages turned, the
lover pleaded, the woman spurned him,
the moon came up, soft strains of music
“flitted across the silent air,” and the
young woman in the pink waist gripped
iier newspaper, caught her breath and
turned almost half around towards
Leighton. He surmised that she had
read taster than he, and was watching
to note the effect upon him of that last

chaotic, heartrending paragraph.

He folded the manuscript slowly,
conscious as he did so that the weight
on his left shoulder was gradually removed. He made some hieroglyphis on
the back of the envelope, and as he did
so the guard shouted his station from
the doorway.
Leighton gathered up
his papers, rose, stole a quick glance at
his neighbor, and started for the door
just as the train pulled into the station,
lie had seen that the. girl was not bad
looking, and her eyes shone with suppressed excitement. Leighton began to
doubt his editorial judgment, and, as he
walked towards the stairway, he detirmined to seek another opinion on that

time
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Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date Little
Liver Pill, when the directions are strictly complied with. They are purely Vegetable, and
tail to give satisfaction. 25c boxes contain
100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c boxes

never

contain 15 Pills.

Beware of substitutions and
imitations.
Sent by mail
Stamps taken.
Nervita Medical Co., Comer Clinton and Jackson

Streets, Chicago, III
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Tli finical Jamal
...AND...

whose
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If your children are listless, tired and lliin, use True’s Elixir.
It
worms, and all impurities in the stomach and bowels,
purifies
the blood—a safe vegetable tonic. Used as a household
remedy for
half a century, and everywhere commended. Give it to the children
at regular intervals to guard against worms.

expels

all agree in declaring that
lover of men and of na-

a

TRUES

The Best and Most Practical Farm and Fain

ily Paper in the United States.

PIN WORM

ELIXIR

gives appetite to dull children, vigor to tired children, healthy sleep and healthful
activity. It is one of the most valuable helps for growing children. Kxpels worms
so frequent in childhood.
Restores the natural activity of youth. 33 cents a bottle at druggists. Write for free book on Children and tlie’ir Diseases."
Special
treatment for tape

Write for free circular.

worms.

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, We.
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comparathe afternoon, and there
passengers. He pulled
opc. opened the manui,i work reading slowly,
his surroundings. As
study of each contribucabalistic uiark upon
'or the benefit of his
.raced it in the bundle on

:..

:

■

never heard of Miss Barker.
He felt
for a moment as if lie ought to have
known at once who Miss Barker was.
The young woman looked at him as if
she, too, felt that he ought to have
known. If she had said that she was
the Duchess of Marlboro, or the president of the W. C. T. U., she would have
offered him some ground on which to
base a mutual understanding; but the

name
drew

■:

•iiwl
■
1

■

uptown,

tlie cars

finally

at Fourteenth
■atook the seat next to
merely glanced in that
that it was a young
pink shirt-waist and a
fd a little closer to his
"needed with the readthat her approach had
was evidently not to
■

■

c

soon

began glancing

last few type-written
■led the paper, marked
dal started on the next,
us of the fact that his
'Valing furitive glances
i-r. but this did not annoy
■>. elcome to such informa-

■isity might aequirefrom
tiling of the pages. He

ami scratched here and
blue pencil, and looked
it of the window to keep
lie disposed of several
■entitle and social subjects,
seem to interest his neigh:. for she turned to her
paper, and, turning the pages
■d his neighbor’s ititerest.
Pe picked up
P
the only
>• in the
pack, addressed in
angular hand, he noticed
d the "extra” into a tight
imed a position so erect
aid easily look over his
a to the
page in his hand,
mgs he remembered afterward.
he was merely conscious of
^
nit'against his elbow. The
as
!"
neatly typewritten, and
(i with pleasure, after the
phering that last essay on
ddliism.” It was a love
smiled unconsciously at
aid way in wliich it open,i ighhor moved distinctly
with a kind of little jump.
is head slightly, and she
Pi’kly out of tlie window on
i of the car.
Leighton proas about a man and a woman
!.
seen each other for many
;
'■' laid
loved in the early days,
was now trying to piek up
ads—“to rekindle the old
ui again smiled when he
1
expression, and as he paus1
paragraph he was distinctly
it his neighbor’s weight
resting on Ins lett shoulder.
(-i.tuce out of the corner of
made sure that she was
"tcrestedin his manuscript.
''
'"'I why. ft was a poor
story,
he had no idea of acceptas
c
decidedly below the aver;
uid construction, yet there
m in the style that he liked,
"leas Hashed through his
1 *:! ,l:ilUl’
lie read. He knew
"
interested in the story,
lH’
i ;
ordinary circumstances he
1

1

■

■

1

■

1

o

t

skimmed rapidly

pages; but

he was

over

the

strangely

'cat his neighbor was
1"■ and it occurred to
h
read it through. If
tt(‘’'rested in it, why would

abhim
she
not
reader be interested like%
"'.'wondered if the average
di(1 eni°y that kind of
r

1,Jei

ij*'Stilt*
S ir;.

almost maudlin, rubbish.

Percent of

Barker

conveyed

jsesmes lie was
noming to J-eigtiton.
in a liurry to find Von Beck. lie was
about to tell Miss Barker that he was
pleased to meet her, when she resumed:
“Will you tell me what you really
think about the story?”
“That’s just what 1 should like to
have you tell me.”
“But what good would that do?” she
asked. “What difference does it make
what 1 think of my own story?”
“Your story?” exclaimed Leighton.
“Yes, my story. 1 just told you 1
was Miss Barker.”
Leighton stared at her for a moment;
then a great light hurst upon him.
He
jerked the blue envelope out of the
package, opened the manuscript quickly and saw written across the top of it
Miss Barker’s full name and address.
He colored slightly, and said:
“I had not connected you with the
story at all, Miss Barker. In fact, this
is the first time 1 have looked at the
author’s name. How very odd that
you should have caught me in the act
of reading it.” Then, with a smile,
“Do you think it is altogether fair to
hold up a defenseless editor in this

way?”

“I suppose not,” she admitted, “but
I thought if you did not want the story,
you could give it back to me now, and
that would save you the trouble of
mailing it and of writing me one of
your complimentary little fi bs. Besides,
it is not often that one gets a real live
editor into one’s hands, just fresh from
one’s own manuscript.”

“Very true,” said Leighton, looking

vacantly at the blue envelope. His
confidence in his editorial judgment was
returning. He felt better. Miss Barker, after all, was not, as he had imagined, a representative of the great class
of magazine readers. She had turned
out to be the most prejudiced audience
he could have had. He gave a little
sigh of relief.
“It is not usually a profitable undertaking,” he began, “to tell an author,
especially a woman, the truth about her
literary work; but if you will assume
the responsibility, 1 wil'l tell you honestly wherein lie the faults and the merits
of your story.”
“I will assume the entire responsibility,” she replied, eagerly, “and consider
it a privilege.”
V ery well, then, saw Leighton and
he at once proceeded to give Miss Barker
a little impromptu lecture on the art of
story writing. He was earnest and
forceful in his manner, and she listened attentively. She did not like some
of the things he said about her work,
but she could see that they might be
true. lie praised what he had liked in
her story, even more than it deserved.
“Don’t be too ambitious,” he said.
“Leave to others to write about heroes
and heroines w ho love and die.
Write
of what you know about, and see before you. Remember that there is force
in simplicity. Don’t lay the color on
too thick. Tell your little tale, and the
color will And its way in of itself. You
have no idea how many people, all over
the country, are cudgelling their brains
for intricate plots, when they would
add vastly to the wealth of literature if
they would only write of the simple

he
,",,luei1,
"'ho

clearly portrays the methods of applying the principles of Christianity to
the ordinary every-day affairs of modern
life.
This little book already has a
larger sale than any other book except

In less than three centuries after the

Christ the Emperor of the
great Roman nation embrace!! Christianity and the one powerful nation of

the Bible.

Geo. M. Cole.

Goldendale, Wash., Dec. 10,

the world become a Christian nation.
But Christianity was adopted as a gild-

1900.

“The Baltimore Belle Who Made the
Most Brilliant Match of Any Girl in
ing of the nation rather than as a guid- America”
is the title of an article in
ing principle in the hearts of the citi- The Ladies’ Home Journal for
January.
zens.
Rome had conquered the world i “Housekeeping in a Millionaire’s Famfor its own aggrandizement, but tbe ily,” “The ‘Little Women’Play,” adapted from Miss Alcott’s charming story,
world finally broke loose from its con-i

for stage presentation, and illustrated
fell; not because of ! by Reginald B. Birch, and two pictorial
but
because
its i pages, “A Winter Service at Church,”
embracing Christianity,
scheme of government had been devised by W. L. Taylor, and “The Town MeetA. B. Frost, are some others of
for tbe government of a city and was ing,” by
the leading literary and artistic feanot adapted to the government of such tures with which the
Journal begins
a mighty nation.
Rome had served its the twentieth century.
“The Forepurpose in displaying some of the pos- handedness of Lucinda Smith,” by
“Josiah
Allen’s
Wife,” Elizabeth
sibilities of human nature and scatterStuart Phelps’ “The Successors of
ing the seeds of Christianity through- Mary the First,” “The Story of a
out its vast domain.
The glory of Young Man,” by Clifford Howard, and
Rome was the glory of sensuality. The another “Blue River Bear Story,” by
Charles Major, are also among the
glory of the Christian era is a spiritual many excellent things presented in the
which
man
harnesses the January Journal.
glory, by
Two articles show
forces of nature, converses with his plans and detail for “A Country House

and vitality

HE A LTH
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AFTER USING.
!
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dr. mottos
NERVERINE FILLS
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all diseases of the generative
organs of either sex; such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Manhood,
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With
every
$5 order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at $1.00 per box
5 boxes for $5.00. DH. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland. Ohia^
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Moody,
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Maine.

Edison's Phonograph

FRED ATWOOD

Winterport.
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INSURANCE and REAL

This Magazine”—the
is also a double page,

er

be

than hundreds of men.
rue same

may De said ot every torm

modern machinery. These great
triumphs of human genius in causing the elements of earth to thus
do our bidding h ave not been attained
in a day. But the seeds of these great
truths, as it were, lay dormant in the
earth lor hundreds of years. This great
germinating period is called the Dark
Ages. It was a period when man ceased
to glory in the physical feats of antiquity and the principles of rpodem spirituality had not become sufficiently developed to set mind and matter in moof

tion.
The Roman Empire, through lack of
union, was unable to defend itself
against the hardy liberty-loving hordes
from the north, and being overrun and
overthrown by them the different races
and classes dwelt together for hundreds
of years without any form of government. They grouped themselves together for mutual defense and this de-

veloped

the Feudal

System.

barbarian love of liberty, the
Roman love of grandeur and the Christian love of truth were finally blended
and scattered over the world by the
Crusades.
Defenders of the truth have often
been in the minority, and sometimes
severely persecuted. Socrates possessed more wisdom than his neighbors,and
they therefore thought best to get him
put of the way. Gallileo was obliged to
deny the truth in order to save his life.
Plato taught truths indirectly. Christ
spoke truth fearlessly and suffered
death.
There have often been times when the
rulers of the people attempted to stamp
out what they chose to term heresy and
shed torrents of innocent blood. There
was a time when the Christians of Rome
had to live in the Catacombs or caves
The

ing Company, Philadelphia.
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On ami after Oct. 8,1900, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Boston, will

AM

Waldo.. ...t7
Brooks. 7
Kbo* .t7
Thorndike.
8
Unity. 8
Burnham, arrive. 8

30
42
64
00
10
36

you and stop
#
#
Try it

Gardiner, Me., July 17,1900.
Gentlemen : I have suffered for years with
chronic misplacement, and want to tell you-*
what Tangia has done for me. I have just'

finished my second bottle, and it has benefited
me wonderfully. I think it such an extra
good medicine everyone should know about
it. I
gave Tangin to a friend who was
sadly m need of something, and lust two
doses gave her relief, and now she is taking
the medicine. I am improving every day, and*
tell everybody of the worth of Tangin, and**
also of its goodness.
I*
Yours truly, Mrs. A. F. KENNEY |

upon

ar-

...THE...

PM

26
30
40
62
04
10
18
40
36

3 30
13 3(1
t3 65
4 20
t4 38
6 17
6 60
6 26

3 10

7 20

5 36
9 06

1 26
5 67

1

A M

Waterville. 9 08
p M

AM

Portland.12 16
Boston
Boston,

E' D.

00
410
4

!
jWD.

TO BELFAST.

{ E*

jw

AM

D.
D.

7 00

READ

GEO. T.

Is Agent for the

WASHER

ana

CLEANER

Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.
Call

on

him for

WATERPROOF BELT OIL

POSTS’

and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

9 00
83Q

A M

9 62

6 20
7 15

Bangor.

Thorndike. 11 20
Knox.til 35
Brooks. 12 12
Waldo.tl2 30
City Point. tl2 60
1 05
Belfast, arrive

8
9
9
t9

60
08
18
27
9 45
t9 56
HO 05
10 10

1|35
4 50
6 08
6 17
t5 26
5 40
t5 60
t6 00
6 06

are

now

business,

whole time to our

rapidly increasing

Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s custom tailor-

ing business.
man

of

some

A

good opening
get^into

money to

for a
a

HARRY W. CLARK,
83.Main Street, Belfast, Me.

STATE OF MAINE.
December 21,1900.
undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Hon. George E. Johnson, Judge
of Probate within and for said County, Commissioners to receive and decide upon The claims of
the creditors of Martha P. Daniels, late of Liberty, in said County, deceased, whose estate has
been represented insolvent,
give public
notice agreeably to the order of tne said Judge
of Probate, that six months from and after January 23,1901, has been allowed to said creditors to
present and prove their claims, and that we will
attend to the duty assigned us, at the office of L.
C. Morse at Liberty, at 10 of the clock a. m., of
each of said days.
L. C. MORSE,
3W52
A. A. BROWN,

hereby

SALE.

We offer for sale about a dozen good horses
and several carriages and harnesses.
We also have a lot of SHOATS and PIGS for
sale.
BELFAST LIVERY CO.

Physician & Surgeon
a

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

Specialty.
BELFAST, flE.

Office hours. 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
N. B. Night calls promptly answered from his

office.

Dr. John Stevens,
OFFICE HOURS:

HOUSE BLOCK.
11 to 12 A.
and

LOdlSi

TELErHOJ.SE 4-3.

Itf

....FOR....

Chronic Diseases
And The Diseases Peculiar
to Women. Diseases
the

DR. P. E. LUGE.

OPERA

.

33, 33, 37 Front St,.. Belfast, He

Belfast, Sept. 21,1900.—39tf

Pelvic Diseases of Women

p

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

live

clothing business.

Waldo ss.
We, the

FOR

quality of

Anthracite and

and HARNESSES

I want to devote my

of Salt.

HOME TREATMENT

CARRIAGES

READY MADE CLOTHING
as

dealers in the finest

sold at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points W est and North
west, via all routes, for sale by L. Wr. George
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Bootuby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1. 1900.

HORSES,

l*|Y
1

Importers

Blacksmith

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

GROCERIES

4 15
P M

Burnham, depart. 10 20
Unity. 10 66

For Sale!

SEEDS and

1P<)6

11 00

>

Waterville.

CRAIN,
FEED,

|

Portland.. 7 00

Really

Tangin will cure
the worrying 4

I'M

1
tl
tl
1
t2
2
2
2
4

Bangor.1140

WORRIES
invariably

a. >i.. or

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 j\m.
Winterport, at I0.no a.
Bucksport, 12.00
Mondays and Thursdays.
FRED W. I'OTE, Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN. Uen'l Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM II. I11LL. Oen'l Manager, Boston.

follows:

run as

7 16
Belfast, depart
City Point.t7 20

rri'

Gets little sympathy, because her worries
seem unfounded to people who are in
A
Sound
perfect health.
Woman never worries without good
cause. Women who have female trouble
are
victims of fretting and
worrying, and live in constant dread of
some serious trouble, which they are
,unable to define.

way-landings, Wednesdays

FROM BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

*U

via

at

AM

#

lEor Winterport.

and Saturdays at (about) 8.00
rival of steamer from Boston.
From
From

One dol-

WOMAN
WHO

Security Bonds lor Cashiers, Contrs, t

m..

COMBINATION WINDOW

THE

Steamers leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
and Rockland at (about) 2.30 in m.. Mondays and
T lmrsdays.

X

lar a year; ten cents a copy.

1

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.,
Belfast. Me.

RETURNING:

There

From Minnesota.—“A New Jersey
minister argues that women should
keep their hats on in church because
St. l’aul favored it.” “Then you can
bet your lify that every woman in
Minneapolis will go bareheaded!”
[Cleveland Plain Dealer.

THE

*

EE8~STEA!VJ BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION..^

“Through Picturesque America,” giving eleven views
of the magnificent scenery of Washington and Oregon. Practical articles
show the fashions in woman's wear,
and touch upon almost every subject
for the home.
By The Curtis' Publish-

ruinous to human muscles
and excavates the mountain side fastwould

Journal.

we make for a limited
liberal offer:
To ail who pay for The Republican Journal one
year In advance *2.0(1, Farm and Home will be
sent f.»r one year tree. The regular subscription
for Farm and Home is 50 cents a year.

following

Me

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.

Modern Cost” and “A Southern
friends hundreds of miles away, and
Farmhouse to Cost $3,000.” Edward
across
land
and
water as with Bok writes of “The Two
speeds
Centuries and

wings of the eagle. The steam
shovel operates with a speed which

JJy special arraugenlent

time the

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

of

the

all the latest and most reliable information that
experience and science can supply.

Address all orders

querors, and Rome

1

Believing that every one of our readers should
nave at least one good agricultural and
family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive
journal, Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ I on remarkably liberal term
as given below.
Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the contents of Farm and Home
which is unequalled for variety and excellence
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Farm and Garden, Market
Reports,
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, The Apiary,
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the Globe, Live stock
and Dairy, The Poultry yard, The Question Box
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published scmNmonthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a
year, the whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as
plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—band or orchestra—tells
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is always ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Cataloaues or all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 13s Fifth Ave., New York.

It

birth of

absolutely

magazine
things they see before them. Believe
argued, and here me, you can make a better story out of
might be considered what you yourself have been doing tothe tastes of that 75 perk f
day than you can with the antics of two
Hh ti;.'''Baton, therefore, determined love-sick puppits of your imagination.
ft' anrt 8to7 011 the dog. He was
"""Id feel her every move.
ojl'm TonzA.
{ inrri, l<ireward, or sat erect as the
Bcuitha
_j9 I118 Kiwi Von Hot Always BoigW
^elvws- ClesAtof the plot unwound
one
point a very
i,

read-

fair way to the attainment of their
purpose at the beginning of the Christian era.

of

case

Liver

writers of that age of the world, and
they agree as well as any four writers
would agree in writing of the same sub-

ject.

will pay the above reward for any

character

It over- ture.
am able to do all my housework.”
lie illustrated spiritual truth by
comes Constipation, improves the Appetite,
s'tory.
acr>o.i-i vely.
health. Only 50c. at R, II. comparing it to various processes in
gives
perfect
,1 ust then some one laid a hand on Iris
manuscripts,’’answered
the ordinary every-day processes of
Moody 's drug store.
a from the geraniums,
arm, and he turned to tind himself face
man.
He emphasized the importance
uni chase up to Yon
to face with the young woman of the
■old take a batch of car. She was blushing, but she looked THE LAST CHRISTMAS OF THE igth of activity. His greatest enemies have
with you, and read it up at him with an air of determination.
never yet found a virtue which he did
CENTURY.
"I beg your pardon,” she began, "I
not commend or a vice which he did
inisi in his chair, and hope you will not think me to presumnot condemn.
not
but
I
could
ing,
help speaksimply
Christmas is celebrated throughout
Yon Beck live?”
W ashiugton but re-echoes the voice
ing to you. I could not miss the opporhuig street,” said Mac, tunity. I saw you reading the story, the civilized world in memory of a of Christ when lie admonishes us to
Fli find out,” and he and I felt 1 must ask you about it."
great event in the world’s history. Be- cherish within us that little spark of
for his stenographer,
“What is it that I can tell you about fore the Christian era the most
enlight- celestial lire called conscience.
led
that
to
his
Our
the story?” lie asked. “To be perfectly
passage
I eighton sighed and frank, I noticed you were interested in ened of mankind expended the greater poets abound in sentiments of
action,
if long, thin envelopes, it on the train. Perhaps you will an- part of their energy in decorating the
love, trust, purity and reverence; all
y rubber band around swer some questions for me, too,” body and gratifying the animal or brute
drawn from the one source which dates
w coat, and, taking bis
and he led the way to one of the benches
instincts of their nature.
The highest back 1900
"ft out into the hallway, on the platform and asked her to sit
If we would be wise
years.
glory of that age of the world was mil- we must join the company of good men
fuming and expostulat- down.
v looking young woman
“I hope you did not think I was itary glory.
Magnificent works of art and keep up an endless search for wistwo minutes of vain
dreadful rude to look over your shoul- were
undertaken, but tliey possessed dom. In this feast of wisdom the
Heck’s address among der in that way,” she began, “but--”
pure
little spirituality and little utility. By soul takes
Mac seized the book
“Xot at all,” laughed Leighton.
All those
supreme delight.
aw led the bouse and
“That was natural. It was entirely pure muscular force the gigantic Egyp- wishing to
keep abreast of the times in
■u a piece of paper,
tian pyramids were reared. Nation af- the march of
pardonable.”
Christian process should
kt'd slowly through tlie
"Yes, it was,” she said, “because T ter nation rose, until the Romans consend live cents to tlip David C. Cook Pub.
and across the City Hall am Miss Ida Barker.”
ceived the idea of conquering the world. Co.
rated railroad station,
Leighton looked at her with a pleasChicago, 111., for “In Ilis Steps.”
.iimself by an open win- ant but perfectly blank expression.
As they were among the most intelli- This little book is to
Christianity what
the double seats of the He did not see the connection. He had
gent and resolute people they were in a Uncle Tom's Cabin was to abolition.
train. It was

is.-

We

honor the
We have a
His life by four different

One

occasion

mystery why women endure Backache, Headache, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, Melancholy, Fainting and Dizzy Spells
when thousands have proved that Electric
Bitters will quickly cure such troubles. “I
suffered for years with kidney trouble,"
writes Mrs. Phebe Clierley of Peterson, la.,
“and a lame back pained me so I could not
dress myself, but Electric Bitters wholly
cured me, and, although 7:i years old, 1 now
It is

of

$500 R VAR

n.; 1 to 3 P. M

Sunday.

II to 12 A.M.

Blood, NervOiVs System, and
all diseases and Diseased
Conditions of the Kidneys,
Bladder. Lungs, Stomach,
Liver and Heart and all diseased States of the Pelvic
and Reproductive Organs,
together with every form of
Skin Disease.
Most cases
quickly relieved and permaueuuy uureu uy me ureai luuiupaiiiic ©pecmcs.
Send for General Symptom Blank and one on
Diseases of Women. Many cases that were considered hopeless have been cured by these Great
Remedies. During May and June consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
at his Boston office Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Other days his regular consultation fee of $:$ will
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
rates. Address,
.CHARLES H. MITCHELL, M. D.,
218 Tremont street,
Union Savings Bank Building,
Next to Hotel Touraine,

Laboratory,

3

BOston, Mass.
Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

iThe good people of this viein
that Walter Clough, the
young man who went to Colorado last fall
for his health, was now in Arizona with
health not much improved and short of
money, gave two entertainments at Hall St.f
George and succeeded in raising the respect-

Liberty.

ty
Pike Bros. Grain Co. received a cargo of
corn this week.

Royal r“

T. T. Merrill & Son have a fine lot of logs
in their mill yard.
Miss Jessie C. Nickerson
Boston Wednesday.

returned

to

~

Monthly contributions at the Congregational church next Sunday morning.

MSQunnyPuRE

Makes the food

Miss Agnes Park left by steamer Monday
her sister, Mrs. Taylor, in Brockton.

more

delicious and wholesome

•OVAL BAKINO BOWOEIt

OO., NEW

VONR.

to visit

Rev. R. G. Harbutt has received a call
from the Congregational church at Deering,
Me.

The Christmas ball at the Grange hall
well attended and a very fine time

Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. K W. Hersey, in Malden, Mass.

Mrs. Amy Towle left last Friday for Boston and vicinity, where she will visit relatives and friends.

Mrs. W. R. Gilkey and daughters left by
train Monday to join Capt. Gilkey at Providence, R. 1.

Granite Grange has been invited to attend the installation of officers by South
Branch grange, Saturday night, Jan. 5tli.

was
was

reported.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Studley of FrankPrayer meeting every evening this week,
except Saturday, at the M. E. vestry. A fort were in town last Sunday, the guests of
cordial welcome to all.
The member of the Magazine Club who
has the June number of the Puritan is requested to leave same at the post office.

Mrs. Marion Mathews and Mr. and Mrs.
W. L. Mathews.

Miss Flora M. Nickerson has returned
from a pleasant visit to her brother, Delbert
E.Nickerson, in Lowell, Mass., and relatives
in East Boston and Malden, Mass.

Arrangements have been made by Sears
Lodge, I. 0. O. F., with the ltialto Dramatic
Elmer Fames, son of Fred Eames, who
Club of Belfast to play here Jan. 15th.
resides just over the line in StocktonSprings,
miswomen's
Congregational
monthly
received a severe kick in his face last week.
sionary meeting will be held with Mrs. Several teeth were
knocked out.
Larrabee at her home Friday at 2 p. m.
Arthur lloyd, who is one of the past
George Cation, Jr., entertained the young masters of Granite Grange, has been invited
people of the Congl. Sunday school Tuesday to install the officers of Morning Light
evening'at th conference room with selec- Grange, Monroe, which will take place next
tions oji the phonograph.
Saturday night.
Quite a delegation are makingpreprations
The body of Trafton Maddocks, eldest son
to attend the banquet to be given by forof Horace Maddocks, was brought home for
mer
Searsport residents at the Quincy burial last week. It caused muelisorrow in
House, Boston, Friday, Jan. 11th.
the town to hear of his death, as he was
Elden C. Hardman, carrier on the rural liked by all. His family have the heart-felt
free delivery route, reports nearly 3,000 sympathy of his many friends.
pieces of mail handled during December—a
marked increase over his November report.
WEST SEAHSPORT NEWS.
Next Sunday will be Quarterly Meeting
Miss Maud Savory is visiting relatives in
Day at the M. E. church. Love Feast at
■

sacrament of “Lord’s Supper”
at the close of morning service, conducted
by the pastor.
0.45

a.

m.

;

Boston.

Mr. A. T. Crosby of Camden was at home
last week.

Rev. R. G. Harbutt preached a very able
sermon last Sunday, appropriate to the closing year and century. A good sized audience for the winter month was in attend-

Mr. W. H. Ames was in Burnham last
week on business.

ance.

Mr. Adelbert Nickerson has bought a
horse of Wm. Shorey of Waldo.

At the adjourned parish meeting of the
Congl. church held last Saturday afternoon
J. G. Pendleton, C. E. Adams and A. J.

Nickerson were elected parish committee,
C. E. Adams, Treasurer, W. B. Sawyer,

janitor.
Rev. T. F. Jones, P. E. of Rockland District, w as in town last Thursday and was a
guest at the M. E. parsonage. In the evening he preached a very helpful sermon from
the words “We are laborers together with
God.”
Union meetings will he held during the
week of prayer, beginning with service in
the Congregational church Sunday evening.
The meetings
Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday will be held in the Congl. Conference room, and afterwards in the Methodist vestry.
E. J. Lane is making an effort to get up a
class for the Home Correspondence school,
The school is highly
Springfield, Mass.
recommended, and with the solid backing
Mr. Lane has there is no reason why he
should not make a success in forming a
class here.
Sears Lodge, I. 0. <>. F., at their regular
meeting last Friday evening, elected the
follow ing officers for the ensuing year: II.
P. Richards, N. G.; W. S. Carleton, V. G.;
C. A. Rogers, sec.; J. Putnam, Treas. The
installation will be private, and will take
place at the convenience of the District

Deputy.
the annual meeting of Mariner’s Lodge,
F. ,v A. M., held Tuesday evening, the follow ing officers were elected: J. E. Wentworth, W. M.: F. M. Perkins, S. W.; C. A.
Whittier, J. W.; C. 0. Sawyer, Treas.; C.
E. Adams, Sec.; W. X. West, S. D.; C.
Whittum, J. D.; L. W. Wentworth, W. M.
Parse, E. A. Sargent, Finance Committee.
The installation will be public and w ill take
place at a date to be announced.
At

Mrs. E. L. Savory, who has been seriously
ill, is improving.

There was a Lyceum at the Smart
School house Wednesday evening, Jan. 2nd.
Irel Nickerson is stopping with Leroy
Nickerson in Prospect and attending school.
Mr. W. H. Nickerson and daughter Vinnie
have returned from a very pleasant visit
with relatives and friends in Boston and

vicinity.
CORRESPONDENCE.

11A I, I, ii A i.E. Mrs. Lucinda Eastman is
quite sick.L. L. Perry is stopping at 15.
F. Foster's
Peleg Gould is stopping at
Geo. W. White’s-Mrs. Charles Gilehrest
is in Lynn visiting her son.15. L. Taylor
left for Searsmont last Friday.
—

Rockport.

Carleton, Norwood & Co. are
to resume shipbuilding.Next spring they will
construct in the old Pascal yard, afour masted schooner for Captain Simon II. Wall of
Rockport, which will be the tirst one built
at that place since lw>2. The schooner is
to be a single decker and will be used in the
hard pine trade. The model is being made
by J. J. Wardwell, master builder in the
Cobb-Butler yard in Rockland. The new
schooner will be of the following dimensions : Length of keel, 160 feet: depth, 13
feet: beam, 37 feet; tonnage about lioO.
Belmost. The Christmas tree at Mystic
Grange Hall, Monday evening, December
24th, was well attended and a very line procarried out—Mrs. L. F. Allenspent Christmas with Mrs. A.’s sister,
Mrs. Nettie M. Roberts, in Belfast_W. S.
Morse is doing quite an extensive business
getting out spool wood for E. Merriam &
Sons of Morrill
Clarence Brown and sister Bessie of Belfast and Miss F.ftie Brown
of North port were in town Sunday, visiting
-Mrs. I.. f. Allenwood-The farmers are
wanting more snow so they can move their
fire-wood and logs
Tour correspondent
from Liberty speaks of large elm trees, so I
will mention that there is one standing on
the farm of (). F. Allenwood that is over
100 years old, the dimensions of which I
w ill give next week. It is a
monster_We
wish The .Journal and Journal readers a
happy New Year.
was

—

The Boston papers of last week gave a
fine cut of Rev. E. E. Small of the Maple
street M. E. church, Lynn, Mass.; also cuts
of the church and its surroundings. The
celebration of its fiftieth anniversary has
recently taken place, with very appropriate
services. The church was handsomely decorated, with an inscription over the pulpit,
“Golden anniversary 1850-1900.” Rev. Mr.
Monroe. Mrs. Mamie Kenney, formerly
Small is a native of Searsport, and is the of
Monroe, whose death occurred in Winson of the late Capt. George C. Small.
terport Dee. 5th, was insured in Guiding
The friends of Miss Addie B. Crockett are Star Lodge, X. E. O. P.,of Monroe, and Mr.
rallying to her support in the Globe teachers Frank Kenney, her husband, received in
contest, and votes are coming in from nu- just JO days after death, through Mr. Edwin
merous sources. Since learning she was the
Jenkins, one of the trustees, a check for
daughter of Adelbert Crockett, a member of $1,000. This shows the promptness of this
Co. K 2(ith Me. Regt, who died in 1S82 from Lodge in paying their death claims_Mrs.
results of disease contracted in the war of
Franklin Chase was called to Pittsfield last
the rebellion, the Grand Army men are Wednesday to take care of her
daughter,
coming to the rescue in grand shape and her Miss Linda Chase, who is sick with scarlet
friends feel confident that she will be one of fever. Miss Chase was attending the M. C.
the fortunate teachers of Maine to attend I.
At this writing she is doing as well as
the inauguration of President McKinley. could be expected.... The Waldo and Penob'
The post master at Searsport will receive scot Agricultural Society, at their
meeting
held in the Town Ilall Dec. 20th, choose the
any votes sent for her.
rhe “Watch Night Service” at the M. E. following officers: President, M. C. Chap—

man,
Newburg; Vice
win Jenkins, Monroe;

vestry Monday evening xvas very interesting and impressive. The exercises began
promptly at nine o'elook with a praise service, in which many old as well as some of
the new hymns were heartily sung. Mrs.
<’. 0. Sawyer presided at the piano.
After
tins service of song, Rev. A. li. Carter, pastor of the M. E. church in Orland, preached
a clear, practical sermon, which was listened

President, EdSec’y, Frank HEllis, Monroe; Treasurer, F. L. Palmer,
Monroe; Trustees:
Monroe, W. B. F.
Twombly; Frankfort, Eli C. West; Prospect, X. H. Littlefield; Winterport, II. E.
Hailey; Brooks, I. W. Staples; Jackson, E.
I). Tasker; Dixmont, Elmer Gould; Newburgh, M. B. Goodrich; Swanville, A. II.

to with the closest attention.
This was followed by a half hour service of testimonies,
when an intermission was announced. At
this time, after general hand shaking all

Ellis.

around, light refreshments were served.
Following this came the reading of a series
of brief literary selections, as follows: “A
Hundred Years of Methodism,” Miss Maud
Dutch; “Watch Night,”Harold Norton; “A
New

Century Horoscope,”

Miss

Louise

Field; “Religion in the Twentieth Century,”

Miss Lula Marks. A “Consecration Service” led by the pastor concluded the exercises, and at 12 o'clock the New Century
was welcomed, and the New Year's
greet-

ings exchanged.
NORTH
A.

SEARSPORT

It was voted to hold the fair the
week after the State fair in Lewiston.
The usual improvements will be made.
Monroe Lodge, I. 0. O. F„ No. 136, elected
the following officers for the next term last
Friday night: N. G., Franklin Chase; V.
G., Allen Colcord; Sec., George Palmer;
Financial Sec’y, A. H. Mayo; Treasurer,
F. L. Palmer; Trustees, Joseph Pattee,
Edwin Jenkins, R. B. Nealley. The officers
will be installed by D. 1). G. M. John B.
next

Nealley, Friday evening, Jan llth_Loyal
Rebekah Lodge, No. 02, elected the following officers at their meeting last Friday
evening: N. G., Annie Clements; V. G.,
Eva Nye; Sec’y, Alice Palmer; Financial
Sec’y, Nancy. Parker; Treasurer, Mary
Twombly; Trustees, Blanche Neally, Nancy
Parker, Eben West. The officers will be
installed Jan. llth by Mrs. Samuel Adams

ITEMS.

Stinson is quite sick.

Rev. P. 0. Andrews has gone to Lynn,
*
Mass.

of Belfast—The Christmas tree at the
Town Hall Dec. 25th was a success and en-

C. 0. Fernald and others will harvest
their ice this week.

joyed by all.

The fishermen are catching quite
smelts on Swan Lake.

a

lot of

Arthur Maddocksis making a short visit
at his father’s, Horace Maddockg.

The tree was laden with presents. The funds will go for the benefit of
the church. The program was as follows:
Old Folks’ concert; rec., Mamie
Curtis;

Amy Staples; rec., Ethel Chase; L.
T. L. exercise; rec., Susie Bowden; rec.,
Beulah Ritchie; rec., Carrie and Victor
Durham; rec., Viola Conant; rec., Janet
rec.,

Miss Winnefred Mathews, who has been
quite ill for the past week, is somewhat Fairbanks; Royal Elocutionary Marions,
*
better.

Mrs. Nellie

Cooper.

learning

able sum of erghty dollars. Saturday they
gave a graphophone concert. Mr. J. J.
Walker loaning his private graphophone and
services in running it, Mrs. Lowell generously giving the use of the hall. The

receipts for that evening were about $63.
Monday evening there was a New Year’s

ball, Messrs. Thorndike, Bennett and Barlow of Searsmont, John Sanford and others
of the village furnishing the music free of
charge and Mrs. Lowell again giving the
use of the hall. The receipts were $17.
We have since learned that the young man
is no better and has despatched for money
so that he can come
home.Miss May
E. S. MitchMorrill. A very successful Sunday Brown,Miss Edith Perkins and
ell have returned to Boston after spending
school concert was held at the church ChristEve.

program consisted of
twenty pieces, closing with a cantata which
occupied nearly an hour. The teachers deserve much credit for the time and patience
expended in preparing their classes for this
occasion. The school holds its annual election next Sunday
Mrs. Sarah Meservey
of Liberty spent Christmas week at her
brother's, Mr. ,J. R. Mears_Mr. Meai'S
made a visit to New Hampshire last Friday.
A large family party (45) took Christmas dinner with Mr. A. M. Daggett_Mrs.
Emma flam of Belfast is visiting her father,
Mr. Ephraim Rowe—The upper grade of
our village school had a vacation last week
owing to the illness of its teacher, Mr. Burchard Clary.
mas

The

—

—

Unity.

The Christmas festivities were
greatly enjoyed by a full house Christmas
eve at the church.
A tine program was
presented in a charming manner by the
children of the Sunday school. Following
is the program: Singing by the choir;
prayer by the pastor; recitation, Ethel
Hunt; recitation, Master Ruel Libby; song,
Beulah and Alberta Thompson; dialogue,
three boys; song, Edwina Garcelon; recitation, Charlie Bartlett; recitation, Helen
Cornfortli; selection, male quartette: recita_

tion, Lucy Adams; recitation, Edna Cornforth: recitation, Philip Grant; reciation,
Francis Reynolds; song, Mabel Thompson ;
recitation, Edna Adams; recitation, Master
Chesley Reynolds; recitation, Josie Coffin;
song, Markie Thompson; recitation, Pilley
Moore; dialogue, twelve children; song,
Grace Lane; recitation, Gladys Giles; recitation, Mertle Cornforth; declamation,
Thomas King; recitation, Florence Taylor;
selection, male quartette; song, Ada Bartlett, and declamation by Henry West. After
the program Santa Claus entered through a
fire-place on the platform and was received
with great delight bj the children. After

the

holidays

with

people have begun
find it more than

a

to

friends

here—The

iiisrriuuiion

oi

Skarsmont. We have a clipping from
the Boston Globe, stating that Adelbert
Millett, M. D., has been elected Fellow in
the Academy of Medicine... .Mrs. Roxana

|

Fitzgerald received a telegram Christmas
morning announcing the death of her son,
Edward K. of

Martinsdale,

Montana.... Mr.

Philip Hanley of Bangor is in town
.Mrs*
Jose Kelso of Passakeag, N. B., is spending
the winter with her mother, Mrs. Mary
Bean
Misses Mary McCorrison and Josephine Knight left last week for Franklin,
Mass., where they will spend the winter.
East Searsmont. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Heald of Camden have been visiting rela-..

—

tives in this section.... Misses Mabel Marriner and Etta
Lawry were at home from
Castine for Christmas
.Stephen Cables of
Rockland visited Herbert Donnell last week.
Francis Gelo has gone to his home in
Vermont for a few weeks visit—Mrs.
Arad Mahoney is very sick with blood
poisoning. She is attended by I)r.' P. A.
..

Crooker,

who has returned from Augusta
Mrs.

foot thick and of tine

town.

—

—

—

—

—

Laxative

BromO'Quiainc

lungs, a long stride, great strengt}’
and fine endurance, but expose him
b
a draught of air and he stiffens
With
rheumatism; he

worthless.

is

tea

buy

you

So

b

but expose it

may be the best gro-V:

the air and its virtue

to

—

Prospect Village. Mr. Josiah Colson
quality—Some of our people attend the
opening of the Legislature in Augusta this and family visited his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Mr. I. F.
week, and others will attend court in Bel- Colson, in Bangor last week
Gould has returned from a business trip to
fast.
Brooks—Mr. Arthur Haley has so far

Stockton Springs. II. S. Park jcame
from Portland, and Mr. Walter Trundy
from North Adams, Mass., for holiday visits
with their parents.Ray Bowden is at
home for Uie remainder of the winter_
Mrs. Avalina Griffin, left last week to visit
her son, llenry W. Griffin in New Bedford,
Mass.
In her absence, Miss Ann Thompson is boarding with Mrs. Noah Twiss_
Miss Lida Shute, who has been a student
at Shaw’s Business College, Bangor, has
successfully completed her course and received the diploma of the institution
The
improvements recently made in the Intermediate school room—cleaning, kalsomining, and hanging pictures, due largely to the
efforts of the teacher, Miss K.lva Randell,
reneder the room much more attractive,
and are fully appreciated by the pupils
The death of Mrs. Minerva, wife of Dr. J.
A. Pierce, occurred on the morning of Dec.
Aith, after an illness of only six days. A
heavy cold developed into bronchial pneumonia, which in complication with severe,
asthma, from which she had for years been
a sufferer, excluded all hope of
recovery
from the first.
Her whole life had seemed
centred in her home, and the well-being of
her family, and her loss to her hnsband and
son is irreparable.
She was most charite
ble in all her judgments and a kind and
generous neighbor, and the entire community extend sympathy to her family in their
bereavement.
(An obituary notice will be
found elsewhere in this paper.)_Capt.
and Mrs. Horace Staples have received news
of the birth of a second “little Republican,”
on Dec. 24th, to the family of their son,
Capt. John N. Staples of Brooklyn, N. Y.
....Charles Devereaux of Brooklyn is in
town, the guest of Mrs. J. M. Ames_
Rufus Mudgett returned to Kingman last
week, having spent Christmas here with
his family—Lewis Staples, son of Capt.
Willard Staples of Cape Jellison, is at home
from Fitchburg, Mass, on account of ill
health—Mrs. F.lden Shute left for Boston
on Saturday’s boat
Sylvester Pendleton
arrived Saturday for a brief stay with his
family—S. E. Rendell left Monday for a
week’s business trip to Boston_C. It.
Rendell and bride (daughter of Dr. Cole of
Swanville) arrived home Monday night,
from a wedding trip to New Hampshire,
and will occupy his house on West Main
street....The concert and dance given on
New Years’ eve, by East Main street, was

AN athlete may have good wind,
k0

...

and resumed his practice in town
put in their ice, and Marcellus
Goddard of Camden is in

guts irom two well
laden trees all went home feeling well paid.
Miss Nina Vandeets was the organist.
Much credit is due the committee for the
success of the evening.It is reported
that several private telephones will be added
this week....Miss Vivian Tabor is at home
from Boston on a vacation_A. I>. Jackson has secured employment in Fairlield for
the winter and w ent there last week.E.
K. Adams is very ill with pneumonia. Will
Myriek is taking care of him. He remains
about the same at this writing... Our village schools have progressed finely under
the management of their respective .teachers, Mr. E. V. Call of Pittsfield and Miss
Myra Libby of this town. Discipline is
one of the grand essentials to success_
A public installation of officers of the Star
in the West Lodge, No. So, F. & A. M., took
place Saturday evening, Dec. 29th. The fol- well attended, and proved very enjoyable.
lowing officers were installed: F.. I). Chase, The music, furnished by a portion of the
M.: Fred Whitten, S. W.; li. A. Fogg, J.W.; Belfast Orchestra, was the best we have
Joe Libby, Treas.; R. M. Berry, Sec.; absent had for some time, and was much appreciS. D.; Sam. Myriek, J. D.; G. Mosher and ated.Miss Lillian Simmons returned
G. Stevens, S.; Charles Taylor, C.; J. R. Tuesday, to her school duties in Boston.
Tabor, M.: B. Hamilton, T. Following the
Wkstebpobt. The wedding bells still
installation Mr. Charles Taylor made some
continue to peal merrily. Among the latest
very interesting remarks for the good of are Mr. 0. 0. Clement and Miss Edna
the order. The occasion was enjoyed by
Young, Wm. Cookson and Miss Grace M.
all present. Delicious refreshments were
Fields, Frank A. Colson and Maude Edserved during the evening_Prof. George
munds, Mr. Pendleton and Lizzie Lowe_
Chase, President of Bates College, Lewis- Christmas was observed as usual with
many
ton, was in town recently.
family gatherings and an abundance of gifts
Troy. The event of last week in Troy and good cheer.
The Methodist Sunday
was the concert and Christmas tree at the
school had a tree in the vestry which bore
Union church on Tjtesday evening under much fruit.
Each of the scholars, the
the supervision of the Sunday school.
,A pastor's family and teachers, were rememdelightful literary and musical program had bered. Miss E. M. Hall was the recipient
been arranged by the committee, and was of a nice chair from her
Sunday school class
listened to by a crowded house.
A recita- of girls—The young people of the Catholic
tion most worthy of mention was given by Society gave a ball and
supper at Union
Ivan, the young son of Mr. aud Mrs. La- Hall Tuesday night—The “Y’s” gave an
forest Prentiss, and a song rendered by entertainment, called a belated
picnic,
Miss Edwina Garcelon, elicited hearty ap- Thursday evening, which was very
enjoyplause. B. F. Harding had charge of the able— Daniel Dyer and Capt. Minot Lowe,
exercises. After the literary entertainment who have been quite ill, are recovering_
had been given, Santa Claus with his merry Dr. Thomas McDonough of Brownville
jingle came prancing to the front with his visited his parents Christmas_Mrs. J. M.
pack, and judging from the two heavily la- Stimpson is visiting her daughter in
den trees, besides lines filled and tables Hampden—Oliver Atwood is at home from
loaded with beautiful and useful gifts for Eastport on a vacation—Mrs. E. S. Gould
both young and old, Santa Claus’ pack has
been ill,
but is
recovering..
must be a true hearted expansionist, what- Howard Lodge, F. & A.
M., gave a public
ever the “true inwardness” of Santa himinstallation and social Friday evening_
self may be in regard to the matter. Mr. Mr.
George Grant bought a very nice piano
Henry Fernald personated “St. Nick” in a for Miss Marion’s Christmas present and
highly satisfactory manner. Much credit is Frank Atwood of Bangor came down to set
due to the various committees for the
very it up. F. C. Young presented his wife
pleasing evening that was enjoyed by all.... w ith a nice sle igh—Fred Gilman is at home
A very pleasing incident of Christmas
day for a holiday visit....C. R. Hill and C. A.
was the presentation of a
gift of a large fur McKenny are on the sick list_The Wintersleigh robe, from the patrons of the Troy port Band gave a concert and ball at Union
Corner post office to our venerable stage Hall
Monday night-Prof. A. E. Rogers of
driver, Solomon Bennett. Mr. Bennett, with the U. of M. has accepted an invitation to
an inexhaustible fund of
good humor, is give the Memorial address next May_Mrs.
always doing some kindness to those located Ruth Dillaway received news on Friday
on his route, and it is
hoped that the robe that her son Eugene was very ill with diphmay help to keep the cold from his stage theria and was in the hospital. He is in the
through many a cold drive this winter_Is it employ of the Boston & Bangor S. S.
true that our M. I). is becoming a botanical Co., who will do
everything possible
doctor? Anyway one lady had a beautiful for him. Dr. C. F. Atwod left for Boston
decorated jar, purporting to come from his Monday to see Eugene at the
request of the
residence, filled with catnip! Whether it is company and of Mrs. Dillaway. Eugene
an omen of the Dr.’s conversion to primeval
has many friend who all wish him a speedy
methods the future must disclose....!!. F. recovery
Franklin Cole of Ellingwood’s
Harding came home from Billerica, Mass., Corner had a very narrow escape Saturday.
to spend the holidays with his family_ He was hauling ice and the horses started
Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Bagley, who went to suddenly, throwing him over the front of
Farmington a short time since, are nicely the sled. They ran some little distance,settled down to house-keeping.
Fred is dragging him under the sled, and then stopattending the Normal school at that place. ped, leaving him in a position from which
His health, which has been quite a source he could neither extricate himself nor
make
of anxiety to his friends, is very much im- his cries for
help heard. He lay there more
proved... .Mrs. Abbie Fernald was the than an hour and a half, when his neighborhappy recipient of a gold watch and chain Mr. Gardiner, discovered him and came to
at Christmas, from her son, Merton Fer- his rescue. His feet and hands were
frozen,
nald of Newport....Miss Millie Stevens of one side of his face skinned and
he was badTroy Centre was the guest of Carrie Wey- ly bruised, but it is thought there are no inmouth Tuesday and Wednesday of Christ- ternal
injuries. Mr. Cole is a fine young
mas week—The soft weather that succeedman and will receive many congratulations
ed the “cold snap” made the sleighing very on his almost miraculous
escape_Dr. and
rough—Dr. M. T. Dodge was called to Mrs. Fellows entertained a party of friends
Thorndike last week to attend Sidney Ward, at a
midnight supper Monday night_A
who is sick with measles_Miss Myrtle H.
very interesting watch night service was
Forbes of Brooks visited relatives in town held at the Methodist Church
Monday night.
last week.Benniah Harding returned
from a two weeks visit in Pittsfield and Detroit Wednesday morning, and after dining
with his son’s family, left in the afternoon
for Simpson’s Corner and Hampden, for an
indefinite period....The Club of Eight met
with Mr, and Mrs. B. F. Harding Dec. 27th. This signature is on every box ot the genuine
It is said that they met for a jolly time, and
Tablets
to all appearance they had it.
the remedy that cores a cold In one day
ine

COUNTY

gram
wood

JjINCOLNville Beach. The Kmg’sDaugh
ters and Sons will meet Saturday evening,
Jan. 5, with Mrs. Abbie J. Fernald; topic,
“Dare to do right.’’ Word for Bible verse:
“Temptation.” On Sunday morning, Jan.
6th, our pastor will preach specially to the
King’s Daughters and Sons, and we hope to
see a large attendance, especially of members
of the C ircle.

on

recovered from Ins recent illness as to oe
out
On the evening of the S. B. I. S.
fair January nth there will be a dance in the
Grange Ilall and supper served below
Miss Hattie Partridge visited her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Littlefield, in
Waldo last w eek_Mr. and Mrs. ( has. H.
Littlefield spent Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. 0. 0. Hatch in Stockton Springs
The many friends of Hr. O. S. Erskine of
Frankfort are pleased to know he has so far
recovered from his severe illness as to be
able to ride.
—

—

—
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Buckspobt. The October Club reception and gentleman’s night of Monday was
a great success and largely attended.
Mr.
and Mrs. J. It. lluddilston of Orono and
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. Eaton were special guests
of the club. The entertainment was all
musical, and of exceptional merit. The program opened with a trio, Mrs. Godfrey, Miss
Godfrey and Miss Folsom. A solo by Mrs.
lluddilston, who is the soprano of the
First Congregational church, Bangor, won
enthusiastic applause, to which the singer
responded with Little Boy Blue. Mrs.
Putnam sang a selection from Faust which
was encored and Miss Godfrey’s number,
one of her best, was also encored.
The

evening passed socially, many remaining
until midnight, singing America in the first
moments of the new year and departing
wishing each other a Happy New Year.
Miss Gardner, Miss Charlotte Barnard, Mrs.
Snow and Mrs. Sawyer were the reception
committee. Miss Julia Barnard, Miss McFarland, Mrs. F. S. Pierce and Miss Googins served fruit punch, Mrs. Walter Gardner and Mrs. Whittemore poured the coffee.
Islesbobo. Ten young people of Islesboroare students at the Coburn Classical Institution in Watervillethis year. Ralph Pendleton,Lura Pendleton and Lester Wilbur enter
the school this term. Misses Eftie, I’hebe
]
and Anna L. Pendleton are out for this j
term and will return at the opening of the ;
j
Fred Davidson and Calvin
spring term
Kimball were at home from Rockland Commercial College for the holiday vacation_
Preston Hatch has been appointed shipping
agent in Boston for the Camden Woolen
1 Mills_Three artesian well machines are I
at work in town.
They are owned and
operated by Win. Kellar, Alpheus Pendleton
and an outside party. Some of the wells
are drilled 150 feet deep in solid ledge_
! Rev. S. (. Whitcomb, General Missionary
of tlie Free Baptist State Conference, will
begin a series of meetings at tlie Free Baptist church next Sunday-Henry S. Howe
of Boston, who recently bought the Whit; comb farm, is clearing up the underbrush in
the wood lot and converting it into a forestpark. This is the farm on which Harvard
College made observations of tlie total
eclipse of the sun, by permission of the
English government, when the island was
in possession of that nation during the
Revolutionary War.
—

Prospect.

Fred K. Lane, master of
Prospect Grange, attended the State Grange
in Lewiston_1. F. Gould has surely one,
and perhaps two, good steppers in the colts
he is keeping. Some of the colts belong to
other parties and he is wintering them
Melvin Clark, the magnetic healer, is now
going through the towns of Brooks, .lack—

•

SHIP

NEWS.

AMERICAN TORTS.

New York, Dec. 25. Sld, schs. Jessie Lena,
Jacksonville; William II. Sumner, Savannah; F. C. Pendleton, Jacksonville; 26, ar,
schs. Izetta, Bangor; Austin I). Knight,
Fernandina for Bridgeport; 27, ar, bark C.
P"Dixon, Port Tampa; 27, ar, sch. Geo. W.
Wells, Brunswick; cld, sch. Maud Snare,
Paramaribo; 28, ar, bark Olive Thurlow,
Apalachicola; sch. Annie Ii. Lewis, Bangor;
2b, sld, sch. Anna Pendleton, Fernandina;
cld, sch. Jose Olaverri, Charleston; 80, ar,
sch. Mary L. Crosby, Brunswick ; 81, ar, sch.
John C. Smith, Brunswick.
Boston, Dec. 26. Cld, bark J. II. Bowers,
Magune, Rosario; 27, sld, sch. Daylight,
Stonington, Me., and New York ; 28, ar, schs.
Lizzie B. Willey, Savannah; Viola Reppard,
Fernandina; 81, cld,schs. Gov. Ames, Baltimore; R. W. Hopkins, Norfolk.
Philadelphia, Dec. 27. Ar, sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Brunswick; 2b, ar, sch.
Mary L. Crosby, Brunswick; 80, ar, sch.
Sarah D. J. Rawson, Black River, Ja.
Baltimore, Dec. 26. Ar, bark Glad Tidings, Rio Janeiro; 27, ar, sch. John E. Develin, Hichborn, Port Tampa; 28, ar, bark
Frances, Rio Janeiro; sch. Sarah W. Lawrence, Carter, Portsmouth.
Brunswick, Dec. 26. Ar, sch. Olive T.
Whittier, Philadelphia; sld, sch. D. I>. Haskell, New York; 28, sld. sch. John C. Smith,
from St. Simons, New York ; ar, sch. Almeda Willey, Dodge, New York ; 81, ar, sell,
Laura M. Lunt, Boston.
New Haven, Dec. 26. Ar, sch. Susan N.
Pickering, Fernandina.
Port Angeles, Dec. lb. In the bay, ship
S. D. Carleton, Tacoma for Lahaina.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 22. Shi, sch. Estelle,
Hutchinson, Curacoa.
oumingion,
., net*.
Ar, sell. Senator Sullivan, llopkins.
Providence, Dec. 27. Ar, sell. R. Rowers,
R runs wick.
Port Townsend, Wash., Dec. 22. Sid, ships
St. Nicholas, Port Iladlock for Sydney;
Luzon, Port Blakely for Hong Kong.’
Xorkfolk, Dec. 28. Sid, sell. Kit Carson,
Xew York.
Sail Francisco, Cal., Dec. 28.
Sid, ship
Emily F. Whitney, Honolulu.
Fernandina, Fla., Dec., 27. Ar, sch. Edward Stewart, Winslow, New York.
Jacksonville, Dec. 2!>. Sid, sell. Henry
Clausen, Jr., Rath; 31. ar, sch. James A.
(iarlield, Dill, Point-a-Pitre, Omul.
Darien, Ga., Dec. 21). Ar, sch. Charlotte
T.
Sibley, Norwood, New York. sch.
New London, Dec. 31.
Flora
Sid,
Condon, Sellers, Bangor for New York.
Rucksport, Dec. 31. Sid, schs. Addie P.
McFadden and George Nebinger, New York.
FOREIGN

PORTS.

Port Spain, Dec. 25.
Ar, sch. Ella M.
Willey, New York, to load for New York.
Port Mulgrave, N. S., Dec. 22. Sid, sch.
Eliza J. Pendleton, Louisburg, C. R., and
Rockland.
Rosario, Oct. 30. Cld, bark Thomas A.
Goddard, Boston.
Kahului, Dec. 3. Ar, shtp A. J. Fuller,
Oyster Harbor.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Knox, Belfast, Belmont, Searsmont,
Boston, Dec. 27—A settlement has been
Appleton, Union, Warren and Waldoboro. affected between the owners of the wrecked
schr. Myra B. Weaver and the wrecking
Mr. Clark does, and always could, help and
company which brought her into port. The
generally can stop a headache. Besides, appraisers valued the vessel at S8,noo and

REPORT OK THE CONDITION OP
THg

BELFAST
At

NATIONAL BANK

Belfast, in the State of Maine, at t|,
of business December 13,
it*),,

RESOURCE.*.
Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecure.:
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.

'*

4....

Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house,furnitureand rixt> 11
Other ieal estate owned
Due from National Banks pmserve

k.

Agents).

Due from approved reserve ape:::Internal-Revenue stamps.
Checks and other cash items
Notes of other National Bank*
Fractional paper currency, nick.
and cents.
Lawful Money Reserve in Hank.

\
_.

Specie.l
Legal tender notes.r>.
>

Redemption
er

fund with U.

s.

]

r,....

(5 per cent, of circulation

Total.
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund.
—

Undivided
taxes

profits,

less expense'

paid.

National Bank notes outstam.r
Due to other NatiomU Bank*.
Due to Trust Companies and mo
Banks
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject t.
Demand certificates of deposi:

*

Total
State of Maine, Counts
1, John (i. Brooks, President
bank, do solemnly swear that
ment is true to the best of no
lief.
JOHN (i. BRoi
Subscribed and sworn to be:
day of December, l'duo.
r.

.■+
H\'

.-I \r>A

r

C. R. H \ZKLTlXb.
A. A llOWKs.
WM. R. S\\ AX

FOE RENT
Tile store

reeeiitlv

o

•nii*

Manufacturing ConinanC

Store.”

Belfast. March 29,19ou.
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Coomks. In Franklin. 1
Mrs. (leorge B. Coombs, ;i a
Chkenk. In Yinalba\en, !>•
and Mrs. Bert lireene. a dang1:
JviTTKKiMiF. in Yinalliav>
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kitir.
Linsi'ott. In Bnrketville. I
and Mrs. Ariel Linseott. a
Staim-ks. In Sedgwick. L
and Mrs. Harry Si a ides, a son
Snow. In Bluehill, Decern!Mrs. Forest B. Snow, a son.
Wools. In Searsmont. Dand Mrs. Merton Woods, a dang

son,

awarded the wreckers no per cent. The
can open the ears of the deaf and cure
cost of repairs is estimated at $12,non.
relieve pain.lust now' it might be inRockland, Dec. 31. Steamer Catherine,
teresting to some to know what is happen- arrived late this afternoon, having in tow
the
three-masted schooner Daylight, which
as
1
in
the
room
write.
The
young
j ing
I folks are here in force and “Percy Partridge struck on the ledge near Green's handing
today. It is not known how badly the craft
j is playing Good Bye Susan Jane with a is damaged. The vessel was bound from
howling ring on the violin, with Chester Boston to Green’s Landing to load stone.
New York, Nov. 28.—Into this port
yester| Clark, a dandy player on the zobo cornet day
came the six-masted schooner George
keeping right along until a lull comes, when W. Wells. She was just in from Brunswick,
Simon Littlefield, Jr., strikes up a John Ga., after a record breaking run and with a
Norton story, ending with “you will know cargo that would have tilled three ordinary
coasting schooners. The run of more than
more later on.”
Trueman Lathrop is smok- seven
hundred miles was made in three
ing, and punching his finger into his pipe days and twenty-three hours. It takes the
every once in a while, while Herman Part- regular steamships three days to make the
ridge is about to begin on his sixth black trip.
Oxford apple. Charles Gray is real sober
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
with the toothache. Everett Gray is trying
to say something to Inez Staples,but neither
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tables.
of them hears much. Bertha Partridge is All druggists refund the money if it fails to
playing chords on her organ ;and my wife is cure. E. W. Grove’s signature is on each
trying to tell what a good Christmas pres- box.
1V36
ent she had, but' nobody could tell what it
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.'
was.
The writer has pulled through with
what is happening so far, and such, occasWeekly for The Journal.]
[Corrected
sionally, is the way an evening is spent in
Produce Market.
/‘rices Paid Producer.
the country, and the young folks enjoy it
25 to 50 Hay p ton,
Apples p bu.,
and the older ones, too.
I2.00gl4.00
dried, p lb, £Xat> Hides p it.,
OaO*
2.25 Lamb p tb,
12
Swanvillk. Sirs. T. C. Smart is visit- Beans, pea,
2.25 Lamb Skins,
medium,
25@35
Yel’ eyes,
ing her son, Dr. Philip (ireeley, in Farming2.50 Mutton p It).
0
Butter
20to22 Oats p bu., 32 It., 25g35
ton, N. II—Sir. Percy L. Nickerson re- Beef pplb,lb,
^a\) Potatoes p bu.,
50
turned to Orono tlie first of the week_ Barley p bu.,
40(245 Kouud Hog,
0
Cheese
HA straw p ton,
(5.00a 7.IH»
Ellen Cunningham has returned to Cnstine. Chickenp lb,
lOtol2 Turkey p lb,
p lb,
ltkal7
Sirs. E. 1!. Greeley has returned from Calf Skins,
Mia75 Tallow p tb,
li«3
Duck p lb.
14,215 Veal P tb,
6g7
Rockland, where she was the guest of her Eggs p
'28 Wool. linw; tshed,
doz.,
22
sister, Sliss Liimie Holmes. Sliss Holmes Fowl p lb
8(215 Wood, bard,
3.00,174.00
13(214 Wood, soft,
3.5Cka4.00
lias been obliged to close her dressmaking Geese p lb,
Pet ait Price.
Retail Market.
rooms on account of ill health and is
coming Beef,
p lb. 82to Lime p bbl.,
90@1.00
home—Sir. Fred Holmes has gone to the Buttercorned,
Salt, 14 lb, I8to20 Oat Meal p lb,
4V«5
55 Onions p tb,
Black Hills, S. D., and will go into business Corn p bu.,
2&@3
Cracked Corn p
55
Kerosene, gal.,12(0.13
there—Sir. Jewell Dowling and Sliss Ina Corn Meal p bu.,bu., 55 Oil,
Pollock p lb,
4®
14 Pork p lb,
10
SlacDonnell returned to Slalden, Slass., Cheese p lb,
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.50 Plaster p bbl.,
1.1.3
Albion
Tuesday.Sliss
Ford, who Codfish, dry, p lb, 5®8 Kye Meal p tb,
3
has been visiting her daughter in Slas- Cranberries p qt., 8tol(> Sliorts p ewt.,
1.05
Clover Seed,
10(214 Sugar p tb,
6(a64
sachusetts, returned Wednesday.Sir. Flour p bbl., 4.75to5.25 Salt, T. L, p bu.,
35
2.35 Sweet. Potatoes,
and Sirs.
W. S. Nickerson and two G.H.Seedpbu.,
Lard p lb,
10 Wheat Meal,
children drove to Unity Saturday.
Sir. N.
returned Slonday, p. m., leaving his
family
Freedom Notice
to make a longer visit....Christmas passed
I, Johnson W. Hunt of Burnham, Maine, for a
off very quietly here.
Mr. and Sirs. II. SI. valuable consideration
to me paid by my son,
Chase had a family
gathering and Christ- Stanley S. Hunt, do hereby sell to my said son his
mas tree.
Mr. and Sirs. W. E. Damm had a tune during his minority, and shall claim none of
Christmas dinner for 25, and Sir. and Sirs. his wages after this date, and I further give him
S. D. Greeley and two children drove down the privilege of doing business in his own name
and stand
responsible for himself.
from Hampden,to return the next
Dated Burnham, Me., December
In
day.
26, A. D. 1900.
the evening numerous and useful as well as
■*wlJOHNSON \V. HUNT.
valuable presents were distributed from a
heavily laden tree by Santa Claus, to the inSUBSCRIBE
tense satisfaction of the little
people... Sever*1 of our people attended the New Year’s
ball at North Searsport.... Mrs.
Cunningham will give a graphophone entertainment
in District No. 9, Jan. 8th.
he

or

—
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BROWn-Chai>les. In ( an,
Albert Brown amt Miss K<>~.
of Camden.
B A<' 11 KLDK R-BC RK K "T. !
25, George W. Bachelder of K
L Burkett of Union.
Crockett-,1ii*son. In Winn
22, Frank Crockett and Miss s.u
CLEMENTS YoGNG. Ill \Vi:
22, Chas. C. Clements and M
Cooksox-Fiki.ds. In Winn
24, William Cookson and Mis »,
Pittsfield.
Colson Fomi n ns. in w
25. Franklin A. Colson and M
Edmunds.
Ci nmngham Morang. In ii.■
ington, December 23. Bert 1
v
Miss Mabel E. Morang, both
ton.
Erickson-Brown. In Ho
25, C. G. Erickson of Kockpoi'
Brown of Simonton.
Emkrson-Hai.l. In Buck
Mahlon W. Emerson of Bin i. ■:
Jessie E. Hall of Kucksport.
Fogg- Knowlton. In Ben
by Kev. Geo. S. Mills. John A
Ilia B. Knowlton, both of Be I hi
Hlri»-Knight. In North!
by Kev. C. H. Bryant, Lcnn W
Helen H. Knight, both of Non
Mii.ls-Wali.s. In Yinaliiav.
David F. Mills and Miss Berth
of Vinalhaven.
MAKKR-PrksCoTT. Ill Cain,:
J- F. Maker and Miss Emily I
R<n;Kits-Knight. In Belt.
Kev. Geo. S. Mills, Levi I.. |,v.
and .Miss Josephine M. Knigli:
Kogkrs-Moi lion. In s,
31. by Kev. H. W. Norton, ( li e
Miss Grace E. Moulton, both m
Si KKFORTH H VNNUN. Ill 1
eer 22, Leroy Sukeforth and Mi
both of Burketville.
SWKARS-IlA.MIl. I «»N.
Ill I'll
at the M. L. parsonage, by Ke\ \(
W. Swears of Albion and Sn-

Unity.

Tin IISTON Bl KKKTT. Ill Bn.
ber 22, Herbert L. Thurston an.
kett, both of Burketville.
Wkhi:kr-Ci.arv.
In Bel fa si
Kev. A. A. Smith. Scott Adairton and Miss Lizzie
May Clan
Wkhi.kr Perikk. In Mo;,:by Kev. D. Brackett, Sidnev M W
Elizabeth A. Pattee, both of M n
Yotno Lksax. In Wintcrpo;
Edward S. Young and Mrs. Kli/a
I)IKI>
Bradman. In Belfast, Decern
Bradman, aged 69 years. 1 month
('lark. In Waldo, Decemfx
Clark, aged 67 years and 6 month
Gray. In South Brooksville
twin daughter of Edward and tlx

*

aged 19 days.
Grover. In'Charlestown, Ma-Sadie F., daughter of E. (’.ami I
Grover, aged 6 months. The rema
to Belmont for burial.
Hutchins. In Knox, Decern!riet (Stevens) Hutchins,
aged s.; v.
Mobsman. In Union, Deeenihei
man, aged 69 years.
McPktkrs. Ill Union, Peccnil
widow of Klnu Mr Peters aged so
Pendleton. In Bucksport. i1
Clarence W. Pendleton, aged 4:: \and 4 days.
Savage. In Bucksport, Peceml'
(Simmons), wife of Warren Saw
:?,*■
aged 77 years, ti monihs
Appleton,
Tucker. In Lincolnville, ..r ij*
8., widow of Jacob P. Tucker of Beliak *
years and 5 mouths.

